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Abstract 

There is an increasing demand for long distance bulk power transmission worldwide and 
particularly in Europe. Energy turnaround from conventional to renewable energy genera-
tion is one of the main drivers. This implies that a significant percentage of electricity pro-
duction is generated remotely from load centers, by huge wind farms, for example. This 
new transmission objective can be met with high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmis-
sion. An HVDC grid is favored for redundancy as well as economic reasons. As this HVDC 
grid will be a new network layer above the existing AC transmission layer, it is referred to 
as an “overlay” HVDC grid. 

This thesis proposes a three stage operation management strategy for future HVDC overlay 
grids. The architecture is comprised of tertiary, secondary and primary control instances 
which reflect the hierarchy of AC system operation. All control methods have been vali-
dated by numerical case studies on a reference grid which is a representative of a typical 
interconnected network situation in central Europe. 

The proposed tertiary control ensures coordination among all HVDC converters and with 
the underlaying AC system. It serves as an example of converter reference value determi-
nation in a 15 minutes time interval. Therefore a mixed AC/DC optimal power flow method 
is proposed which is capable of solving this nonlinear optimization problem based on a 
complete set of topological and other state information of the entire grid.  

In the event of having different transmission system operators (TSO) operating only a sub-
set of converters of the HVDC overlay grid, the optimization problem becomes increasingly 
complex since each TSO might have its own optimization objectives. This problem is ad-
dressed by another multiple objective function approach. The proposed method superim-
poses particular cost functions of related TSO which yields system-wide cost functions as 
a basis for AC/DC power flow optimization.  

The secondary control instance adapts the tertiary control’s converter reference values 
within the 15 minute interval to the actual grid requirements, particularly in the event of 
grid disturbances. An algorithm is proposed that identifies significant deviations from the 
actual power flow schedule by a wide are monitoring system. Converter power references 
are adapted in order to optimally share the deviations between the AC system and the 
HVDC overlay grid. Since data availability is key for the robust operation of this method, 
backup mechanisms for data acquisition is also proposed. 

The primary control ensures DC energy balance, which is referred to as the energy stabil-
ity of HVDC grids. Converter reference values for active power need to be adjusted in the 
event of a mismatch between active power fed to and drawn from the HVDC grid. As the 
time constants within a DC grid are very small, this is a fast, local control based on p-v-char-
acteristics; the converter’s power reference is adjusted in accordance with deviation of the 
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DC node voltage from its reference. Furthermore, a continuous p-v-characteristic is pro-
posed as well as two appropriate parameterization methods. One emulates already existing 
piecewise linear p-v-characteristics for DC node voltage control and the other performs an 
automatic parameterization according to available balancing power provision capabilities 
on related AC point of common couplings. The latter significantly reduces the additional 
loading of the AC transmission grid with DC balancing power flows as the AC nodes, 
which are the most technically feasible, are utilized to provide the most DC balancing 
power. 

Kurzfassung 

Weltweit, aber besonders in Europa, steigt der Bedarf große Leistungen über weite Strecken 
zu transportieren. Dies ist hauptsächlich in der Energiewende und dem damit zusammen-
hängenden stark ansteigenden Anteil Erneuerbarer Energien und deren Erzeugungszentren 
begründet. Ein bedeutender Teil der Erneuerbaren Energien wird zukünftig weitab der Last-
zentren produziert. Zur Lösung dieser daraus resultierenden neuen Transportaufgabe ist die 
Hochspannungsgleichstromübertragung (HGÜ) besonders geeignet. Eine redundante und 
damit auch wirtschaftliche Ausführung stellt das vermaschte HGÜ-Netz dar, das in der 
Energieversorgungsnetzhierarchie eine neue Netzebene dargestellt und somit als Overlay-
HGÜ-Netz bezeichnet wird. 

Diese Arbeit widmet sich der Fragestellung der Betriebsführung eines Overlaynetzes. Dazu 
wird eine dreistufige Betriebsführung vorgeschlagen. In Anlehnung an die im europäischen 
AC-Verbundnetz bestehende Dreiteiligkeit wird eine Untergliederung in folgende Rege-
lungsinstanzen vorgenommen: Tertiär-, Sekundär und Primärregelung. 

Die Tertiärregelung übernimmt die Koordinierungsaufgabe der Umrichter untereinander 
und mit dem unterlagerten AC-Netz im Rahmen einer Betriebsplanung. Es ist ein betriebs-
typisches Aktualisierungsintervall von 15 Minuten vorgesehen, indem die Umrichtersoll-
werte vorgegeben werden. Deren Bestimmung erfolgt durch ein auf dieses nichtlineare 
Problem zugeschnittenen AC/DC Optimal Power Flow. Dieses Verfahren fußt auf der Ver-
fügbarkeit aller AC- und DC-Netzinformationen im Gebiet des Overlaynetzes. Im Falle 
einer föderalen Organisation eines HGÜ-Overlaynetzes in Europa müssen die Zielsetzun-
gen mehrere Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (ÜNB) bei der Bestimmung eines Umrichtersoll-
wertfahrplans berücksichtig werden. Für diesen Fall wird hier eine Methode vorgeschlagen, 
die mittels eines Aushandlungsprozesses die ÜNB spezifischen Kostenfunktionen für den 
Einsatz von HGÜ-Umrichtern in der entsprechenden Regelzone zu einer für das gesamte 
Overlaynetz gültigen Zielfunktion konsolidiert. Dabei werden Grenzwerte der einzelnen 
beteiligten ÜNB ebenso berücksichtigt wie lokale Zielfunktionen.  

Die Sekundärregelung passt die von der Tertiärregelung vorgegebenen Umrichtersoll-
werte innerhalb des 15-min-Betriebsintervalls vor allem im Fall von Störungen an. Dafür 
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wird ein Verfahren vorgeschlagen, das sich der Informationen eines Weitbereichsüberwa-
chungssystems bedient, um signifikante Abweichung der geplanten Leistungsflüsse zu er-
fassen. Die Umrichterwirkleistungssollwerte werden entsprechend angepasst. Eine Auftei-
lung von unplanmäßigen Leistungsflüssen zwischen AC und DC-Netz sorgt für eine Ent-
lastung des AC-Netzes und beugt Betriebsmittelüberlastungen und dadurch verursachten 
Instabilitätsphänomenen vor. 

Die Primärregelung gewährleistet das Gleichgewicht zwischen ein- und ausgespeister 
Wirkleistung in das / aus dem HGÜ-Overlaynetz. Ist die diesbezügliche Leistungsbilanz 
ausgewogen, ist das Energiegleichgewicht, die sogenannte Energiestabilität, gewahrt. Die 
DC-Zeitkonstanten sind klein. Nur eine dezentral (am Umrichterstandort) angeordnete Re-
gelung kann zeitlich angemessen reagieren. Diese nutzt eine p-u-Regelcharakteristik, die 
die Umrichtersollleistung entsprechend der Abweichung von der DC-Sollspannung an-
passt. Dafür werden eine kontinuierliche p-u-Charakteristik sowie Verfahren zu deren Pa-
rametrierung vorgeschlagen. Für die Bereitstellung von DC-Regelleistung besonders ge-
eignete AC-Knoten können so angemessen für das HGÜ-Overlaynetz genutzt werden. Die 
Funktionalität des hier vorgeschlagenen dreiteiligen Betriebsführungsverfahrens für ver-
maschte HGÜ-Netze wird anhand von numerischen Fallstudien auf Basis einer typischen 
Netztsituation in Zentraleuropa validiert.
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Introduction and Motivation 1 

1 Introduction and Motivation 

1.1 Historical power system development in Europe and ambitious visions 

High demand for electrical power has emerged in heavily industrialized nations such as in 
Western Europe during the last hundred years. With these increased power demands, en-
ergy generation and transmission has also developed. Today’s power system is based on 
power plants generating electrical power from coal, oil, gas or nuclear power close to cen-
ters of consumption interconnected with an AC transmission system to balance small fluc-
tuations in available electrical energy in some regions. 

In the beginning of Europe`s electrification, single generating units supplied a very small 
surrounding area with power, at this time primarily for lightning. An increasing demand 
which was also driven by the industrial sector, forced a connection of several nearby gen-
erating units to smaller grids, still with a limited expansion. In the beginning of 20th Century 
there has been a number of coexisting small AC systems. The ever increasing demand for 
electrical energy in Germany in the 1920’s and the shortage of coal (main primary energy 
source at this time apart from water which is not available in the main load centers) pushed 
a development towards interconnection of these asynchronous zones in order to share gen-
eration potentials. There was also a similar need in other European countries. For instance 
in France a powerful interconnection was needed in order to balance seasonally fluctuating 
energy generation (depending on water supply) in the south. The interconnection of re-
gional energy suppliers over short distance using 110 kV lines no longer met the demand. 
In April 1930, an 800 km long 220 kV overhead line achieved an interconnection between 
hydro power plants in the German Alps and coal power plants in the west of Germany at 
main industrial centers. [1] This has been the beginning of Europe’s interconnected AC 
power system which today, still maintains a highly reliable energy supply. 

At this time even longer interconnections have also been discussed in order to make use of 
larger hydro energy resources, such as in Norway, for sustainable and sufficient provision 
of energy supply. But it was also apparent that AC is not the appropriate technology to 
overcome challenges associated with such long distance transmissions. However, high volt-
age direct current (HVDC) was favored by some instead. At this time it was not only un-
clear how to operate such HVDC systems and how to extinguish DC faults but also how to 
generate high DC voltages, as a transformation, such as in AC, is not possible. Hence, this 
technology had to withstand much criticism and challenging technical problems. [1] This 
is still the case today. Some of these challenges, such as high voltage DC/DC transfor-
mation, have been resolved, nowadays a number of new challenges beside technical issues 
moved to the foreground such as various resistance from the populace or long approval 
procedures. 

During world war two HVDC developments were pushed politically and several ideas of 
interconnecting Europe’s energy resources emerged (as in Fig. 1.1) with typical intensions 
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of this time as HVDC provides the possibility to create a wide spread cable system for bulk 
energy transmission protected from airstrikes. [1] However, the basic technical idea of in-
terconnecting all available energy recourses among Europe to supply load centers is still 
the same. This is an option for a future-proof and sustainable energy supply which is cur-
rently even more up-to-date in Europe even if there is no natural but a more idealistically 
driven shortage of existing energy sources today than in the first half of the 19th century. 
Nowadays this early idea of a meshed European HVDC system is rediscovered for long 
distance bulk power transmission with a major difference that some key challenges of for-
mer times are solved today, and this makes realization more likely. However, there are still 
challenging aspects to be solved on the way towards a meshed HVDC topology in Europe 
as is later explained in subchapter 1.3 

 
Fig. 1.1: Early idea of a European HVDC grid in cable technology. [1] 

1.2 Challenges for Europe’s power system today 

1.2.1 Renewable Energies 

The energy turnaround in Europe which is also known as Energiewende is a main target of 
the European Commission mainly driven by de-carbonization issues. Therefore, the Energy 
Roadmap 2050 defines ten structural changes for the transformation of Europe’s energy 
system. It includes a share of renewable energies of at least 55% in overall energy con-
sumption by 2050 [2]. Other scenarios within the Energy Roadmap 2050 assume an even 
higher share of renewable energy of up to 97% (high renewable scenario) while assuming 
the availability of significant electricity storages [2].This tremendous change in energy gen-
eration patterns is accompanied by high investments in the transmission system infrastruc-
ture. This is a transition from a system with high fuel costs towards a system with high 
capital expenditure. The Energy Roadmap 2050 estimates investment costs to be in the 
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range of 1.5 to 2.2 trillion Euro1 between 2011 and 2050 for the future-ready European 
transmission system, whereby more renewable energies induce more investments in the 
transmission system [2]. 

As these are quite general and long-term targets, more short term targets are defined by the 
European commission in order to make sure that long term targets can be reached in time. 
The decisive 20-20-20 energy targets define EU wide key objectives for the year 2020 in 
order to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by 20% (based on figures in 1990), to increase 
the share of overall energy consumption produced by renewable recourses by 20% and to 
improve overall energy efficiency by 20% [3], [4]. Assuming these targets will be met in 
2020, the European Council has agreed to the 2030 framework which is going even further. 
This framework aims to reduce greenhouse gases by at least 40%, a share of overall energy 
consumption provided by renewable energy resources to at least 27% as well as an increase 
in energy efficiency by at least 27% [5]. 

Driven by these ambitioned European and national targets the amount of renewables used 
for electricity generation is continuously increasing. In 2013, 35 GW of new electricity 
generation capacity was installed. 73% of this (25 GW) is accounted for new renewable 
energy generation facilities. Approximately 11.2 GW of the renewable generation capacity 
are wind power units which is a slight decrease of 8% compared to figures in 2012. In total 
the installed wind power generation capacity was at 117.3 GW by the end of 2013. [6] 
Given that the installation costs are much smaller, most generating units of wind power are 
onshore. Only 5.6% is installed offshore [6]. As such, 1.6 GW have been installed in 2013. 
This is an increase of 34% compared to figures in 2012 [7]. However, as there is a high 
population density in Europe there is much more potential for offshore wind power plants 
to be installed in the years to come and this is also indicated by the tendency of offshore 
and onshore wind power plant installations. Fig. 1.2 shows the share of installed wind gen-
eration capacity in the European seas in 2013. 

As the amount of installed offshore wind installation capacity is increasing every year, new 
installations of photovoltaics has been decreasing in Europe since 2012, due to political 
decisions. Almost 11 GW photovoltaic capacity was connected to the European grid in 
2013 [8]. Of which, 3.3 GW have been installed in Germany although it is not one of the 
sunniest countries in Europe. However, this is still a 50% reduction compared to figure in 
2011. The overall installed photovoltaic capacity by the end of 2013 was 81.5 GW although 
this will increase only slightly in the years to come. [8] 

In 2012, the overall energy generation from volatile renewable energies (wind and photo-
voltaic) was approximately 280 TWh and the overall share of renewables of gross electric-
ity consumption in Europe was 680 TWh (23.5%) [9]. The distribution among the European 
countries differs greatly, as can be seen in Fig. 1.3 a). This is due to different capacities of 
renewable energy use and various political influences. Other than conventional generation, 

                                                      
1 1.5 – 2.2 1012 € 
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renewables cause significant cross border load flows and energy trading. The energy ex-
change of each European country in 2012 is indicated in Fig. 1.3 b). With a further increase 
in the use of renewable energy in the form of wind and photovoltaics for Europe’s electri-
city demand, a significant increase in power transmission capacity is necessary due to the 
volatile character of these energy resources and their geographical dependency. 
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Fig. 1.2: Installed offshore wind power generating capacity by sea in the end of 2013 - 

a) installed in 2013, b) cumulative and c) cumulative annual offshore wind in-
stallations. [7] 
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Fig. 1.3: Share of renewable energy generation excluding hydro power in 2013 (a) and 
exchanged energy in 2013 (b) per country. [10] 

Storage capacities are an important issue in order to compensate renewables’ volatile char-
acter. However, there is a lack of storage technologies feasible for bulk energy. An excep-
tion to this, however, is pumped hydro storage. This technology is also highly dependent 
on geographical conditions which are only available in selected European countries. The 
European Commission has published a study which identifies the potential for pumped hy-
dro storages per country. Norway and Spain have the highest available capacities [11], 
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which can be used for certain locally generated overcapacity from renewables. Even more 
potential is available in Turkey which could become Europe’s electricity storage as is 
shown in Fig. 1.4. A potential of 123 TWh has been identified which is approximately 10 
times higher than the already used storage capacity [11]. However, there is a need to over-
come long distances in order to connect these storages with Europe’s load centers. 

Hydro power has been used since the beginning of electrification in Europe and is already 
a key component in today’s energy mix. However, there is still a European-wide potential 
of another 600 TWh to be generated per year (status as of 2010), which would mean a 
doubling of the potential used today [12]. In Turkey, Norway, Sweden, Iceland, Spain and 
France alone there is a capacity for another 180 TWh, 82 TWh, 65 TWh, 52 TWh, 38 TWh 
and 35 TWh respectively [12]. Again, these main capacities are only available in a few 
countries and the majority of these have a significant distance to load centers. This high-
lights the need for long distance bulk power transmission in order to utilize this seasonal 
dependent base load potentials. 

 
Fig. 1.4: Realizable potential for pumped hydro storage assuming that one reservoir out 

of two already exists, a second one can be built, maximum distance to an exist-
ing transmission grid is 20 km and taking into account environmental, social 
and infrastructural restrictions. [11] 

1.2.2 Definition of the new transmission task and first steps towards a solution 

In the previous subchapter, renewable energies as the reason for future transmission grid 
challenges have been examined in terms of its present situation and its potential to be used 
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in order to reach Europe’s energy goals by 2050. Significant potential for further renewable 
energy generation as well as the linked storage potential for volatility compensation are 
located far from load centers as is summarized in Fig. 1.5. This is not only a challenge for 
the existing AC grid but a redefinition is also required to identify its primary tasks in the 
future. The existing AC grid is therefore not designed to overcome this new transmission 
challenge, and DC technology is the most suitable solution that is known today: 

Long distance bulk power transmission in varying directions. 

Fig. 1.5: Areas for high renewable energy generation and storage potential as well as 
main load centers in Europe. 

For this special transmission task, the advantages of HVDC transmission with respect to 
AC transmission are: 

Direct integration of offshore wind power
Integration of asynchronous areas for market coupling issues
Absence of reactive power demand even for very long distances and cables. This
also enables theoretically unlimited transmission distances.
More economic, also due to the absence of reactive power (no compensation)
AC/DC converter stations have to be actively controlled. This prevents unintended
power flow paths and power oscillations can be inherently damped.

The identified demand for long distance bulk power transmission and the feasibility of DC 
to overcome this challenge is also reflected in the current version (2014) of Europe’s Ten 
Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP). Although the TYNDP includes market inte-
gration as a driver for grid extension, transmission of renewable energy is another consid-
eration. Before 2030 interconnection capacities will double and therefore a need for addi-
tional or upgraded transmission infrastructure of approximately 48,000 km will be neces-
sary. Of this, 17,300 km will be DC subsea cables used to connect offshore wind farms to 
onshore systems as well as improving the interconnection of the UK, for example. Addi-
tionally, approximately 6,000 km of DC transmission infrastructure is requires onshore. 
Thus, more than 40% of total additional transmission infrastructure is DC. [13] Fig. 1.6 a) 
shows the projects identified within the TYNDP. 
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Four of these projects particularly stand out and can be seen as lighthouse projects in Eu-
rope. These are the four HVDC point-to-point (P2P) interconnections planned in Germany 
until 2034 [14]. These are also shown in Fig. 1.6 b). Renewable energies accounted for 
25.4% of Germany’s electricity consumption [15]. Due to geographical and meteorological 
conditions renewable energy generation from wind in Germany is primarily located in the 
north as well as in the east. Increasingly, wind is also being utilized in the North and Baltic 
Sea. More than 36,500 GWh wind power was generated in Germany’s northern region2 in 
2012 [16]. These extensive geographical distances must therefore be bridged in order to 
supply load must be transmitted via Germany’s planned HVDC corridors. 

a) b)

 
Fig. 1.6: a) Ten Year Network Development plan until 2030 [13] and b) Netzentwick-

lungsplan of the German TSOs for 2034 [14]. 

HVDC in general is a suitable solution for onshore bulk power transmission over longer 
distances. As overhead lines increasingly face public resistance, more and more areas are 
favoring underground alternatives. However, underground solutions are confined to very 
short distances using AC technology or require exponential high reactive power compen-
sation efforts. This is not required using HVDC technology and HVDC underground lines 
are not physically limited in length. Recent developments in HVDC cables (525 kV and up 
to 2.6 GW) [17] as well as progress in the field of gas insulated transmission lines (GIS) 
[18] makes these solutions become more realistic. 

In general HVDC technology has made considerable progress in regards to power and volt-
age ratings as well as converter technology. With the commercial introduction of voltage 
source converters (VSC) in the 1990’s, the demand on reactive power and connection to 
weak AC systems is no longer problematic. Furthermore, with the invention of multi-level 
converter (MMC) technology (also VSC) in 2001, the high loss of VSC compared to line 

                                                      
2 Mecklenburg Vorpommern, Brandenburg, Saxony-Anhalt, Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony 
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commutated converter (LCC) technology was reduced significantly. As VSC technology is 
also capable of building meshed HVDC grids the realization of the early vision from the 
beginning of last century (see Fig. 1.1) is closer than ever before. There are, however, still 
many technical challenges regarding HVDC grids, and this is a major focus in current re-
search. Besides political challenges these issues are mainly related to various technological 
components and system operation. This issue will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2. 

The general concept of interconnecting all regions with their specific energy generation 
specialties (as is indicated in Fig. 1.7) has not been altered since the beginning of last cen-
tury. Other than hydro power this will mainly be other renewable such as wind, solar and 
also significant storage capacities. There are already projects in planning and under con-
struction, which could serve as a nucleus for a future meshed European HVDC grid as: 
INELFE [19], Europagrid Adriatic [20], Western HVDC Link [21] and the planned four 
HVDC corridors in Germany [14]. 

Fig. 1.7: A possible option for a pan-European HVDC grid. [22] 

If the transmission task itself is considered, it could be solved using state of the art P2P. 
The more HVDC interconnections are set into operation in a transmission system the more 
important this new transmission layer becomes and the more additional requirements step 
into the foreground. The most essential requirement is reliability. The same degree of reli-
ability with P2P interconnections, requires much higher monetary effort as each P2P line 
needs two converter stations. 

Taking into account a meshing option, reliability is provided to the very most extend by the 
meshes itself. In this case, the most expensive equipment (converters) is used in a much 
more efficient way. Additionally, when considering fluctuating main transmission direc-
tions and paths, the intensity of exploration of converter capacities is much higher using a 
grid than a P2P connection. It is inherent in P2P connections that only one transmission 
path is able to be served. This information is summarized in Tab.  1-1. From a technological, 
as well as economical point of view, a meshed HVDC topology is therefore the most effi-
cient solution for expected challenges of the European transmission grid. 
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Tab.  1-1: Requirements related to Europe’s additional future transmission tasks. 

P2P connection 
HVDC over-

lay grid 
Meshed HVAC 

overlay grid 

Bulk power long 
distance trans-
mission 

Reactive power demand 
increases with transmis-
sion distance; compen-
sations costs affect its 
economic efficiency 

Inherent 
redudancy 

( ) 
A redundancy can be pro-
vided with P2P connections 
with another parallel P2P 
system is installed and both 
are operated accordingly 

Controllability 
of power flows 
dedicated for 
long distance 
transmission 

( ) 
Additional equipment 
would be necessary 

Fluctuating  
transmission 
directions 

( ) 
If the line (or a part of it) is 
in mass impregnated cable 
technology, immediate 
power flow reversal is im-
possible 

Fluctuating  
transmission 
paths 

1.3 Current research activities and initiatives related to HVDC in Europe 

Today’s network planning for the interconnected onshore grid focuses on projects which 
strengthen existing transmission lines or corridors. Building new lines or corridors is for 
the most part limited by length and based on conventional AC technology, preferably in 
overhead line design. ENTSO-E criticizes this forthcoming approach as such marginal im-
provements will not be enough to reach the ambitious renewable energy targets of 2050 
[25]. New approaches are needed which significantly strengthen the European transmission 
capacity. Therefore the use of new technologies and new operation methodologies is inev-
itable to continue a stable and sustainable energy supply. 

http://www.linguee.de/englisch-deutsch/uebersetzung/ambitious.html
http://www.linguee.de/englisch-deutsch/uebersetzung/strengthen.html
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Major projects and initiatives in Europe such as Twenties, BestPath, Friends of the Super-
grid and North Seas Countries’ Offshore Grid Initiatives are focusing on new technologies 
such as HVDC, and even an HVDC network code has been drafted and is about to become 
into European law. However, the main focus is on technology, economical and regulatory 
aspects, HVDC grid topology and, in Twenties, also on operation of offshore HVDC grids 
[26]-[29]. 

Addressing these issues is essential to prepare the transmission grid for future challenges; 
however, as grid requirements differ with regards to offshore HVDC grids (interconnecting 
asynchronous areas) the operation of an HVDC grid itself and in parallel to a synchronous 
AC grid is vital as well. 

1.4 Scope of this work and main contributions of the thesis 

This work addresses the following research question: How is it possible to operate a meshed 
HVDC grid overlaying an interconnected AC grid in order to maintain its own stability and 
interact with the AC system to ensure secure operation of both AC and DC in such a way 
that an optimal operation point of the overall system can be reached? 

Short term events as faults in the AC transmission grid as well as in the HVDC grid are 
assumed to be cleared. Possible contributions of the HVDC converters that are not related 
to HVDC grid’s transmission tasks as AC voltage control or a contribution for AC grid 
damping will not be considered here. 

Increasing the share of renewable energies by up to almost 100% requires a tremendous 
change to the energy supply system. A particular role corresponds to the transmission sys-
tem which was built to transmit small amounts of power between neighboring areas. Bulk 
potential for renewable is mostly removed from load centers, thus bulk power has to be 
transmitted over long distances. This is a challenge for the transmission system which can 
be overcome by introducing a new transmission layer based on HVDC. 

For redundancy reasons and for scenarios with fluctuating transmission directions (maybe 
varying with season or daytime) meshed structures are reasonable. If the same level of re-
dundancy should be provided with P2P topologies, much more financial and space effort 
are necessary than for a meshed HVDC grid. 

Most existing HVDC projects are in P2P topology and the first multi-terminal using MMC 
technology was established in 2014, connecting Nan’ao Island’s wind power with the main-
land in Guangdong area in China [46]. However, a meshed HVDC topology does not exist 
and operation methods are required beforehand. This work deals with the operation of 
meshed HVDC grids for public electricity supply systems. Presented methods are also ap-
plicable for P2P and multi-terminal topologies in an early stage of an HVDC grid, for ex-
ample. As such, it focuses on general operation methods in real time operation, up to day 
ahead operational planning. 
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In subchapter 2.3 system operation hierarchy is presented and includes primary (local), 
secondary (semi-local) and tertiary (central) control instances following the structure in AC 
systems. Functionalities for each control instance are addressed here as can also be seen in 
Fig. 1.8. A European HVDC grid will be a new grid layer above the existing AC transmis-
sion grid. A definition of concrete data to be provided is proposed by the operational plan-
ning instance. This includes information on converter power, AC and DC voltage reference 
values, parameter of local DC node voltage control characteristics, individual DC node 
voltage limits and emergency schedules in case of a disturbance. In subchapter 2.3.3 it is 
explained that it is not reasonable to split responsibilities within the HVDC grid and give it 
to every involved TSO. It is much more beneficial to define a new responsibility instance 
with a global view on the HVDC and AC transmission system adequately controlling their 
HVDC system. As TSC and CORESO are in charge of larger AC transmission areas, either 
of these institutions could incorporate the responsibility of the new HVDC grid. 

localcentral central / local

Tertiary control
(chapter 3)

Secondary control
(chapter 4)

Primary control
(chapter 5)

Global knowledge on
HVDC grid and affected
parts of the AC system

Global optimization of the
HVDC grid

Provision of converter
schedules on a regular
basis

Slowest control instance

Global knowledge on DC
grid and affected parts of
the AC system

Local control / local
converter set point
adaptation

Set point adaptation to
unscheduled power flow
changes

Slower than pimary
control and much faster
than tertiary control

Local knowledge on
HVDC system state

Local control

Proportional control
characteristic

Main focus: energy
stability

Fastest control instance

fast
continuous

Fig. 1.8: General HVDC control hierarchy concept this work is focusing on including 
primary, secondary and tertiary control instances. 

One of its tasks is operational planning for the entire HVDC grid in order to meet market 
requirements and to ensure a safe operation of the overall transmission grid. Thus, chapter 
3 proposes a centralized coordination using a mixed AC/DC OPF solved with an artificial 
intelligence optimization method (also see Fig. 1.8). Conventional optimization methods 
are not suitable as they promote non-convergence or convergence in local minima particu-
larly when having highly non-linear equipment such as HVDC converters. Operational 
planning is dedicated to tertiary control as indicated in Fig. 1.8. Additionally a coordination 
method without having a centralized control instance is presented in subchapter 3.3. This 
can be used in an early stage of a meshed HVDC grid when only a limited number of 
converters and TSOs are involved. 
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Operational planning is based on forecasts and market results, which define the generation 
patterns. If the grid’s topology, generation or load pattern change in real operation, con-
verter schedules given by operational planning are subject to adaptation as they do not au-
tomatically change. Within the AC or DC system a change of topology and / or load and 
generation pattern causes an automatic adaptation of power flows according to the grid 
impedances. However, converters as coupling equipment between both systems need an 
active change in reference values in order to take part in significantly changed load flow 
patterns and thus give maximum contribution to keep the entire system stable. A method to 
overcome this challenge is proposed in chapter 4. It is based on phasor measurement unit 
(PMU) / wide area monitoring system (WAMS), which provides voltage angle information 
to identify significant global power changes. PMU based technology has been commer-
cially available for a number of years and is adopted for the realization of control functions. 
Here, local converter reference values are adapted without global optimization process, 
which is time consuming. A global re-coordination of all converters after a disturbance 
could therefore take place afterwards. Additionally back-up procedures are proposed for 
the rare event of PMU or WAMS tripping. Adaptation of converter reference values to the 
actual system state are dedicated to secondary control (see Fig. 1.8). 

Finally, the smallest time horizon is considered maintaining DC energy balance. Time con-
stants in DC systems are much smaller than in AC systems. Consequently, it is reasonable 
to have local control mechanisms in order to maintain DC energy balance. Some state of 
the art piecewise linear local control characteristics can lead to DC oscillations. Influencing 
factors are analyzed in subchapter 5.2. It is found that continuous local control characteris-
tics can significantly decrease the sensitivity of the DC system against DC oscillations. As 
such, subchapter 5.3 proposes a continuous control characteristic that can emulate the basic 
idea behind state of the art local control characteristics (subchapter 5.4) but which can also 
be used to dynamically vary the control characteristic based on local AC grid characteristics 
(subchapter 5.5). According parameterization is also presented. As local DC node voltage 
control is the fastest control instance and modifies converter power references with a pro-
portional control in order to maintain the DC energy equilibrium, it is dedicated to be the 
primary control instance (see Fig. 1.8). A conclusion and an outlook of this work are given 
in chapter 6. 

1.5 General Definitions 

When introducing new technologies always goes along with using different vocabulary 
having the same aspects, topologies or methods in mind. However, until there is consensus 
on the vocabulary used, this will lead to confusion. The subject of meshed HVDC grids is 
at an early stage. Thus, some general definitions are given in this subchapter in order to 
define its meanings in relation to this document. 
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HVDC: At the time of writing (end of 2014) there has been no standardised definition for 
HVDC. Even if it is clear that direct current is addressed, the minimum voltage level for 
HVDC is unclear. For the onshore HVDC grids which are in the focus of this work, a min-
imum voltage level of 200 kV is assumed. A future HVDC grid as it is favored in this work 
is intended for voltage levels of 500 kV or 800kV, ideally as bipolar technology (±500 kV 
or ±800 kV) for reasons of redundancy and power capacity. Bipolar HVDC systems are 
assumed in this work. It is assumed that technological gaps between these assumptions and 
the available technology today will soon be resolved. This is also a subject in subchapter 
2.1. HVDC considered in this manner is mostly used for bulk power (1 GW and above [43]) 
long distance transmission. 
AC system and AC grid: In general an AC system includes the AC grid and all connected 
equipment, loads and generating units. If the AC grid is considered loads and generating 
units are out of scope.  
HVDC system and HVDC grid: An HVDC grid as it is used here refers to the network, 
including busbars, lines and other equipment as DC breakers and DC/DC converters (if 
applicable and necessary), as well as its topology. Here an HVDC grid is defined as a 
meshed HVDC topology including at least one mesh. Radial sections can also be a part of 
the HVDC grid if at least one mesh is existent. In this work it is assumed that no loads or 
generating units are directly connected to the HVDC system but only via a converter. 
Hence, HVDC grid and HVDC system are used synonymously in this work with the ex-
ception that an HVDC system can also imply a P2P or radial multi-terminal topology with-
out meshes. 
Overlay HVDC grid / system: An overlay HVDC grid or system is a special kind of an 
HVDC grid / system that is overlaying a synchronous AC grid. It does not exclude the 
HVDC interconnection of asynchronous zones if at least two converters of the HVDC sys-
tem are within a synchronous zone. 
Multiterminal HVDC: An HVDC grid is also a multi-terminal topology known as multi-
terminal direct current (MTDC). In contrast to an HVDC grid, a MTDC does not neces-
sarily include meshes but can also have solely radial topology. 
Operation of HVDC grids as it is used in this work addresses larger time scales such as 
operational planning up to two days ahead, day ahead and intraday time frames, as well as 
real time operation. This focuses on normal operation and operation in disturbed conditions 
by means of adapting converters reference values. It does not include fault handling, inner 
converter control and consideration of transient phenomena. This is also addressed and il-
lustrated in subchapter 2.3.1. 
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2 Challenges corresponding to meshed HVDC grids 

To date, there is not yet been an HVDC grid built worldwide. There are therefore many 
challenges which current and future research and engineering need to address. These chal-
lenges can be categorized as either asset or operation related issues. 

2.1 Components 

DC/DC converters: When considering HVDC grids, there are additional challenges which 
must be considered than for P2P or small radial multi-terminal systems. Without the use of 
additional equipment in meshes such as DC/DC converters, DC power flows cannot be 
actively controlled on a specified line [O-17], [48]. Given that these devices are not typi-
cally needed in today’s HVDC P2P schemes, they are not commercially available and there 
lacks a common strategy to operate them in a meshed HVDC topology. 

Fault clearing equipment: There is a major problem related to DC faults in meshed HVDC 
schemes. Multiple lines and converters can feed the fault and single line currents cannot be 
limited without having capable line current controlling devices. Depending on the converter 
technology used, the DC fault can also be fed by the AC system and both systems are af-
fected. By using full bridge VSC converters, this problem can be avoided, however during 
converter operation there is a significant increases in investment costs and losses. Given 
that a full bridge converter is capable of controlling DC fault currents, it is therefore also 
possible they are utilized for DC fault clearing. Problems may occur when considering very 
large HVDC grids when the whole system needs to be shut down using full bridge convert-
ers. In this case, DC circuit breakers may become necessary.  

Regarding the requirements for AC circuit breakers, the DC equivalent has to cope with 
much steeper fault current gradients, the absence of current zero crossings, fast decreasing 
DC voltages which may cause problems for some converter topologies, and no overcurrent 
capability of power electronic equipment as converters resulting in the requirement for very 
fast DC fault current interruption. First approaches for DC circuit breaker exist [23], [24]. 
Questions are still posed as to whether or not these solutions, among others, will be ulti-
mately carried out due to monetary effort it takes (two breakers are needed for each line). 
It is also unclear whether the DC breakers are able to be up scaled to ultra-high DC voltages 
with bulk power ratings. 

Multi-Vendor grids: Most P2P HVDC connections are from a single manufacturer. This 
will change for an HVDC grid as there are a number of converters required. However, it 
lacks of standardization for HVDC equipment applied to so-called multi-vendor grids. It is 
therefore unclear if different converter topologies and particularly converter control meth-
ods will negatively interact with each other. As topology and control differs from manufac-
turer to manufacturer, there also lacks simple yet not oversimplified models to represent all 
relevant converter characteristics. On this basis it is also difficult to define standards or 
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standardized behavior of converters without putting one or more manufacturers at a disad-
vantage. It is very unlikely that an HVDC grid spanning Europe with a number of convert-
ers is able to be successfully delivered by a single manufacturer due to multiple reasons: 

Limited production and installation capacities of single manufacturers
Contracting of single projects (parts of the future meshed HVDC overlay grid) is
based on a free market related to:
o Economic considerations
o Technical considerations, such as HVDC technology, is under rapid develop-

ment (therefore, useful technical advances will be a competitive advantage)

Public resistance is a very important issue that is related to the (visible) HVDC compo-
nents and thus is mentioned here. The public resistance against overhead transmission lines 
in densely populated areas such as Western Europe is very high. Thus, long distance un-
derground transmission will be necessary for some areas. On the other hand, this grid ex-
tension still lags behind the increasing share of renewable so it would therefore be necessary 
to make up for lost time. Furthermore, building underground transmission lines is usually 
much more time consuming than building overhead lines. Additionally, there is a lack of 
procedure and standardization for manufacturing and laying extended cables. Possible so-
lutions are an onsite production of endless cables, a pre-manufacturing of cable sleeves in 
the factory or using gas insulated lines (GIL). However, none of these solutions are close 
to becoming commercially available. 

Converters voltage and power rating: Converter technology suited for HVDC grids 
(VSC technology) have been commercially available since the late 1990’s. Bulk power and 
low loss converters have been available since market introduction of VSC development in 
MMC technology in 2007 [30], [31]. With the advent of VSC meshed HVDC grids became 
feasible and in particular, MMC decreased losses, which is particularly important with re-
gards to bulk power transmission. But MMC and also VSC technologies in general are 
relatively new. Thus, classical LCC technology’s biggest advantage is the availability for 
ultra high voltages and power ratings. This must be catched up by VSC technologies in 
order to economically meet bulk power transmission demands in Europe. 

Former challenges regarding the “transformation” of DC voltages to ultra high voltage lev-
els are accomplished for some decades with the development of LCC. Since the late 1990’s 
self-commutated converters have become available and converters with very low reactive 
power demand have been available since 2001 [32]. Newer converter topologies are also 
available with DC fault current blocking capabilities (full bridge converter topology). But 
as previously described, there still remain some challenges regarding HVDC overlay grid 
components. 
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2.2 Operation 

However, operation methodologies are equally important to the utilization of appropriate 
equipment in meshed HVDC grids. To make use of assets it is essential to have adequate 
HVDC overlay grid operation and sufficient technological capabilities. In general the im-
plementation of a grid offers basic advantages over P2P connections, such as: 

 Increased system stability 
 Redundancy 
 Flexibility for changing transmission paths during certain periods 

Additional advantages result from an HVDC overlay grid: 

 Lower transmission losses 
 Inherent controllability of coupling equipment (converters) 
 Relief of the underlaying AC transmission layer by an adjustable amount in means of: 
o Transmission of scheduled power flows (operational planning) 
o Transmission of unscheduled power flows (real time operation): 

 balancing power flows 
 power flows after parallel transmission equipment trip 
 supply of islanded areas 

As converters between the AC transmission and the HVDC overlay grid must be actively 
controlled, algorithms must be developed and implemented in order to make use of those 
advantages.  

DC energy balance: In order to ensure stable DC grid operation the DC energy balance 
has to be maintained at any point in time as a vital control requirement. The input has to 
meet the output power of the HVDC grid, otherwise an energy surplus or energy deficiency 
results in an immediate and significant change of DC voltage. This is described in more 
detail in chapter 5. Many local control characteristics have therefore been proposed and 
tested on a numerical basis. However, most of these characteristics require improvement 
according to the overall dynamic system behavior when applied to multiple converters 
within a single HVDC grid.  

Guaranteeing the energy balance is vital for any HVDC system, but operational methodol-
ogies are necessary not only for operating an isolated HVDC grid but also for an integrated 
operation within an interconnected parallel AC system. Extensive research has been con-
ducted on controlling an HVDC system interconnecting AC offshore networks with AC 
onshore networks as this would be the first possible application in Europe. Essentially, 
controlling HVDC systems interconnecting asynchronous AC system is very important. 
Directly after the implementation of such an HVDC system, possibly as a meshed topology, 
there is the challenge of distributing the offshore wind energy among the continental load 
centers over a great distance to the shorelines. A meshed HVDC onshore grid is a feasible 
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solution. For the operation of both types of HVDC systems or meshed grids an understand-
ing of the overall system including the DC and AC part(s), is necessary. 

Automatic participation in unscheduled power flow changes: Considering an onshore 
HVDC grid is accompanied with the idea of creating a backbone for the entire electricity 
grid. As coupling devices between the AC and the DC grid, the converters do not automat-
ically take part in the power flow pattern. This is different when considering a single AC 
or DC grid where power flows are distributed along the grid according to its impedances in 
normal and disturbed operation. The automatic behavior of a converter must be actively 
controlled for operational planning issues as well as for fast adaptation of converter refer-
ences after disturbances. 

Maintaining N-1 security: The general motivation for an HVDC system is the transmis-
sion of bulk power (besides coupling of asynchronous AC networks). However, disturb-
ances can also affect parts of the DC system. This must be taken into consideration during 
the HVDC grid planning process as well as for operational issues. The possibility of faults 
must be considered in operational planning in terms of maintaining N-1 criteria or available 
margins for emergency situations, for example. Additionally, the creation of emergency 
schedules can be taken into account. During the operational planning stage, emergency 
schedules are used to calculate for various possible disturbances as well as to communicate 
to the converters. If any of these disturbances take place an autonomous switch to the rele-
vant emergency schedule maintains stable operation at any time without the time consum-
ing central recalculation of schedules after the disturbance. This requires a local and explicit 
identification of the disturbances which may not be possible in any case. Each converter 
should therefore be equipped with autonomous mechanisms to take part in significant 
changes of the power flow pattern in order to avoid overloading any equipment. It is also 
possible to use such mechanisms to bridge the time in case of central identification of the 
explicit disturbance. 

DC fault identification: The absence of natural zero crossings and consequently lower 
damping effect of the system’s inductances with respect to the fault current rise, not only 
cause challenges for fault extinguishing equipment but also for fault identification. Due to 
the high fault current rise in DC systems and the absence of overcurrent capability of sem-
iconductors (e.g. in converters) fault identification must be very fast depending on line 
length and technology (due to traveling wave characteristics) between 1 ms and 4 ms [33]. 
The overall fault detection and clearing process must be significantly faster than 10 ms at 
least if only DC circuit breakers are used for DC fault clearing. Therefore, for fault clearing 
a time of about 5 ms remains. Several methods for DC fault identification in meshed HVDC 
grids are proposed in the literature. Concepts that are based on differential current such as 
in [34], [35] are unacceptable for extended HVDC grids due to communication delay [36], 
[37]. Another solution is proposed in [38] introduced as the Handshaking Method. Each 
node identifies a potentially faulted connected line, before the entire HVDC system shuts 
down and opens fast disconnectors of identified potentially faulted lines. When the HVDC 
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system is energized again a decision on a faulted line is made by comparing the voltage on 
both side of each open disconnector. This approach can generate a conflict with two general 
fault clearing requirements; namely: selectivity and speed. Other approaches are based on 
wavelet analyses [39]-[42] or identification of current and voltage gradients [44], [45]. 
However, a final decision on a specific solution is still pending. 

HVDC grid responsibility: As a meshed onshore HVDC grid will span a wide area of the 
existing AC grid, it is likely that also multiple TSOs are involved. It is likely that each TSO 
will only have a limited number of converters within its responsibility area with regards to 
the overall number of converters within the HVDC grid. This raises the question of respon-
sibility for the entire HVDC grid. A more detailed discussion on this topic is made in sub-
chapter 2.3.3. 

Standardization of operation: As with the technological issues, there is also a lack of 
standardization with regards to operation. A standardization of HVDC grid operation is of 
particular interest if the HVDC grid responsibility and operation is shared among several 
instances and for coordination between the HVDC grid and AC grid operation. So far there 
are no requirements to be met for different operation and control instances within the 
HVDC grid. ENTSO-E created the first HVDC grid code which is in the current version 
and focuses on the effect of the HVDC converters on the AC grid rather than on the oper-
ation of the HVDC system [26]. Consequently, a CENELEC working group was created 
which focuses on all topics related to operation of meshed HVDC grids [O-28]. 

2.3 System operation hierarchy and responsibility 

Once the most important technological and political challenges regarding the setup of a 
meshed onshore HVDC grid are solved, it comes to operational requisition. As a new trans-
mission layer with different characteristics, transmission tasks and geographical expansion, 
there are basically two questions: 

 How to operate a meshed HVDC system that spans an existing, in operation AC 
system in order to maintain a stable operation of the DC system, relieving the AC 
by the DC grid to keep AC system stability, to guaranty an overall economic oper-
ation that also includes market aspects?  

 Who will be responsible for this new grid layer? This issue can go through a dy-
namic process with changing topology and covered area of the HVDC grid during 
its development phase. 

The first question is generally described in subchapter 2.3.1 and special categories are sub-
ject for more detailed analyses in chapters 3 (HVDC overlay grid operational planning), 4 
(Autonomous local reference value adaptation) and 5 (DC energy balance). Possible re-
sponsibility is discussed in subchapter 2.3.3.  
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2.3.1 Structure of system operation hierarchy – state of the art 

System operation of the European AC system is subdivided in three control levels primary, 
secondary and tertiary. Using load frequency control as an essential part of AC system 
operation, the primary control is a frequency containment process with a proportional con-
trol characteristic. As a steady state frequency error occurs, secondary control, which is 
slower activated than primary control, is a frequency restoration process with an integral 
control character that also restores pre-disturbance power exchange among control areas. 
The tertiary control gives new schedule afterwards in order to relieve control reserves. [47] 

This concept was transferred to an HVDC grid operation hierarchy by [O-17], [48]-[53], 
[129]. Tertiary control layer is intended to determine converter power schedules based on 
global information and using an optimal power flow calculation (OPF). This OPF is only 
able to consider the DC system or in addition also the AC system in order to find an optimal 
operating point for the overall system. 

As optimal power flow may do not or do not exactly take all converter and DC transmission 
losses into account, there is a DC energy imbalance without any disturbances and therefore 
an adaptation of converter power reference values is necessary. This is one of the issues for 
secondary control [51]. Secondary control is also needed when primary control was active 
due to any disturbance within the DC grid to reset converter’s set point in order to reestab-
lish pre-disturbance conditions, regarding power exchange between system areas or on spe-
cific tie lines for example [49], [50], [52], [53]. Additionally secondary control can specify 
primary control parameters for set point achievement [49]. 

Primary control of HVDC grids according to [49]-[53] is represented by DC node voltage 
control limiting the deviation of DC voltage if any disturbance within the DC system takes 
place or energy balance is not met due to other reasons. This is achieved by adapting con-
verter’s power using voltage droop control characteristic, for example, as it is described in 
subchapter 5.1. A concept for HVDC grid operation hierarchy according to [49]-[53] and 
[129] is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

2.3.2 Structure of system operation hierarchy - extension of state of the art HVDC 
control hierarchy definitions 

The existing definitions, particularly for secondary control instances, do not take into ac-
count parallel operation of an AC and DC grid. Only a stable operation of each single grid 
(AC and DC) is considered. Assuming one major task of the HVDC grid to relieve the AC 
grid, also unscheduled and significant AC power flow changes affecting AC transmission 
corridors parallel to DC lines should be a subject of immediate adaptation of converter 
power reference values. This maintains AC system stability even in case of large disturb-
ances (for more details see subchapter 4.3). This control function has characteristics of sec-
ondary but also primary control to a certain extent. It will have a higher hierarchy level than 
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DC node voltage control while it is determining new converter power set points and is a 
part of autonomous adaptation control in Fig. 2.2.  
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Fig. 2.1: Sate of the art - HVDC grid control hierarchy and instances. 

Converters can have different kind of DC control modes, which is not limited to DC node 
voltage control. Converters’ control mode can also be defined to constant power control, 
for example. Thus, the lowest level of control instances is redefined to local converter DC 
control mode as shown in Fig. 2.2. 
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Fig. 2.2: HVDC grid control hierarchy and instances. 

Secondary control is not limited to reestablish pre-disturbance conditions / power ex-
changes or determining primary control parameters. For overall system security reasons 
even a fundamental redefinition of reference values is possible after a major disturbance. 
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Therefore, an optimization can be made in advance for a number of possible disturbances 
calculating the optimal converter set points. Those will be stored locally at each converter. 
When any of these considered disturbances takes place in reality, converter set points are 
already given and need only to be activated locally. This is the secondary control instance 
of autonomous adaptation control in Fig. 2.2. 

This control instance can only be effective for those scenarios that have been considered 
previously. Any other disturbances or set of disturbances will be covered by redefining a 
set point by the HVDC grid controller. Depending on the size of the HVDC system there 
will be a single, or for larger HVDC grid, a few of HVDC grid controllers responsible for 
a defined area of the HVDC grid as indicated in Fig. 2.2. An HVDC grid controller has a 
global view on its responsibility area and can perform optimization processes if major dis-
turbances took place. In order to realize short computation times, a division of large HVDC 
grids in several responsibility areas is necessary. The global view of an HVDC grid con-
troller is given by the corresponding part of the DC grid and major information from di-
rectly connected AC parts. HVDC grid controller and autonomous adaptation control are 
coordinated system control instances as it is also defined by CENELEC [O-17] and Cigré 
WG B4.58 [O-17], [48]. 

As the HVDC grid controller provides set point adaptations on a short term (in-between 
schedules) and, depending on the size of the HVDC grid, only optimized for a limited area, 
the overall AC/DC optimization will be performed by the AC/DC grid controller [O-17], 
[48]. This tertiary control instance ideally performs a mixed AC/DC OPF with a global 
view. As such, it is possible that the central control instance is not in place and probably 
even not necessary from the beginning building an extended meshed HVDC grid. Chapter 
3 addressesalso a dispersed coordination case in subchapter 3.3. 

2.3.3 HVDC grid system responsibility and integration into AC system operation 

With regards to a meshed onshore HVDC system overlaying the existing AC system there 
will be a much smaller number of nodes (or converters) than the AC transmission system. 
Thus, it is realistic to assume that each European TSO will have one to ten converters within 
its responsibility area. This leads to a total number of approximately fifty to 200 converters 
distributed throughout Europe. This is also in line with the current structure of today’s AC 
grid. The lower the grid layer voltage level, the more nodes per unit area the system will 
have (see Fig. 2.3). As the HVDC overlay grid would represent the highest voltage level in 
the grid it will have the lowest number of converters per unit area. 

When a future European HVDC overlay grid spans a number of TSO responsibility areas 
it is no longer reasonable to leave responsibility for converters to the AC TSOs. The possi-
ble influence of having only one converter owned by a single TSO, for example, is too 
small. It is far more reasonable to define a new grid responsibility layer for the HVDC 
overlay grid namely the HVDC TSO. An HVDC TSO can make use of the full power of 
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the HVDC grid due to its wider system view while also monitoring the AC transmission 
layer for HVDC operation purposes. 
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Fig. 2.3: Abstract representation of different voltage level grid layers. 

The need for more global system monitoring capabilities has already been identified by 
some European TSO’s for the AC transmission layer. Consequently, they joined together 
in global monitoring initiatives / organizations. The most important of these are the Trans-
mission System Operator Security Cooperation (TSC) currently located in Munich (Ger-
many) and the COoRdination of Electricity System Operators (CORESO) currently lo-
cated in Brussels (Belgium). Taking the covered area into account, the Electricity Coordi-
nating Center (EKC) located in Belgrade (Serbia) is also an important organization; how-
ever, EKC was quite inactive during the last years regarding official coordination actions. 
All are monitoring a wide area of the AC transmission system across the borders of a single 
TSO. Hence, they can detect system security endangering system states caused by events 
or forecasts in responsibility areas of other TSOs. Today this is even more important than 
in the past since cross border trading, wind generation and general electricity transmission 
are significantly and continuously increasing which necessitates a more global system view. 
As these organizations are already dealing with a wide system view they are predestinated 
to provide development towards an HVDC TSO. 

As the need for coordination among TSO is increasing among others due to increasing 
cross-border energy trade, significantly increased renewable energy infeed, installation of 
power flow controlling devices and transit power flows (in neighboring TSO areas) also 
caused by increasing transmission distances ENTSO-E identified the increased level of in-
terdependency among TSOs leading to a fundamental need for coordination among TSOs. 
Thus ENTSO-E mentions Regional Security Cooperation Initiatives (RSCI) in its actual 
network code on operational security as an exemplary manner for exchanging experiences 
and information, using a common grid model and alarming system among TSOs [54], [55].  

TSO Security Cooperation (TSC) 

TSC has been monitoring the AC transmission systems of member TSO as well as some of 
their neighboring TSOs since July 2009. Up until 2014, TSC has been joining forces of 12 
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TSOs namely: APG (Australia), HOPS (Croatia), CEPS (Czech Republic), Energinet.dk 
(Denmark), 50 Hertz Transmission (Germany), Amprion (Germany), Tennet TSO (Ger-
many), Transnet BW (Germany), MAVIR (Hungary), PSE (Poland), ELES (Slovenia), 
Swissgrid (Switzerland) and Tennet TSO (the Netherlands) [56]. Thus TSC can cover a 
wide continuous area of the synchronous continental European AC transmission grid as it 
is shown in Fig. 2.4 a). 

a) b)

 
Fig. 2.4: a) Countries of TSC’s member TSOs [56] and b) Countries of CORESO’s 

Shareholder TSOs [57]. 

TSC intends to maintain and improve security of European electricity supply through in-
tensive collaborations among European TSOs. Therefore TSC continuously develops co-
ordinated procedures as well as remedial actions. For this purpose TSC collects operational 
forecast data of all members and some neighbouring TSOs and merges all of them in a data 
base. This enables TSC to make N-1 calculations to identify system security status. Those 
results are accessible by all of TSC’s members. TSO experts analyze these results, decide 
on counter measures and implement them in their control centers. TSC is still undergoing 
further developments which are among other categorized in three phases: 1st phase – day 
ahead planning, 2nd – Intraday planning and 3rd – near to real time monitoring. [56] 

In order to pool expertise of members, share information and expertise and fulfil its goals 
TSC founded its jointed office in Munich in October 2013 where TSC’s permanent TSO 
security panel as a group of experts from its members is located, as well as the shared IT 
platform for data exchange and N-1 security assessment, including advanced methods for 
choosing appropriate remedial actions. [56] 

Coordination of Electricity System Operators (CORESO) 

CORESO has been providing its service for its shareholder TSOs, which are shown in Fig. 
2.4 b), since February 2009. CORESO’s portfolio includes two day ahead, day ahead, in-
traday and close to real time services. For its two day ahead service CORESO merges the 
best two-day ahead congestion forecast (D2CF) files from Elia, RTE, TenneT (Nether-
lands), Amprion and Transnet BW and day ahead congestion forecast (DACF) files of other 
TSO. Results are provided to member TSOs which is used to identify cross border capaci-
ties. This information is also used for the market coupling process. Since 2012 CORESO 
also operates a flow based prototype. Hence, CORESO enables TSO in the central west 
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Europe (CWE) area coordinating remedial actions e.g. by means of phase shifting trans-
formers. In the future this will also include other remedial actions. The same procedure for 
cross border capacities is proceeded for the central south European (CSE) area while the 
two best D2CF of RTE, Terna, Swissgrid, Eles and APG are merged by CORESO. Addi-
tionally, the import capacity for Italy’s northern border is optimized by CORESO. Prospec-
tively, CORESO will provide security analyses, including an automatic tool for calculating 
the best set of remedial actions, among others which including phase shifting transformers 
and redispatch. [57] 

For its day ahead services, CORESO merges day ahead congestion forecasts (DACF) from 
all continental European TSOs and computes N-1 calculations, including line and generator 
trips, for 24 time steps a day for the CWE and central east European (CEE) area as well as 
two time steps (peak and off-peak load) for the CSE area. Therefore, security risks in con-
tinental Europe can be identified one day ahead. Finally, identified congestions are ana-
lyzed and remedial actions are specified by CORESO. Afterwards they are discussed, 
agreed and tracked with affected TSO while TSO have the final responsibility. [57] 

Within CORESO’s intraday and close to real time business, measured system data is gath-
ered, analyzed and compared to CORESO’s forecasts before it is shared with participating 
TSOs. If necessary, day ahead forecasts are updated according to this new information and 
post fault analyses are carried out. [57] 

Thus, CORESO’s main business also focuses on day ahead and intraday security analyses 
including grid monitoring and coordination management of remedial actions as is also per-
formed by TSC for its TSOs. [57] 

Electricity Coordinating Center (EKC) 

Since 2007 EKC coordinated the south east European (SEE) area. At the same time EKC 
also provides consulting and research services. Its special initiative for coordination within 
SEE is named Southeast European Cooperative Initiative Transmission System Planning 
Project (SECI TSP). Within this project, EKC collects input data from Romania, Hungary, 
Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Montenegro, Albania, Greece, Bulgaria 
and Turkey for continuously updating the regional transmission system model. This model 
is used to perform power system analyses and coordination among TSO of SEE while ex-
perts from participating TSO are also involved. [58] 

As previously shown, TSC and CORESO in particular, already have basic observation 
methods for coordinating several TSOs and equipment with wide area impact. As such they 
are predestinated to become a European ISO. 

2.4 Reference Grid 

It is suggested in subchapter 1.2.2 that there is a planning process ongoing in Germany to 
built four P2P HVDC transmission lines in order to transmit bulk power from offshore wind 
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to the load centers in the south and in the West of Germany. As those four P2P connections 
will be the first long distance onshore transmission lines in Europe and as they are compa-
rably close together, they could be a nucleus for a European overlay HVDC transmission 
grid. Hence, Germany is exemplarily taken to set up the reference grid used for numerical 
case studies of this work. 

Thus, the DC reference grid is inspired by the local conditions in Germany regarding load 
centers, expected areas with lack as well as with surplus of generation due to renewable 
energy infeed and it covers the connection to neighboring AC transmission grid s (see Fig. 
2.5). In total the DC grid consists of 10 converters and is interconnected with 15 DC lines. 

An AC system is underlayed with a higher degree of meshing. The AC part includes 6 AC 
nodes in Germany and another 7 to represent the first mesh of some neighboring states. It 
is not the intention to copy the existing ENTSO-E AC transmission grid for the considered 
area but to create a simplified topology that can be used to emulate Germany’s typical 
power flows from North / North-East to Sooth/West. All AC nodes are connected to a 
power plant in order to be as flexible as possible regarding the creation of different power 
flows. Challenges related to reactive power are not considered in this work. Thus, it is per-
missible to connect a power plant to all AC nodes. All 6 AC nodes representing Germany 
and 4 nodes representing adjacent parts of the AC transmission grid are connected to the 
overlayed HVDC grid (see Fig. 2.5). All 13 AC nodes are interconnected with 26 AC lines. 
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Fig. 2.5: Reference grid including the AC (left) and DC part (right) – basis for numeri-

cal case studies in this work. 

For numerical case studies in chapter 3 and 5 the described reference grid is modified in 
accordance with related requirements for the reference grid. The reference grid remains 
unchanged in chapter 4 as it already meets the requirements there. 
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3 HVDC overlay grid operational planning – Tertiary control 

Operational planning is the widest time horizon covered in this work which is a part of 
AC/DC grid control as explained in subchapter 2.3.2 and illustrated in Fig. 3.1. It represents 
the determination and definition of converter reference operating points in terms of days or 
hours ahead operational planning. An optimal operating point is focused based on the in-
tended AC and DC grid topology at the considered point in time as well as results from 
electricity market and load forecasts. Both are considered as given inputs. 
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Fig. 3.1: Operation instance focussed in chapter 3. 

Thus, main results from HVDC grid operational planning are converter schedules for de-
fined time intervals of 15 minutes, for example, as it is shown in Fig. 3.2. These schedules 
include converter power and its DC node voltage reference value. Depending on DC node 
voltage control strategy (see chapter 5) a control characteristic can also be provided with 
each schedule. This can be defined in two different ways: First, by providing a certain con-
trol mode as is described for state of the art DC node voltage control strategies (as in Fig. 
5.5) with related parameters whereas the second way is only based on provision of control 
parameters for a flexible control characteristic while its shape and inherent control mode 
representation is solely dependent on its parameterization (as proposed in subchapters 5.4 
and 5.5). However, an operational planning control layer will provide each converter with: 

 Active power reference 
 DC node voltage reference 
 DC node voltage control characteristic (see chapter 5) 
 AC node voltage reference or reactive power reference 

Time 
[min]

t0 t0 + 15 t0 + 30

Schedule (t0) Schedule (t0 +15)
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New schedule from 
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Fig. 3.2: Scheduling of converter reference values. 
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A global requirement for an entire HVDC grid must be met which is the equilibrium be-
tween infeed into the HVDC grid and output into the AC system, that is, the HVDC system 
itself has almost no storage capability. As is described in chapter 5 an energy balance must 
be maintained. As this chapter is concerned with operational planning, there are no energy 
reference values provided for each converter although there are power reference values 
which are provided for a schedule period. Therefore, hereinafter in this chapter power bal-
ance requirements will be used. According to (3.1) converter ploss_conv and DC line losses 
ploss_DC_line off all i converters and all m lines of a DC system must also be taken into ac-
count. Although small deviations from this balance or DC equipment trips are covered by 
additional control units, as described in chapter 5, significant deviations that are also found 
during normal operation will have a negative effect on AC system operation. Converter 
power reference values can deviate significantly from physical ones if a balance is not en-
sured during operational planning. It may result in equipment overloading and AC as well 
as DC system instabilities. The necessity for the described balance had previously been 
identified when multiterminal or meshed HVDC grids were technologically not able to be-
come realized and even not necessary [59]. Even if (3.1) is merely a constraint, it is the 
most important consideration during HVDC grid operational planning. 

_
DC

conv, loss_conv, loss_DC_line,
1 1 1

0
DC lineConv Conv nn n

i i m
i i m

de p p p
dt

 (3.1) 

While only considering an HVDC converter as a local controllable generating or load unit 
and neglecting (3.1) during operational planning, DC balancing control (known as DC node 
voltage control) will balance the system during operation and converter power may differ 
a lot from its schedule. Consequently AC system states may also differ significantly. As 
described scheduled reference values can differ from physical ones due to DC balancing 
control (DC node voltage control in chapter 5) but can also be adapted to changed AC 
power flow patterns (significantly deviating from schedule) as described in chapter 4. 

Operational planning should cover a global DC energy balance when providing converter 
reference values as far as possible3. This fact is endorsed in subchapter 5.2.5. If the overall 
AC/DC grid would remain undisturbed provided reference values will also be physical, 
even if this is a more idealistic than realistic scenario. Besides DC energy balance as a 
constraint for reference value determination active power, DC node voltage and AC node 
voltage (or reactive power) reference values can be subject to an optimization process in 
order to fulfill certain objective functions. Determination of these values regarding an op-
timization is a subject of this chapter. 

This optimization is the main focus of this chapter. Thus subject of subchapter 3.1 is OPF 
as a method for calculating an optimal system state according to an objective function. In 

3 Losses can vary according to climatic conditions, equipment aging and related parameter variations. Nor-
mally that influences energy balance only marginally compared to uncoordinated converter reference values. 
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subchapter 3.1.1 a state of the art review is made according to optimization methods in 
general and their application for power system OPF. For the most common optimization 
algorithms for optimal power flow problems, significant disadvantages are identified that 
are even more important when it comes to application of FACTS and HVDC equipment. 
These are a high risk for non-convergence or convergence in local minima and their vul-
nerability to initial condition definition. Thus subchapter 3.1.4 identifies an artificial intel-
ligence optimization method namely differential evolution (DE) to be the most suitable 
method for mixed AC/DC OPF problems. Furthermore, there are three different methods 
of HVDC converter coordination as mentioned in subchapters 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. These are a 
centralized coordination and optimization carried out by an independent system operator as 
a future vision, a decentralized coordination that is only applicable for small grids. For 
example, when a meshed HVDC grid is in an early stage and inherent coordination of 
HVDC transmission capacities are an issue for the future energy market, this is also ad-
dressed shortly as a non technical option. For a centralized optimization a numerical case 
study is carried out that identifies significant improvement potential for that method. 

3.1 Optimal Power Flow 

Today a technically optimal operation of power systems is determined using an OPF. This 
was first proposed for an overall power system in 1949 [60]. At this time it was intended to 
combine mathematical descriptions for transmission losses and incremental fuel losses for 
power plants in such a way that minimal operation losses / costs occur. Algorithms and 
problem formulation have been quite basic since computer engineering was in its infancy 
while certain publications of this time argued that cost savings justify the use of a computer. 
The first OPF solution as it is known today was proposed in 1968 [61]. Today’s OPF chal-
lenges are not related to computer engineering or related costs but to integration of new 
power electronic equipment as HVDC converter or FACTS as power flow controlling or 
impacting devices. Especially in Europe another limiting constraint is given by unbundling 
of generation and transmission of electric energy [62]. This prohibits the original idea of 
OPF of adjusting the generation pattern in order to achieve overall minimal generation 
costs. Operation of power systems in general became more difficult than in the past due to 
by higher transmission capacity utilization, longer transmission distances and almost non-
deterministic volatile energy generation by renewable energies among other things. Conse-
quently, today`s primary concern when using an OPF is to find a stable operating point for 
the system, fulfilling some constraints and minimizing one or more objective functions 
(OFs). While OFs changed from optimal power plant active power schedules towards mul-
tiple options or combinations of them such as: 

Minimal transmission losses
Maximum stability margins concerning different stability indices
Maintaining N-1 or N-x criterion
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The last two points are referred to as security constrained OPF that are not addressed here. 
Since adjustment of active power generation should be avoided (if possible) due to unbun-
dling, possible adjustments are: change of system topology (switching measures), change 
of reactive power schedules (power plants as well as FACTS and other compensating de-
vices), influencing power flow controlling devices as phase shifting transformers, unified 
power flow controllers or other equipment and determining reference operation points for 
HVDC converters. The influence of storage schedules is not possible in all countries today 
since they are covered by the unbundling due to their definition as power plants or loads 
respectively. 

An optimization problem is mostly defined to be a minimization problem as maximization 
problems can be formulated as minimization problems. Thus, the general optimization 
problem formulation is made according to (3.2) while F is the OF that may be a set of 
several OFs, u are input and x state variables of the system. Optimization problems using 
multiple OFs are known as multi objective optimization problems. The OF for such prob-
lems can be handled using a weighted sum method, as defined in (3.3), while each single 
OF Fj(u,x) is weighted with a weighting factor ai [63]. Therefore, an overall optimum is 
found instead of a single solution for each single OF Fj(u,x) and a tradeoff between all OFs 
is made according to their weightings. 

min ,F u x  (3.2) 

OF

1
( , ) ( , )

n

j j
j

F u x a F u x  (3.3) 

Since there are more possible mathematical solutions than realistic ones (fulfilling system 
limits), constraints must be fulfilled simultaneously. Consequently, constraints are used to 
separate admissible from inadmissible state space areas. Constraints can be subdivided into 
k equality hk (u,x) and l inequality constraints gl (u,x) according to (3.4) and (3.5). 

( , ) 0        1...ih u x i k  (3.4) 

( , ) 0        1...ig u x i l  (3.5) 

3.1.1 Requirements for an AC/DC optimal power flow optimization algorithm 

An optimization method for mixed AC/DC systems should be capable of an extended per-
mitted state space. In addition to an AC grid OPF or DC grid OPF, the total active power 
operation band pVSC,AC,min to pVSC,AC,max of all converters must be considered for a mixed 
AC/DC OPF. The more converters are included in the considered AC/DC grid, the more 
complex and multi dimensional the permitted state space will be. The state space for the 
AC as well as for the isolated DC grid can be limited quite successfully by the elaborative 
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selection of voltage amplitudes and voltage angles (for AC nodes). However, converters 
introduce many nonlinear relations and significantly increase system complexity. 

Consequently, an optimization method for mixed AC/DC systems should be capable of 
extended permitted state spaces and a nonlinear optimization problem. Additionally the 
optimization result should not depend on initial conditions and a stable convergence should 
be ensured within an acceptable time range. OPF’s objective target in this regard is to de-
termine converter set points at least once within each schedule cycle (e.g. every 15 
minutes). Thus, the computation effort of a suitable optimization method should enable 
periodical online calculations for large AC/DC systems. For this purpose, methods that 
meet this requirement can also be taken into account if they are using parallelization options 
that makes the computation time short enough. Additionally non-linear constraints, as well 
as a number of objective functions (multi objective functions), must be includable. Multi 
objective functionality is necessary in order to include different objectives such as loss 
minimization, system security issues, stability indices or stability margins. In summary, 
mixed AC/DC OPF optimization method requirements are: 

Active and reactive power consideration No initial value problem
Stable convergence in global optimum Nonlinear constraints implementable
Multi objective functions implementable Extended permissible state space
Short computation time e.g. by parallelization of computation sequences

3.1.2 State of the art – optimization algorithms 

This subchapter describes different strategies for solving optimization problems as de-
scribed above. This includes the following according to [64]-[66]: 

Conventional methods
o Linear programming method
o Non-linear programming method
o Interior point method

Artificial Intelligence methods
o Generic algorithm method
o Differential Evolution
o Particle Swarm Optimization

Linear programming method 

One of the oldest optimization methods is linear programming (LP), originally proposed in 
1968 [67]. This method linearizes the problem including its constraints and its OF around 
an operating point. Thus, all power flow calculations within an OPF are DC power flow 
calculations with the same disadvantages, for example, when there are no reactive and con-
sequently no voltage and loss considerations. But this method can also be used for a first 
approach towards an economic dispatch when concerning security aspects, for example, 
line loading when no reactive power is considered. In [68] this method is also used for an 
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AC system with an integrated HVDC system without any considerations of reactive power 
and AC voltage control. 

Non-linear programming method 

LPs disadvantage in terms of reactive power consideration is overcome by a non-linear 
programming (NLP) method according to [61]. This method does not linearize the OF and 
constraints and solutions are calculated using algebraic methods such as the Newton and 
Lagrange multiplier method. Lagrange multiplier method is primarily based on penalty 
functions for violation of constraints’ limits. The quadratic programming (QP) method is a 
special NLP method [69]. This method is only applicable for quadratic OF as in (3.6). Such 
formulation can be used for simple representations of generation costs and thus for energy 
generation dispatch problems for unbundled energy markets. QP uses linear or linearized 
constraints in the same way LP does. 

2( , )F u x b c u d u (3.6) 

A problem of linear and non-linear optimization methods is their convergence behavior. 
Only a single solution is calculated within each step of iteration, and this results in a slow 
convergence. Thus, they are not applicable for large systems. Additionally, they carry a 
high risk of finding local rather than global optima. This is further discussed in subchapter 
3.1.3. Their major advantage is that they are suitable for describing complex economic 
energy problems. Thus, depending on the application a joint combination of these methods 
is possible. [64] 

Interior point method 

The next level of improvement was reached with interior point (IP) method which was 
theoretically invented in 1954 [70] and firstly applied to extended power systems in 1986 
[71]. The search space for finding an optimal system state is limited to the non-linear per-
mitted state space which is defined by its constraints. Consequently, its computation time 
is much smaller than that compared to the other conventional methods. Thus, IP is widely 
used and can be seen as a standard for OPF solutions with special focus on energy genera-
tion dispatch and market simulations. But the disadvantages of conventional methods men-
tioned above are still present using IP as dynamic aspects cannot be addressed and there 
still remains a risk of convergence in a local optimum (depending on the defined initial 
condition) and even a risk of non-convergence. [66] 

Artificial intelligence methods 

The generic term artificial intelligence (AI) method refers to a number of optimization al-
gorithms. Three categories are: generic algorithm (GA) method, differential evolution (DE) 
and particle swarm optimization (PSO). Each method is based on heuristic optimization. 
Thus, the risk for a convergence in a local rather than global optimum as well as the risk 
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for non-convergence, are minimized. Additionally, formulation of transient stability as-
pects is possible using AF methods. [64] All three mentioned AI methods are capable of 
different kinds and numbers of OF‘s and constraints. Among others, this makes it possible 
to take power electronic based equipment, such as FACTS and HVDC devices into account. 
Additionally, there is theoretically no limitation in terms of network dimensions. [65] 

Generic algorithm method 

The first steps towards generic algorithm were made in 1970. As the name suggests this 
method is based on the evolution maxim “survival of the fittest” which implies that different 
solutions are generated within the permitted state space defined by constraints. Each dif-
ferent solution is compared and further developed or rejected. Today, GA is primarily used 
for design, allocation and operational planning for FACTS devices [72]. This is so since 
continuous as well as discrete parameters, such as tap changes, can be addressed. [73] 

Differential Evolution 

Invented in 1995 by [74], DE is a further development of GA and also based on evolution-
ary behavior. The main advantage of this algorithm is the high probability of finding the 
global optimum even when this concerns complex nonlinear problems. Additionally, DE is 
capable of representing non linear and differential equation based problems, which enables 
the algorithm to consider stability and security aspects in power systems such as FACTS 
devices. DE is mainly utilized for cost optimization problems within the energy market 
sector and day-ahead planning issues [75]. [76], [77] 

Particle swarm optimization 

As the name suggests this method imitates swarm behavior, a characteristic of bees or other 
animals flying or swimming in large numbers. This method was also invented in 1995 as 
an alternative to DE. It was first described in [78]. Parameterization is described as user-
friendly. Today’s application is mainly focused on OF regarding security aspects, but it is 
also applicable for economic optimization problems. [79] 

3.1.3 Convergence in local minima using conventional optimization methods 

For conventional optimization methods, the problem of non-convergence or convergence 
in local minima is already mentioned above. Both problems can be caused by very extended 
state spaces as well as initial suboptimal conditions. 

According to [80] the conventional formulation of Kirchhoff’s voltage law in polar coordi-
nates for power flow description includes AC node voltages as well as voltage angle. This 
causes non-convex characteristics of the problem formulation. A non-convex system de-
scription bears the risk of more than one minimum within the permitted state space, namely 
one global and several local minima [81]. One physical description for the occurrence of 
local minima, this means more than one solution within the permitted state space is made 
in [81]. There a simple example is made with a two node test system (see Fig. 3.3 a). It is 
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well understood that this problem has two feasible power flow solutions if the line is not 
fully loaded (here at a load of p = 1.004 p.u.) one with a higher voltage at the PQ node and 
one with a lower voltage. Normally the latter case is avoided using appropriate constraints, 
but in certain scenarios there are instances, as shown in Fig. 3.3 b), where a low voltage 
solution also meets the voltage constraints given by the green horizontal lines. [81] identi-
fied the occurrence of local minima if loop flows, high voltage angle differences or an 
excess of reactive power occurred. It was also found, that a flat start deceases the risk of a 
convergence in a local minimum. 

a) b)

p

Fig. 3.3: Example for physical explanation of multi solutions within permitted state 
space a) test system, b) different load flow solution depending on variation of 
demand parameter p. [81] 

The convergence into one of the local minima is higher when conventional methods are 
used [64], [65]. Additionally conventional methods bear a higher risk for non-convergence. 
Both are strongly influenced by the definition of initial values within a large state space. 
AI methods are much less susceptible to convergence in local minima, guarantee conver-
gence and problems due to initial values are avoided. 

3.1.4 Selection of the most suitable method for mixed AC/DC OPF problems 

As mentioned in the previous subchapter, problems regarding convergence in local minima 
or even non-convergence are major. This is mostly caused by inappropriate initial values 
within a larger permissible state space. This primarily occurs when conventional optimiza-
tion methods are used, as is summarized in Tab.  3-1. 

However, this can be handled considering only an AC system. The permissible state space 
can be limited quite well by an elaborative selection of voltage amplitudes and voltage 
angles. Nevertheless, power generation and load patterns are given when considering an 
unbundled energy market. The situation differs significantly considering the additional DC 
grid which overlays the AC grid as is seen in this work. For the additional DC grid layer, 
DC node voltages and converter active power values are new variables to be considered 
during the optimization process. Thereby many of additional nonlinear correlations in-
crease problem complexity. In particular the complete permissible operating range of con-
verters’ active power pconv,AC, i.e. pconv,AC,min to pconv,AC,max, must be considered for each 
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converter. The more converters are included in considerations the more complex and multi 
dimensional the permissible state space will be. 

In accordance with requirements for a mixed AC/DC OPF only AI methods come into 
question. Particularly their stable convergence behavior and immunity to any initial values 
make those methods stand out. HVDC and FACTS have similar requirements when they 
are integrated in an OPF algorithm. AI methods have already been proven to be of value 
for OPF applications including FACTS, such as in [72] and [77]. Additionally evolutionary 
methods offer parallelization opportunities for fast computation times and a weighting of 
OFs is possible for such optimization methods in order to include more than one. 

Tab.  3-1: Fulfilment of general requirements for an optimization method for OPF prob-
lems considering several optimization methods. 

LP NLP IP GA DE PSO 

Active and reactive power con-
sideration 

Stable convergence in global op-
timum 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

No initial value problem 

Short computation time e.g. by 
parallelization of computation se-
quences 

Multi objective functions imple-
mentable 

( ) 

Nonlinear constraints imple-
mentable 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

Extended permissible state space 

Constraint handling is a more disadvantageous property of AI methods with regard to linear 
programming. AI methods were originally invented for unbounded optimization problems. 
Thus, for constraint problems such as OPFs, special constraint handling methods must be 
applied. A weighting integration into OF is also possible as a redefinition of variables if its 
limits are violated. This is also summarized in Appendix B. However, the advantages of AI 
methods with regard to linear programming methods outweigh this disadvantage which can 
be overcome with further research. 

In subchapter 3.1.1 three AI methods are presented: GA, DE and PSO. [82] makes a com-
parison using 23 different OFs. DE was found to be the best performing algorithm in this 
study due to its robustness, fast convergence, converging in the global optimum in almost 
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every run and its simplicity since the algorithm is based only on a few parameters which 
are not as problem specific as the other methods. Additionally DE outperforms the other 
two methods with its immunity to any initial values [82]. Even if PSO is for the most part, 
the fastest method, it lacks in highly problem specific parameterization and some simula-
tion runs are necessary for satisfactory results. There are also publications which apply GA, 
DE and PSO to OPF problems which confirm those results for the special power system 
OPF problems [63], [90], [91]. 

All AI methods must be parameterized. The number of essential parameters differs for each 
AI method. DE requires three, PSO five and GA six parameters for definition, while pa-
rameterization is problem specific. Thus, DE has a further advantage with regard to the 
other AI methods, with the lowest number of parameters to be defined for the mixed AC/DC 
OPF. 

The advantages and disadvantages of GA, DE and PSO are summarized in Tab.  3-2. DE 
is found to be the most appropriate optimization method for converter reference value de-
termination concerning mixed AC/DC system.  

Tab.  3-2: Comparison of AI methods – GA, DE and PSO. 

GA DE PSO 

Time until convergence - - 

Robustness 

Convergence in global optimum 

Parameterization effort - 

Number of simulation runs for satisfying results 

When computing an OPF a clear definition of system limits must be made. For a transmis-
sion system OPF distribution systems are mostly out of scope or only the highest distribu-
tion system layer is modeled. There are a number of TSOs in Europe with their own re-
sponsibility area. All of which make analysis for their responsibility area mostly including 
a wider observability area. However, so far there is no independent system operator (ISO) 
covering the whole European power system although organizations are in place with po-
tential to take this role in the future (CORESO and TSO security cooperation - TSC) as 
discussed in subchapter 2.3.3.  

Thus, subchapter 3.2 deals with a central optimization as a future initiative of a European 
ISO. This covers the preliminary intension for a mixed AC/DC OPF. Thus according sub-
chapters 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 describe the objective function and the DE algorithm respectively. 
Subchapter 3.3 focuses on a decentralized coordination among TSOs having part in a com-
mon HVDC grid respectively. For remaining degrees of freedom DE can also be used for 
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optimization for the case described in subchapter 3.3 but with a much higher effort regard-
ing coordination among TSOs. 

3.2 Coordination with centralized master controller 

Assuming the existence of a control instance monitoring a whole HVDC grid as well as the 
underlayed AC transmission level, by using a mixed AC/DC OPF a holistic consideration 
and therefore an optimization of the overall system is possible [O-11]. This is exemplarily 
shown in this subchapter for minimization of overall system losses from the perspective of 
an ISO. 

3.2.1 Objective function and constraint definition 

As it is necessary when considering an unbundled energy sector active power generation 
pgen provided by conventional power plants as well as renewable energy and vertical system 
loads characterized by pload and qload are unchangeable input parameters. Degrees of free-
dom are: 

AC node voltages vAC

DC node voltages vDC

reactive power generation qgen for the AC grid (by converters and power plants)
active power schedules for converter stations seen from the AC side pconv,AC

Consequently, the optimization vector u’ results to (3.7) [86] - [89]. 

ACAC conv,AC gen DC' vu v p q v  (3.7) 

This optimization vector contains redundant information, since pconv,AC and qgen can be cal-
culated using the reduced optimization vector u according to (3.8). Within each iteration 
step, attention must be made to ensure power limits of power plants and converters are 
respected. 

ACAC DCvu v v  (3.8) 

Here a simplified converter model is used which represents its losses pconv,loss and the power 
balance between the AC pconv,AC and DC side pconv,DC as in (3.9). VSC in MMC technology 
have significant advantages with regard to pulse with modulation (PWM) based technol-
ogy. The most important are smoother DC current as well as lower losses, first and formost, 
of approximately 1% which is almost comparable to LLC losses of approximately 0.75% 
[93]. A simplified loss definition is assumed in (3.10). It includes a voltage dependent part 
while voltage is assumed to be constant, thus, this part α is constant, a converter current 
iconv dependent part β and part γ depending quadratically on the converter current iconv. The 
constant voltage dependent losses become active as soon as the converter starts operating. 
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The coefficients are estimated according to Appendix A to α = 0.5234%, β = 0.2097% and 
γ = 0.3146%. 

conv,AC conv,DC conv,loss0 p p p  (3.9) 
2

conv conv
conv,loss conv,nominal

conv,nominal conv,nominal

α β γi ip p
i i

 (3.10) 

2 2
conv,AC conv,AC

conv
conv,AC3

p q
i

v
(3.11) 

Since the minimization of overall system losses is intended, the objective function is de-
fined accordingly in (3.12) including AC transmission losses pAC,loss, DC transmission 
losses pDC,loss and converter losses pconv,loss which include all losses related to the converter 
and its AC and DC switch yard. Equation constraints g are listed in (3.13) - (3.17). An OPF 
considers a steady state, thus active and reactive power balances are given at AC nodes and 
active power balance at DC nodes respectively. Formulation (3.15) implies that no DC 
generation or load is directly connected to the DC grid except via a converter. However, 
implementation is still possible. (3.16) and (3.17) define the slack node. 

AC,loss DC,loss conv,lossF p p p (3.12) 

1, gen, conv,AC, load, lines,0p p p p pi
i

g p p p p (3.13) 

2 gen, load, lines,0p p p pi
i

g q q q (3.14) 

3 conv,DC, lines,0q q qn
n

g p p (3.15) 

Slack,AC 1v  (3.16) 

Slack,AC
0v (3.17) 

Inequality constraints define operational limits as permitted AC and DC voltage bands (see 
(3.18), (3.19)), converter and power plant limits (see (3.20), (3.21)) as well as maximum 
permitted AC and DC line loadings (see (3.22) and (3.23)). It is worth noting that qgen,p 
includes reactive power provided by power plants and compensation units at AC node p 
while reactive power of converters is covered by converters’ apparent power limits. 

AC,min, AC, AC,max,p p pv v v (3.18) 

DC,min, DC, DC,max,q q qv v v (3.19) 

conv,min, conv, conv,max,p p ps s s (3.20) 

gen,min, gen, gen,max,p p pq q q (3.21) 
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,maxij ijs s  (3.22) 

,maxkm kmp p (3.23) 

3.2.2 Differential evolution algorithm 

As OF, equality and inequality constraints of the given problem are already defined in the 
previous subchapter, the used DE optimization algorithm is described in more detail here-
inafter. The DE method is one of the evolutionary programming methods and was originally 
invented by [74]. Like all evolutionary programming methods, the DE optimization process 
is based on crossover, mutation and selection. The general algorithm approach is shown in 
Fig. 3.4. 

Initialization Mutation Crossover Selection Found 
optimum

yes

no

Convergence

Fig. 3.4: General flow chart of differential evolution optimization algorithm. 

For initialization issues the first population vector P(G) with a number of NP populations is 
created according to (3.24) [83] which represents the first generation G. The more popula-
tions are initially created, the more the state space can be covered while searching the global 
optimum, however, the higher the computation time will be. Each population xs

(G) consists 
of a d-dimensional vector itself while d represents the number of variables according to 
(3.8). Vector elements xrs

(G) change during the evolutionary process and thus with each 
generation G as described in following sections. During initialization values of each vector 
element xrs

(G) of xs
(G) are selected within their limits (e.g. voltage limits) according to (3.26) 

[83]. As shown in Fig. 3.4 the initial and all following generations G are modified by mu-
tation using a mutation constant fM and crossover of populations using a crossover constant 
CR. After modification the new populations are selected using OF and initially defined 
constraints, in that some are maintained and others will be rejected while the total number 
of populations NP remains unchanged. The populations undergo this evolutionary process 
until the algorithm converges which is the case when all populations have an equal or al-
most equal vector xs

(G).  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 ... ...G G G G G

s NPP x x x x  (3.24) 

AC,1 AC,2 DC,1 DC,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )... ... ...
k

G G G G G G
s rsv s v s v s v sx x x x x x u  (3.25) 

(0)
,min ,maxrs rs rsx x x (3.26) 

As indicated in subchapter 3.1.4 the number of populations NP, mutation constant fM and 
crossover constant CR significantly determine the optimization process and represent DE’s 
three control parameters. Hereinafter the stages of DE’s algorithm are further explained. 
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Initialization 

As mentioned above, populations are created to resolve intitialization issues while each 
population is a vector xs containing all system variables xrs. The system variables are deter-
mined by a random number while this first population includes only system values from 
the permitted state space according to (3.27) [83]. 

(0)
,min ,max ,minrand(0,1) ( )rs rs rs rsx x x x  (3.27) 

Mutation 

The first as well as additional populations will run through a mutation process until there 
is convergence. For that purpose, for each population xs

(G) of a generation G, mutation vec-
tors vs

(G) are created containing of elements vrs
(G). Ten different strategies 4 are therefore 

proposed in [84]. One of them selects the vector xrbest
(G) which is the best known at that 

point and is modified by summation of 4 randomly selected parameter values xrs1
(G), xrs2

(G), 
xrs3

(G) and xrs4
(G) from actual populations of generation G. Summation of four randomly 

selected values is weighted with the mutation parameter fM according to (3.28). Normally, 
the mutation parameter fM is between 0.4 and 1 [77]. Meanwhile, a larger value fM increases 
level of mutation. This will usually cause a lower risk of converging in a local minimum 
[92]. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
best 1 2 3 4     with 1, 2, 3, 4 [1... ]G G G G G G

rs r M rs rs rs rsv x f x x x x s s s s NP  (3.28) 

Crossover 

In order to further increase diversity of new vectors and in order to avoid convergence in a 
local minimum, an additional crossover is performed after mutation. For that purpose mu-
tation vectors vs

(G) and original vectors xs
(G) (parent vector) are crossed (see Fig. 3.5) using 

crossover constant CR according to (3.29) [83]. This crossover method is named binominal 
crossover was found to outperform other methods in its application [83]. 

( )
( )

( )

              if (rand[0,1] )
otherwise

G
G rs

rs G
rs

CRv
u

x
 (3.29) 

Crossover constant CR directly determines the resulting trial vector us
(G) while CR’s value 

is between 0 and 1. Thus, a crossover constant of CR = 1 indicates that the trial vector us
(G) 

                                                      
4 Other strategies according to [84] are: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 M 2 3( )G G G G

rs rs rs rsv x f x x  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

best M 2 3( )G G G G
rs r rs rsv x f x x  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

M1 best M2 1 2( ) ( )G G G G G G
rs rs r rs rs rsv x f x x f x x  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

5 M 1 2 3 4( )G G G G G G
rs rs rs rs rs rsv x f x x x x  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

best M1 1 2 M2 3 4( ) ( )G G G G G G
rs r rs rs rs rsv x f x x f x x  
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will be equal to the mutation vector vs
(G). The smaller the CR is chosen, the more elements 

of the trial vector us
(G) will come from the parent vector xs

(G). 

v1s
(G)

v2s
(G)

v3s
(G)

v4s
(G)

v5s
(G)

v6s
(G)

...
vds

(G)

x1s
(G)

x2s
(G)

x3s
(G)

x4s
(G)

x5s
(G)

x6s
(G)

...
xds

(G)

Parent vector xs
(G)Mutation vector vs

(G)

u1s
(G)

u2s
(G)

u3s
(G)

u4s
(G)

u5s
(G)

u6s
(G)

...
uds

(G)

Trial vector us
(G)

rand[0,1] ≤ CR

rand[0,1] ≤ CR

rand[0,1] ≤ CR

rand[0,1] ≤ CR

rand[0,1] > CR

rand[0,1] > CR

rand[0,1] > CR

 
Fig. 3.5: Crossover principle. 

Selection 

The last part of each iteration compares trial vectors us
(G) with their parent vectors xs

(G) 
using OF’s value Ffitness(x,u) (see appendix (A.5)). That of both vectors is maintained for 
the next generation (G+1), that has the smaller / better OF value Ffitness(x,u) according to 
(3.30) [83]. This process is passed by each vector couple us

(G) and xs
(G) of each population. 

Violation of constraints must also be considered during selection. Although the scope of 
this work does not allow for a more in depth explanation, some basics are given in Appen-
dix B. 

( ) ( ) ( )
( 1) fitness fitness

( )

   if ( ( , )  ( ( , ))
otherwise

G G G
G s s s

s G
s

u F u x F x x
x

x
 (3.30) 

3.2.3 OPF numerical case study 

The numerical case study in this subchapter intends to provide an impression on the con-
vergence behavior using DE for a mixed AC/DC OPF problem. On the other hand, further 
potential is identified to improve problem formulation in order to achive satisfying results 
as an outlook for further work. For that purpose the used grid model, which is a modifica-
tion of the previously described reference grid (see subchapter 2.4), and DE parameteriza-
tion are described at first before simulation results are presented. 

Grid model 

The requirements for the grid model used in this work for OPF numerical case study are: 

 Simplified grid structure as DE’s convergence is complex and different from that 
of conventionally used methods. For a better understanding a limited number of grid 
nodes is therefore advantageous and allows for a better understanding of the con-
vergence process and problem handling. 
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Sufficient number of AC and DC nodes so that an OPF is still reasonable to be per-
formed.
Meshed AC and DC grid structure: The OPF described in this work, should be used
for a meshed overlay HVDC grid. Thus, the AC as well as the DC grid should have
a meshed topology.

Fig. 3.6 presents the grid model including a meshed AC as well as a meshed DC part. This 
is used for a numerical OPF case study and shows the reduction of the reference grid model 
described in subchapter 2.4. It still has generators for all AC nodes and most but not all AC 
nodes are connected to the DC grid. The number of AC as well as of DC nodes is signifi-
cantly reduced with regard to the reference grid. 

DC1
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5 6
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AC1

AC2
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DC grid
AC grid

=

=
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Fig. 3.6: AC and DC part of the grid model for OPF numerical case studies. 

Due to its meshed structure on both the DC north-south as well as east-west side, main 
transmission paths are possible as could be the case for a future German or European over-
lay grid. The grid model contains six AC (AC1 – AC6) and four DC nodes (DC1 – DC4) 
while the degree of meshing within the AC grid is significantly higher using ten lines with 
regard to the DC part meshing using five lines. Grid topology, line parameters, converter 
power limits, generation and load at AC nodes as well as reactive power limits are described 
in Appendix C. 

Parameterization of differential evolution for mixed AC/DC OPF 

In subchapter 3.1.4 DE algorithm is described as using three user defined parameters for its 
evolutionary optimization: number of populations NP, mutation parameter fM and crossover 
constant CR. In [63], [77], [83] and [91] application of DE is used for OPF and in [77] it 
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also includes FACTS. Based on their parameter selection a decision is made for mixed 
AC/DC OPF as shown in Tab.  3-3. In order to cover a wide area of the state space a number 
of populations NP = 100 is selected for the mixed AC/DC OPF. The mutation parameter fM 
is defined to be 0.9 which is a mean value of the proposed range in [77] where FACTS are 
included in the OPF. The crossover constant CR is proposed to be approximately the same 
value as in [63], [77], [83] and [91] of 0.8. This value is therefore set for the mixed AC/DC 
OPF. For mutation, a strategy, such as in (3.28), is implemented. 

Tab.  3-3: Parameter selection for DE mixed AC/DC OPF. 

 NP fM CR 

[63] 60 0.8 0.8 

[77] 10-30 0.8 - 0.95 0.5 - 0.8 

[91] 20 0.8 0.8 

[83] 50 0.7 0.8 

Selected for mixed 
AC/DC OPF 

100 0.9 0.8 

As defined in subchapter 3.2.1, constraints are included in the optimization by two different 
strategies. AC and DC voltage constraints are handled using feasibility preserving (see Ap-
pendix B) while for all other penalty factors of the constraints are used in order to directly 
include them into the OF such as in (3.31) and (3.32) (see Appendix B). Static penalty 
factors penaltyp are used while their values for different constraints are given in Tab.  3-4. 
Original OF F(x,u) for reducing overall losses is weighted with kfitness = 100. 

fitness fitness penalty( , ) ( , ) ( , )F x u k F x u F x u  (3.31) 

penalty penalty,( , ) ( , )u u
u

F x u k penalty u x  (3.32) 

Tab.  3-4: Penalty factors for different constraints as implemented. 

Penalty index p Constraint kpenalty 

1 AC active power balance (see (3.13)) 300 

2 DC power balance (see (3.15)) 300 

3 Converter capacity (see (3.20)) 50 

4 Reactive power limits (see (3.21)) 50 

5 AC transmission capacity (see (3.22)) 1,000 

6 DC transmission capacity (see (3.23)) 1,000 
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The optimization process terminates when between 3,000 and 8,000 iterations are passed, 
when all constraints are fulfilled and the convergence criterion according to (3.33) is met. 
I.e. when the objective function result of the best population xbest

(G) changd by a maximum 
of 0.01% during the past 300 iterations respectively generations G. 

0.01%  (3.33) 

( 300) ( )
best best

( )
best

G G

G

x x
x

 (3.34) 

Numerical case study – results 

The convergence of DE is different to conventional optimization algorithms used for OPF 
problems. Due to the integration of constraints in the OF using penalty factors, not only the 
original OF is minimized but in the beginning of the optimization process constraints are 
fulfilled first. This is described in the beginning. Following on from this the optimization 
results are presented and discussed. Thereby, potential for further improvement of the al-
gorithm is identified. 

Convergence of DE 

DE is based on a stochastic evolution of its populations. Thus, each optimization will have 
another trajectory. Even if operating points differ slightly from simulation to simulation a 
tendency towards a single operating point can be seen in Tab.  3-5. For the given generation 
and load pattern in Appendix C 40 simulations are carried out. As defined for convergence 
criteria, results of all 40 simulations fulfill the given constraints. Please refer to Appendix 
D for corresponding simulation result details.  

Convergence patterns of DE algorithms in general can be derived in two sections. In the 
first section, the constraint violations decease rapidly while OF is subject to significant 
fluctuations due to randomly selected populations and higher ratings of constraint viola-
tions (see Fig. 3.7). However, the overall value of Ffitness(x,u) continuously decreases. 
Within the second section constraints are not violated or are only marginally violated and 
the progress of Ffitness(x,u) is mainly determined by the optimization of the original OF 
F(x,u) which represents minimization of total losses. The transition from one section to the 
other differs from simulation to simulation. Hence, a wide span of iterations is set for con-
vergence criteria. 
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Fig. 3.7: Convergence pattern of DE algorithm for mixed AC/DC OPF a) Ffitness(x,u) 
including OF F(x,u) and summation of penalty functions Fpenalty(x,u), b) ob-
jective function F(x,u) = Ploss and c) summation of penalty functions          
Fpenalty(x,u). 

Discussion of results 

Taking all 40 simulation runs into account the algorithm takes 5362 iterations on average 
until convergence. The average overall system losses are 847.8 MW (4.3 % of the overall 
generated power) while the maximum and minimum values are 897.5 MW and 822.4 MW 
respectively. The variation of results is shown in Fig. 3.9. Among 40 optimization results, 
13 match the best found solution (global optimum) with an accuracy of 1%. In Tab.  3-5 an 
analysis is made for all results that correspond to the global optimum with an accuracy of 
1% or 5% while the positive and negative variability and the mean value (absolute and in 
percentage) are considered.  
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With such results which deviate up to 5% from the optimum, the results that deviate the 
most from the global optimum have some AC and / or all DC voltages at or nearby their 
lower bound. The results which deviate from the global optimum by a maximum of 1%, 
meet global optimums voltage values quite well. An exception for this is AC voltage angle 
δvAC6 which varies a lot for all simultations. Its effect on the optimization result is low since 
it is a low load and low generation node. 

Tab.  3-5: Voltage information for global optimum found and the variability and mean 
values for other local optima found with OF results maximum 105% or 101% 
of the global optimum. 

 OF results maximum 105% of 
the global optimum result 

OF results maximum 101% of 
the global optimum result 

 Opt. Variability Mean value Variability Mean value 

|vAC1| 1.017 1.024 0.950 1.005 (98.8%) 1.021 1.009 1.017 (100%) 
|vAC2| 
(Slack) 

1.00 1.000 1.000 1.000 (100%) 1.000 1.000 1.000 (100%) 

|vAC3| 1.050 1.050 1.049 1.050 (100%) 1.050 1.049 1.050 (100%) 
|vAC4| 1.050 1.050 0.950 1.024 (97.5%) 1.050 1.025 1.045 (99.5%) 
|vAC5| 1.050 1.050 0.950 1.026 (97.7%) 1.050 1.024 1.044 (99.4%) 
|vAC6| 1.050 1.050 0.950 1.028 (97.9%) 1.050 0.958 1.037 (98.7%) 
δvAC1 40.32 44.16 39.93 41.00 (101.7%) 40.82 40.08 40.34 (100%) 
δvAC2 
(Slack) 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 (100%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 (100%) 

δvAC3 9.43 10.56 7.90 9.20 (97.6%) 9.75 7.92 9.13 (96.8%) 
δvAC4 -7.90 -7.71 -9.23 -8.31 (105.2%) -7.71 -8.50 -7.99 (101.1%) 
δvAC5 -9.94 -9.30 -10.32 -9.97 (100.3%) -9.30 -10.10 -9.85 (99.1%) 
δvAC6 4.00 6.69 -3.73 3.61 (90.2%) 6.30 3.78 4.63 (115.9%) 
vDC1 1.050 1.050 0.986 1.042 (99.2%) 1.050 1.050 1.050 (100%) 
vDC2 1.027 1.028 0.962 1.019 (99.2%) 1.028 1.027 1.027 (100%) 
vDC3 1.020 1.020 0.954 1.011 (99.1%) 1.020 1.019 1.019 (100%) 
vDC4 1.016 1.018 0.950 1.008 (99.2%) 1.017 1.016 1.016 (100%) 

In general, results that deviate significantly from the best found optimum (assumed as 
global optimum) have either DC voltages and / or AC voltages on the lower voltage band, 
as can be seen in Appendix D. 

There are several results that did not find the global optimum. This is mainly caused by the 
heuristic characteristic of differential evolution and the chosen mutation strategy using the 
best known vector so far xbest, in (3.28) for example, but also by the defined number of 
populations. A further increase in the number of populations together with increased num-
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ber of minimum and maximum iteration steps per optimization will lead to a more satisfac-
tory variation of results. As this also implies a significant increase in computation time the 
effect of further limiting the state space is analyzed below. 

Due to its heuristic character there is always the possibility that a vector at or nearby the 
global optimum is not selected by randomly defining vectors within the permitted area. As 
mentioned, the chosen mutation strategy and number of populations favors this addition-
ally. When the randomly chosen vectors in the beginning of the mutation process do not 
include any vector nearby the global optimum, it is possible that the area around it will not 
be covered during optimization. New created vectors within the optimization process will, 
to a certain extent, be based on xbest and on other randomly chosen vector elements of the 
current population. Thus, the optimization will focus on the area around the best chosen 
vector so far. This is exemplarily shown for the DC node voltage vDC1 and vDC4 in Fig. 3.8. 
The longer the optimization process lasts, the more a certain area is focused. If the heuristic 
process did not generate an initial vector close to the global optimum, this will fail. 
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Fig. 3.8: Convergence of differential evolution algorithm exemplarily shown for the 
DC voltages at DC node DC1 with the highest infeed and DC voltage and 
DC4 with the lowest DC voltage. 

If xbest is not used, the number of necessary iterations and iteration time will increase dras-
tically. However, the complete permitted area will be covered equally during optimization. 
But this leads to another option changes mutation strategy during optimization starting with 
no consideration of xbest and then switching over to considering xbest. [85] proposes such a 
strategy for DE programming in general. As this is not made for OPF or mixed AC/DC 
OPF problems a deeper analysis in future work is necessary.  
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The permitted state space is quite large, thus a high number of possible state vectors can be 
generated. Limiting the permitted state space to the most feasible region also increases the 
probability for finding the global optimum. This is exemplarily made for a further limitation 
of AC voltage magnitudes (vAC,min = 1.00, vAC,max = 1.05) and for both a limitation of AC 
and DC magnitudes (vAC,min = 1.00, vAC,max = 1.05, vDC,min = 1.00, vDC,max = 1.05). A further 
20 simulations are carried out for each, and the found optima are shown in Fig. 3.10 and 
Fig. 3.11 respectively (detailed simulation results are provided in Appendix D). Neverthe-
less, occurrence of local minima cannot be avoided, even if the number of solution close to 
the global optimum increases with a smaller permitted state space. Additionally the differ-
ence between local and global optima is more significant. Local minima can still be identi-
fied by DC voltages at the lower voltage band.  

An identification of local minima solutions can be made afterwards if the maximum DC 
voltage is not near to the maximum permitted DC voltage. 
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Fig. 3.9: Merit order of optimization results for 40 simulations with AC voltages be-

tween 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. and DC voltages between 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. 
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Fig. 3.10: Merit order of optimization results for 20 simulations with AC voltages be-
tween 1.00 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. and DC voltages between 0.95 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. 
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Fig. 3.11: Merit order of optimization results for 20 simulations with AC voltages be-

tween 1.00 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. and DC voltages between 1.00 p.u. and 1.05 p.u. 

Validation of maximum number of iterations and acceleration of computation 

In order to validate the maximum number of iterations a further simulation is carried out 
for 20,000 iterations. The total losses in this case decreased to ploss = 822MW which is the 
same optimum found when a maximum of 8,000 iterations is defined. This is also true for 
values of corresponding state space variables (vAC and vDC). Thus, a maximum number of 
8,000 iterations is sufficient. 

As optimization results are not always but mostly close to the global optimum, this could 
also be realistically implemented in a future European ISO (as suggested in subchapter 
2.3.3) by running multiple simulations in parallel for the same load and generation pattern 
and end by filtering the most optimal of these, as was done here. This can be a tradeoff 
between number of iterations and accuracy of final results. 

A further acceleration of the overall optimization process could be reached by further lim-
iting the constraints, particularly in AC voltage magnitudes. Limiting the permitted state 
space also limits search area to more realistic or likely values. AC voltage magnitudes at 
the transmission level particularly, will be normally in a much smaller range assuming 
enough reactive power capacity. However, a dynamic extension of permitted AC node volt-
age magnitudes is possible with respect to reactive power limits during the optimization 
process.  

3.2.4 Conclusion 

In this subchapter it is assumed that an ISO exists with a global view on the HVDC overlay 
grid and all relevant parts of the underlaying AC transmission system. This enables an sys-
tem operator to run a global optimization with inherent coordination between AC and 
HVDC grid as well as between the converters. An alternative perspective is discussed in 
subchapter 3.3 assuming the absence of an ISO with a distributed responsibility for the 
HVDC grid and its converters among several TSOs. 
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In subchapter 3.1 DE was identified to be the most appropriate method for mixed AC/DC 
OPF problems. A more detailed explanation of DE algorithm is given in this subchapter. 
Further DE is applied to an AC/DC test grid. A typical convergence pattern is presented as 
well as a number of simulations for the same test grid and load or generation patterns. 
Unlike conventional optimization methods DE’s convergence is not dependent on initial 
conditions but differs from simulation to simulation. It is shown that DE does not always 
find the global optimum in each simulation but the effect of slightly limiting the permitted 
state space was shown. This leads to a much higher probability in finding the global opti-
mum and a significantly clearer distinction between global and local optima. The possibility 
of several parallel optimizations makes the identification of a global optimum much more 
likely than with conventional optimization methods. 

3.3 Coordination without centralized master controller 

As previously mentioned and as discussed in greater detail in subchapter 5.2, coordination 
of converter power reference values is not only essential for the DC grid but also for the 
AC grid. An imbalance in the DC grid will directly affect the AC grid since DC balancing 
power is sourced from the AC system via converters. Thus, input and output of the HVDC 
system and its losses must be balanced. 

The optimization of converter reference values (schedules) as described in subchapter 3.2 
assumes a global knowledge about the HVDC grid and AC transmission system as found 
in an ISO. Today’s responsibility for the European transmission system is devided by a 
number of TSOs and no coordinating ISO is in place. Taking this into consideration a global 
optimization (as described in subchapter 3.2) would be impossible with the current organ-
izational structure found today. This subchapter therefore proposes a methodology that al-
lows an overall optimization and coordination of converter reference values which also 
maintains current distributed transmission grid responsibility. This means that responsibil-
ity for the AC transmission system remains the same and responsibility for converters is 
distributed among all TSOs according to converters AC PCC in the TSOs responsibility 
area. 

3.3.1 Basic concept 

As described in subchapter 3.2 for converter scheduling, schedules are calculated for a de-
fined pre-conceived time frame which is characterized by a certain grid topology, load and 
generation pattern. As one of the primary tasks of the HVDC grid is to relieve the AC grid 
of bulk power long distance power flows, avoiding equipment overload and ensuring sys-
tem instability in general converter reference values are subject to upper and lower limits. 
As long as these limits are within the converter power limits they define a limited permis-
sible operation range, otherwise the whole operating range is allowed. Fig. 3.12. illustrates 
some limit introducing factors. Some of these limits can cause both an upper and a lower 
limit and restrict the permissible operation range. HVDC converters are designed for their 
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AC PCC, which means that their nominal power can be transmitted by the surrounding AC 
transmission grid. In case of a changed transmission grid topology, due to maintenance for 
example, a converter’s permissible operation range is restricted by thermal line limits for 
example. This must be taken into account for converter scheduling. 
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converter schedule)
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Fig. 3.12: Converter reference value limitation and permissible operation range which 

can be a subject for further optimization. 

The most restrictive lower and upper limits define a permissible operation range from 
which any operation point can be chosen. Thus, this permissible operation range can be 
used for any kind of operating point optimization (e.g. with the objective of minimal losses 
or maximization of stability margins). This is illustrated in Fig. 3.12. 

In the unlikely event that limits for one converter are very restrictive and there is no per-
missible operation range, certain restrictions can be reduced (as N-1 criterion) or com-
pletely neglected (as a continuously permissible thermal limit) as long as system security 
is maintained until the next schedule update. 

If an HVDC system only interconnects points within the area of one single TSO, the opti-
mization of converter power reference values will automatically result in global optimum 
since the HVDC system and mainly influenced parts of the AC system are included in a 
single optimization. This is not the case if areas of different TSOs are connected via the 
HVDC system given that each TSO will calculate the point of optimal operation for its own 
part of the system but not for the overall system. It is possible that the responsibility for the 
entire HVDC system will not be given only one of both involved TSOs as detailed grid 
information will mostly be not provided to the other TSO making a global optimization 
difficult. 

The proposed coordination process of two or more TSOs is based on the aforementioned 
definition of permissible operation range using upper and lower limits and an OF for the 
remaining permissible operation range. This OF is solely dependent on the converter refer-
ence power and allows an optimization of converter power reference. Here it is assumed 
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that all TSO agreed on overall losses as a common optimization target. Any other target or 
set of targets is also possible even if they difer from TSO to TSO just a common normali-
zation is necessary. For further considerations in this subchapter it is assumed that AC 
transmission losses are covered by the TSO that incur losses and that DC transmission 
losses (including converter and substation losses) are shared between exchanging TSOs. It 
is worth mentioning that power independent losses of the converter occur as soon as the 
HVDC system is energized. 

It is also possible to modify the loss dependent optimization into a cost of loss dependent 
optimization. If both TSOs have significantly different energy procurement costs, optimi-
zation results may differ from loss dependent optimization. This would mean a higher 
weighting of optimization trajectories of converters in high energy procurement cost areas. 
Consequently, this implies that the cost of losses will partially be transferred to the area 
with lower energy procurement costs. 

In subchapter 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 a coordination of an HVDC P2P interconnection between two 
adjacent and two remote TSOs are considered as basic examples. The general approach 
which is also applicable for converter coordination of unmeshed and meshed multi-terminal 
HVDC schemes is described in subchapter 3.3.4. 

3.3.2 HVDC converter coordination of two adjacent areas 

This subchapter considers an HVDC P2P connection between two adjacent TSOs as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.13 a). The aforementioned limits for converter power and OF for further 
optimization are handed between each TSO. If the permissible operation range of both con-
verters do not have a common permissible operation band, some limits can be reduced (e.g. 
N-1 criterion) or removed (e.g. continuously permitted thermal limit) as long as a secure 
operation is ensured until next schedule. Critical limits, such as the limit for grid stability 
or the thermal limit (permitted until next converter schedule), must not be removed or re-
duced. If no common permissible operation band can be found the HVDC system is out of 
operation until a permissible operation band is found, for example when tripped lines under 
maintenance are back in operation. Thus, a scheduled power exchange between both con-
sidered TSOs pexchange21 or pexchange12, permissible operation ranges and optimization trajec-
tories (OF) of both converters are known by both TSOs.  

Depending on the AC transmission system topology and the location of the converters, 
optimal operation points of both converters may be different for perspectives of both con-
sidered TSOs. If the converter of TSO 1 is located electrically close to the borders of TSO 2 
and that of TSO 2 is located electrically far from the border (see Fig. 3.13 a) it is likely to 
be more reasonable for TSO 2 to activate the HVDC system for a low value of transmission 
power than for TSO 1. This can even be the case if an activation of the HVDC system is 
reasonable from a global point of view (see Fig. 3.13 b). 
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Fig. 3.13: HVDC connection between two adjacent TSOs (a) and composition of global 

losses (b) 

With the OFs of both converters ploss_TSO1 and ploss_TSO2 a global optimization can be emu-
lated adding both trajectories in order to generate a global one ploss_global, such as in (3.39). 
The minimum of that emulated global OF ploss_global according to (3.40) can be seen as an 
approximated global optimal operation point and would mostly be between both local min-
ima of each converter (see Fig. 3.13 b). pVSC_AC addresses the transmitted power through 
the HVDC P2P scheme and represents the physical converter power of the receiving con-
verter on the AC side. Losses are only respected in the OF. Transit AC power flows through 
areas of other adjacent TSOs are neglected using this decentralized approach. 

loss_global VSC_AC loss_TSO1 VSC_AC loss_TSO2 VSC_AC( ) ( ) ( )p p p p p p  (3.35) 

VSC_AC
loss_global VSC_ACmin ( )

p
p p  (3.36) 

3.3.3 HVDC converter coordination of two remote areas 

In addition to the described situation of having two directly adjacent TSOs, this subchapter 
considers an HVDC P2P interconnection between remote TSO areas with one or more 
TSO(s) in between. In this case the permissible operation range can also be further affected 
by limits of the transit TSO(s). As a minimum requirement the grid stability limit and the 
minimum thermal limit (permitted until next converter schedule) should be maintained for 
the transiting TSO(s). 

Unlike in the previous subchapter 3.3.2 TSO(s) which do not have a direct part in the 
HVDC P2P interconnection are considered as well. They are affected by transit AC power 
flows dependent on the converter reference values. The more transit TSOs are considered 
within the interconnected AC system the more the decentralized optimization result will fit 
the global optimum. 

Thus, any further restricting limits introduced by the responsibility area of not directly 
HVDC scheme involved TSO(s) (transit TSO(s)) and OF of those additionally considered 
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TSO area(s) are included in the consideration, as described in subchapter 3.3.2. The final 
OF for this extended optimization problem results is shown in Fig. 3.14 and (3.37). 

transit_TSO

loss_global VSC_AC loss_TSO1 VSC_AC loss_TSO2 VSC_AC loss_transit_TSO,i VSC_AC
1

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
n

i
p p p p p p p p  (3.37) 

VSC_AC
loss_global VSC_ACmin ( )

p
p p  (3.38) 
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Fig. 3.14: HVDC connection between two not directly adjacent TSOs (a) and composition 

of global losses (b). 

3.3.4 HVDC converter coordination of a multi-terminal HVDC scheme 

A decentralized coordination of converter reference values becomes more complex the 
more TSOs and converters are involved. In a multi-terminal HVDC system (meshed or 
unmeshed) limits for P2P exchanges between two particular converters / TSOs cannot be 
defined in advance if there are multiple exchanges between converters. Furthermore, volt-
age dependent losses (power independent losses α in (3.10)) should be neglected in the 
initial step. They are in place as soon as the HVDC converter is in operation. When final-
izing the optimization (after definition of all preliminary exchanges via the HVDC system) 
it is examined whether or not the determined HVDC transmission is still the best global 
solution additionally considering voltage dependent losses. Once the converter serves for 
more than one power exchange such constant losses are divided to all exchanges pro rata 
and are not fully applied for each single exchange. 

For local optimization each TSO provides an OF for each planned exchange pexchange,i with 
another TSO having an HVDC converter within the same HVDC scheme (see Fig. 3.15). 
These OF only consider current / power dependent DC losses and all affected AC losses. 
All possible converter power reference values are respected for each power exchange opti-
mization process, that is starting from 0% up to 100% utilization of the HVDC converter 
for each power exchange pexchange,I at first without considering the limitations. 

Using all provided OFs including those of transit TSO(s), each converter owning TSO starts 
an optimization process for each of its planned exchanges separately first. As each involved 
TSO makes the calculations a redundant optimization is always running. This can be used 
for schedule verification. The result pconv;AC,exchange,x is a part of the final converter power 
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reference value for each planned exchange. So far the process is comparable to the previ-
ously described processes of P2P connections but without previous limit consideration. 

The sum of all optimization results pconv;AC,exchange,x for all power exchanges pexchange,i of one 
particular converter is its (temporary) total power reference value pi (see Fig. 3.15). This 
value is temporary since limit violations are investigated in the next step.  
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Fig. 3.15: Optimal operation point calculation with multiple TSOs in a multi-terminal or 

meshed HVDC grid – part I: temporarily total power reference value pconv,ref,i. 

Each temporary converter power reference value pconv,ref,i is examined according to limit 
violations. As a result, each TSO provides a positive Δppos,margin,i and negative margin value 
Δpneg,margin,i for each of its converters. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.16 a).  
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Fig. 3.16: Limit violation examination for temporarily converter power reference values– 

a) without limit violation, b) with limit violation (Δppos, margin,i with negative 
sign). 
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Both values Δppos,margin,i and Δpneg,margin,i define how much the temporary converter power 
reference value could change in both positive and negative direction until one of its defined 
limits is violated. These two values also inherently give information on whether or not a 
limit has already been violated. In such cases the corresponding margin value Δppos,margin,i 

or Δpneg,margin,i has a negative sign as is illustrated in Fig. 3.16 b). If both Δppos,margin,i and 
Δpneg,margin,i have a negative sign the converter is deactivated for the scheduled period as no 
permissible operation range exists. In the event that only one of both values has a negative 
sign it provides inherent information about how much its converter reference value must 
change until converter power complies with all limits. Thus, boundary violation Δpbound,i of 
converter i is defined according to (3.39). 

pos,margin, pos,margin,

neg,margin,bound, neg,margin,

pos,margin, neg,margin,

 if 0
  if 0
 if 0  and 00

i i

ii i

i i

p p
pp p

p p
(3.39) 

If Δpbound,i of any converter is not equal to zero a further corrective intervention is necessary. 
In order to comply with all limits of that converter with Δpbound,I < 0 its power reference pi 
must be modified by Δpbound,i. For DC energy balance reasons this amount of power must 
be provided by the converters which are supposed to exchange power with the considered 
converter i. In order to distribute Δpbound,i as low-loss as possible, another optimization is 
used. Here the optimization trajectories (see Fig. 3.15) are utilized again for OF in (3.40) 
which minimizes the loss for corrective adaptation Δpj of other converter reference values 
in order to meet the constraint given in (3.41). That constraint ensures that the exact needed 
power difference Δpbound,i is provided by other converters. This is exemplarily illustrated in 
Fig. 3.17. The second constraint (3.42) ensures that adaptation of one temporarily converter 
power reference value pi does not cause limit violation for any other converter. 

loss,min ( )j j
j

p p  (3.40) 

bound, conf,ref,i j
j

p p  (3.41) 
pos,margin, conv,ref, neg,margin,j j jp p p (3.42) 
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Fig. 3.17: Provision of Δpbound,1 by other converters exchanging power with TSO 1 by 
adapting the power reference value calculated during first optimization process. 
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If Δpbound,i is non zero for more than one converter the adaptation process as described 
above will be applied at the converter, beginning with the largest Δpbound,i. After each ad-
aptation all converters provide adjusted positive and negative margin values and power 
references for potential subsequent adaptations. 

3.3.5 Conclusion 

The proposed method for global converter coordination on a local basis maintains full re-
sponsibility and a subjective controllability of each single TSO including converters within 
its area, however, certain difficulties arise. First a neutral third party must maintain a correct 
process by verifying reports of TSOs for plausibility, for example, and properness of their 
procedure during optimization and coordination with other TSOs. Second, the procedure of 
global coordination on a local basis becomes more complex the more TSOs are involved. 
Consequently, when a certain number of involved TSOs exceeds, coordination efforts are 
no longer justifiable and may take too long. This can therefore be a coordination method in 
very early stages of a European HVDC overlay grid, but it is necessary that this is eventu-
ally replaced by a method as explained in subchapter 3.2, for example, if a certain number 
of involved TSO and converters is exceeded. 

3.4 Inherent coordination by energy transmission market 

Besides the two described technical coordination concepts in subchapter 3.2 with a master 
controller instance (HVDC grid controller; see subchapter 2.3.2) and in subchapter 3.3 
without having a centralized master controller, there is another market based option. This 
includes an inherent coordination of converter power reference values. 

There will still in the future be cross border energy trading and possibly much more than is 
seen today. This is also one major driving force towards the implementation of an onshore 
HVDC grid. It is also possible that there are two different energy markets to trade. One is 
the conventional market that we have today which uses the AC transmission system for 
cross border trading and the other market could use the HVDC system for cross border 
trading. If all converter reference values are scheduled by this market based option there is 
an inherent coordination of converter reference values while DC transmission losses must 
be covered by adjusting converter power.  

The most important disadvantage of this solution is the absence of any technical optimiza-
tion either in overall AC and DC transmission losses, or in security or stability issues of the 
overall system. Maybe, this disadvantage could be overcome by integrating security and 
stability issues into the market as it is made in other areas e.g. the United States. 
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3.5 Conclusion 

The most important issue in the operation of an HVDC overlay grid is the reasonable inte-
gration into AC transmission system operation and the coordination of all converters in 
order to prevent significant DC balancing control activation. This issue is discussed for the 
operational planning instance in this chapter. 

On the one hand it is discussed from a centralized perspective assuming an instance that 
has an overview over and control of the HVDC grid and the affected parts of the AC trans-
mission grid as well. This can also be assumed as the best solution from a technical opti-
mum perspective given that all affected parts of the entire system are considered for opti-
mization issues. Here an artificial intelligence optimization method (differential evolution) 
is used for mixed AC/DC OPF problems and the general convergence behavior, optimiza-
tion results and further potential for improvement are identified.  

On the other hand such an instance is so far not in place in Europe and it is a likely scenario 
that in early stages of a European overlay grid the responsibility for converters and the 
HVDC grid in general will be distributed among several TSOs. In such a case a global 
optimization is difficult and a distributed optimization and coordination is proposed in this 
chapter as well. 

Another scenario is that reference values for converters are not provided according to tech-
nical objectives but only according to realized energy trades. In such a case HVDC trans-
mission capacities are subject to commercial exploration. As this work focuses on technical 
options this is only mentioned as a possible scenario but not further discussed or analyzed. 
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4 Autonomous local reference value adaptation – Secondary 
control 

In subchapter 2.3.2 the different control instances, primary, secondary and tertiary control, 
are introduced for HVDC grid operation. The previous chapter 3 describes operational plan-
ning thereby determining converter reference values in terms of their schedules as a part of 
tertiary control. Unscheduled changes of AC system’s topology and/or generation/load pat-
tern can significantly influence AC power flows and affect system stability. Thus, an adap-
tation of converter’s reference values is necessary in order to perform HVDC overlay grid’s 
preliminary task of relieving and supporting the AC grid. This control task can be subdi-
vided in two sequences. One is adapting the converter reference values locally and therefore 
very quickly, whereas the other optimizes the adaptation of reference values later on. The 
local converter reference value adaptation which is based on global measurements (as in-
dicted in Fig. 4.1) is in the focus of this chapter. 

The optimization of converter reference value adaptation is not addressed in this work but 
is comparable to the optimization described for operational planning in chapter 3. This op-
timization will be performed possibly focusing on a smaller part of the grid as the compu-
tation time response and the computation speed requirements are more restrictive compared 
to tertiary control as it is described in subchapter 2.3.2. 
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Fig. 4.1: Operation instance focused in chapter 4. 

4.1 Requirements 

The operational planning instance (tertiary control) assumes a certain generation and load 
pattern as well as a defined grid topology. Based on this information (possibly taking into 
account any uncertainty) optimal converter reference values are defined in order to meet an 
OF or set of OFs as described in chapter 3. 
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During operation significant deviations from the previously assumed grid state can occur. 
This may be caused by one of the following scenarios: 

Scenario 1: Significant deviation from renewable energy generation forecast
Scenario 2: Power plant trip
Scenario 3: Converter trip
Scenario 4: AC line trip
Scenario 5: Islanding of a part of the grid

In AC/DC converters it is inherent that they do not automatically take part in power distri-
bution between the AC and DC grid, if the system state changes. Rather, converters control 
their reference values as much as possible and if the reference value is not adapted to the 
actual system state, its behavior will be equal to the pre-disturbance situation. Assuming 
that the current trend holds, more and more conventional power plants will be decommis-
sioned and only a few within Europe will remain. Targets of this manner of different Euro-
pean countries can even lead to a situation that any remaining conventional power plants 
will concentrate in some countries, while other countries have no or almost no remaining 
conventional power plants. 

As conventional power plants are the preferred source for balancing power provision in 
order to make the most of renewable energy sources, there may be balancing power hot 
spots in Europe. This would mean that balancing power flows have to be transmitted over 
long distances. In case of scenario 1 or 2 it is therefore reasonable to share the balancing 
power flows between the AC and DC grid. This share of power flows also limits the amount 
of transmission reserves to be maintained for such disturbed situations. 

This is also true for other disturbances that significantly change AC power flows, such as 
in scenario 3 and 4 (converter or AC line trip). Power can be provided even to an islanded 
area power from the rest of the AC grid, via the HVDC overlay grid if an adaptation of 
reference values is implemented accordingly. 

The requirements for an appropriate algorithm to adapt converter reference values in case 
of disturbances within the AC grid are: 

Detection of significant changed AC power flows (power flow direction and amount)
from a global perspective
Fast adaptation of converter reference values in the range of some hundred milliseconds
Converter reference values as given by a tertiary control instance (chapter 3) should be
respected as unaffected in undisturbed operation
Share between AC and DC grid definable
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4.2 State of the Art 

4.2.1 Adaptation of converter reference values after a disturbance 

A key motivation for the establishment of meshed HVDC grids are large offshore wind 
power plants as has been intended several years ago for the north sea in Europe [94] (see 
Fig. 4.2). Another example is that on the east coast of the United States of America (Atlantic 
Wind Connection) or other remote renewable energy production locations as is proposed 
for an Asian Supergrid using wind and solar power from the Gobi desert to provide load 
centers in the east Asian region [95]. Thus, all state of the art methods for automatic con-
verter reference value adaptation after a disturbance, deal with phenomena that arise with 
regards to asynchronous AC grids interconnected with an HVDC system. 

Fig. 4.2: Vision of the European Offshore Supergrid. [94] 

Since there are no AC lines interconnecting these HVDC linked areas only loss of genera-
tion or load is considered which affects load frequency control of the disturbed area. Thus, 
only those converters of the disturbed areas are affected firstly and the methods presented 
hereinafter include the other AC areas in the balancing power provision process by modi-
fying converters’ power reference values accordingly. In consequence the balancing power 
is distributed across several AC areas. 

Existing methods for participation of an HVDC system in load frequency control are there-
fore based on frequency deviation at the AC point of common coupling as it is for power 
plants within the AC grid. HVDC converters realizing a connection to another asynchro-
nous AC area can be seen as a generating unit for a single AC grid, which justifies the 
analogy that balancing power must be provided by another AC grid.  

[96] and [97] are methods that connect offshore wind power generation with the onshore 
AC grid by using P2P and a multiterminal HVDC system respectively. The onshore AC 
converter(s) adapt their active power reference value according to the onshore system fre-
quency. As a result the power output of the windmills is regulated using pitch angle control. 
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A similar concept is proposed by [100]. The motivation for this approach is that a VSC 
converter can provide balancing power to an AC grid much faster than a conventional 
power plant. For that approach it is assumed that an HVDC system interconnects two asyn-
chronous areas. When the frequency drops below 49.5Hz the necessary amount of balanc-
ing power is determined and the converters power reference value is adapted accordingly. 
When frequency reaches a value above 49.95 Hz the converters decrease the amount of 
transmitted balancing power while the conventional generating units in the disturbed area 
increase balancing power output by the same amount until the active power reference value 
of the converter reaches its initial value. With this method the frequency dip is much smaller 
than it would be if only a conventional balancing power provision were used, since more 
power plants provide balancing power (power plants of the disturbed and the undisturbed 
HVDC connected AC system). 

[101] and [102] also use the frequency deviation as a control variable for load frequency 
control support by a multi terminal HVDC system and this does not require communication 
within the HVDC system since a voltage droop control is used for DC energy equilibrium. 

The necessity for participation of an HVDC scheme in load frequency control has already 
been identified. All approaches, as previously described, are based on frequency deviation 
at the converter’s AC point of common coupling used as controlled variable [96]-[106]. If 
such an algorithm is applied to an overlay HVDC grid, it would mean that in case of a 
frequency deviation at the AC side of one converter n its reference power pn would change, 
according to (4.1). While Δfn is the frequency deviation at the corresponding AC PCC and 
kΔf,n the frequency control droop of converter n. Assuming an ideal frequency step, a change 
in power reference would result as it is shown in Fig. 4.3 from point 1 to 2. 

conv,ref , , ,n f n f np f k (4.1) 

A frequency deviation would cause a converter power reference change. While the contin-
uous process would include a simultaneous change in DC voltage due to DC energy imbal-
ance, the power reference would also be affected by voltage control. Assuming a straight-
forward voltage droop characteristic as most of the aforementioned references use, the 
change in reference power due to the voltage control can be described according to (4.2). 
The total change in reference value (frequency droop and DC voltage droop) results from 
(4.3). This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 by a change from point 1 to 3. 

conv,ref, , , ,DCn v DC n v np v k (4.2) 

conv,ref, , , ,DCn DC n v n n f np v k f k (4.3) 

Numerous converters are involved when considering an entire HVDC grid. The total power 
of the n converters within the HVDC system in (4.4) are derived from (4.3) and include the 
pre-disturbance converter reference values pconv,ref,n. 
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DCDC conv,ref , DC, , ,
1

n

n n v n n f n
i

p p v k f k  (4.4) 

When modifying (4.4) in such a way that losses are excluded, the converter references sum 
up to zero and voltage would be the same at all DC nodes. Furthermore, the total DC system 
power pDC should be equal to zero for t→∞ in order to maintain the energy equilibrium (see 
chapter 5) and frequency deviation between node of the interconnected AC system will 
become equal to zero for t→∞ as well. Those assumptions lead to (4.5) if charging / dis-
charging of DC system capacitances is neglegted. 
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!
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1 1
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n n

v n f n
i i

p v k f k  (4.5) 

Thus DC voltage deviation further increases from point 3 in Fig. 4.3 until Δpconv,ref,n,v = -Δp 

conv,ref,n,f. That is the change in power reference value due to frequency droop is equal to the 
negative change in power reference value as a result of DC node voltage droop control (see 
Fig. 4.3 transition from point 3 to 4). Thus, the effect of frequency control of the HVDC 
system disappears after a short time due to reasons of DC energy equilibrium.  
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Fig. 4.3: Change in converter’s power reference according to DC voltage and AC fre-

quency deviation using frequency droop control (1→2) or frequency and DC 
node voltage droop control (1→3→4) according to (4.1) and (4.4)/(4.5) re-
spectively. 

Tab.  4-1 summarizes which functionalities are already covered by state of the art or state 
of research algorithms and which functionalities, particularly for overlay HVDC grids, re-
main unsolved. Necessary converter reference value adaptations for HVDC grids intercon-
necting asynchronous AC system, as it is the case for offshore HVDC grids, already exist. 
Algorithms for an autonomous adaptation of converter reference values for overlay HVDC 
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grids (e.g. for balancing power tranmission) are not within the state of research or even 
state of the art.  

Using state of the art or research methods, the overlay HVDC grid spanning a single syn-
chronous zone is only taking part in primary load frequency control in the case of an AC 
power imbalance (scenario 1 or 2). That is at least for some seconds before frequency de-
viation is the same at all AC nodes within the synchronous AC system. The amount of 
balancing power transmitted through the HVDC grid is less, the smaller the frequency dif-
ferences between the converter AC PCCs becomes. From this moment balancing power is 
no longer transmitted via the HVDC grid as the DC energy equilibrium must also be met 
(see (4.5)).  

Tab.  4-1: Already existing algorithms ( ) regarding HVDC converter reference value 
adaptation and further need for research ( ). 

Functionality provided / 
delivered by HVDC grid 

HVDC grid in-
terconnecting 
asynchronous 
AC systems 

Overlay HVDC grid 
without interconnec-
tions between asyn-
chronous AC sys-

tems 

Overlay HVDC 
P2P connection 

Support of load frequency 
control (additional bal-
ancing power) 

 

- 

(not possible as no 
power generation or 

storage capacity within 
the HVDC grid) 

- 

(not possible as no 
power generation or 

storage capacity 
within the HVDC 

grid) 

Support of the AC trans-
mission system in case of 
unscheduled power flow 
changes 

- 

(not possible as 
no parallel AC 

grid exists) 

 

(required according to 
subchapter 4.3) 

 

(inherently given by 
emulation of an AC 

line) 

Support of the AC trans-
mission system in case of 
unscheduled power flow 
changes respecting con-
verter schedules 

- 

(not possible as 
no parallel AC 

grid exists) 

 

(required according to 
subchapter 4.3) 

 

(AC line is emu-
lated in normal and 
disturbed operation) 

Secondary and tertiary load frequency control caused power flow deviations, as well as 
other unscheduled power flow changes, will not be transmitted through HVDC grid. An 
abrupt and unscheduled load flow change can cause an equipment overload or instability if 
there is not a fast algorithm to make use of the HVDC transmission capacity.  
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For the first European onshore HVDC project in MMC technology (INELFE, P2P) several 
control functions are proposed. There are two realization options for determination of con-
verter’s reference power [108]: 

In proportion to parallel transmitted AC power
As a function of the voltage angle differences on both AC sides of the P2P connec-
tion (emulation of an AC line)

Both approaches overcome the natural blocking behavior of an HVDC system by emulating 
an AC link but do apply for just a P2P connection. 

The requirements as given in subchapter 4.1 are not fulfilled by any of the already existing 
algorithms. Thus, subchapter 4.3 introduces an algorithm for the mentioned purpose appli-
cable for overlay HVDC grids as defined by the requirements according to subchapter 4.1. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to detect global AC power flow changes between converter AC 
PCCs as the overlay HVDC grid can take part in those power flow changes. Unscheduled 
power flow changes affecting shorter distances must only be covered by the AC transmis-
sion system. 

Thus, it is necessary to use wide area information to have a global overview on power flow 
changes. As information provided by a SCADA will take much longer than the required 
some hundred milliseconds (after a disturbance took place) wide area measurement data 
provided by PMUs and a WAMS is the most reasonable solution to derive information 
about unscheduled global power flow changes. Appendix F therefore gives an overview on 
how a PMU and WAMS function and which delays are included. 

4.3 Angle Gradient Method 

Active power flows between node i and j can be described according to (4.6) and Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.4. Model for power flows on AC transmission lines according to (4.6). 

Using permissible simplifications for the transmission grid layer (see Appendix E) (4.6) 
becomes (4.7). This formula gives a simplified description for power flows within grids 
with an r/x ratio much smaller than 1. This is true for the transmission and the upper level 
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of the distribution level in Europe. These are the grid levels affected / relieved by the HVDC 
system. 

sin( )i j
ij

ij

v v
p

x
 (4.7) 

According to this, the main influencing factor for power flows between two nodes in the 
considered AC grid level is the angle difference between both Δδ. 

Voltage magnitudes at the transmission grid level can be assumed to be constantly close to 
1 p.u.. Thus voltage magnitudes do not significantly affect AC power flows according to 
(4.7). 

Contrary to power flow controlling devices affecting a specific line impedance and thus 
mainly the power flow on a specific line, the HVDC system relieves a whole AC sector 
between two converter connected AC nodes. The AC grid impedance between those is con-
stant if no significant topology change takes place within the considered sector to be re-
lieved. Thus, it is feasible to use angle differences in order to detect power flow changes 
while voltage angle differences can be measured using a WAMS as described in Appendix 
F. 

The voltage angle difference between HVDC converter’s AC PCCs or nearby nodes there-
fore give information about global power flow gradients that can be affected by the HVDC 
system. As described in chapter 3 the tertiary control (operational planning) defines power 
reference values according to, for example, a forecasted electrical energy generation and 
system load pattern to meet an optimum. A power flow pattern then results. Power flows 
can deviate from this pattern as a consequence of: 

Unscheduled significant change of load
Unscheduled significant change of electrical energy generation

o Trip of conventional power plant
o Connection trip of a renewable energy infeed
o Significant deviation from renewable energy infeed forecast

Trip of transmission equipment
AC/HVDC converter trip

In order to avoid such abrupt unscheduled power flow changes to negatively influence sys-
tem stability or overload transmission equipment, an adaptation of the scheduled converter 
active power reference values is necessary. 

A change in power flow patterns can be detected using PMUs and a WAMS. It can be 
assumed that PMUs are available within each new protection device [116] and therefore at 
or even nearby each new HVDC converter station. Given that the proposed method is 
founded on measuring changes in voltage angle differences in the grid to allocate power 
flow changes, it has been named angle gradient method (AGM) and was first published in 
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[O-1], [O-8]. The basic concept of the AGM and of deriving global power flow information 
from WAMS data is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.5: Functionality of WAMS exemplary for an HVDC grid with 10 converters. 

For further considerations regarding the AGM, each converter is assigned to a particular 
HVDC converter observability area. This area consists of one or more AC nodes around 
the converter’s AC PCC. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Furthermore, converter’s 
AC PCC is defined as HVDC converter observability area center node within each HVDC 
converter observability area. 

Using the angle gradient information provided by WAMS, power flows between HVDC 
converter observability area center nodes of directly adjacent responsibility areas are cal-
culated using (4.7). A continuous comparison of this value with power flows resulting from 
the latest schedule and forecast information identifies significant power flow changes in its 
direction and magnitude.  

schedule, WAMS, schedule,ij ij ijp p p  (4.8) 

Since a HVDC converter observability area can be directly connected to several others, 
power flows on one connection can be transit power flows. Considering, for example, an 
unscheduled power flow from node 6 to node 2 in Fig. 4.6, the HVDC converter observa-
bility area of node 3 will be a transit area. Unscheduled power flows are intended to be 
commutated into the HVDC grid at their origin and should not be considered for interme-
diate / transit HVDC converter observability areas. Thus, power flow exchanges of an 
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HVDC converter observability area center node adds up with other HVDC converter ob-
servability area center nodes, and transit power flows are eliminated. The change in power 
flows with regard to the latest schedule can be determined by (4.9) where C is the set of 
HVDC converter observability area center nodes of directly adjacent HVDC converter ob-
servability areas to the considered HVDC converter observability area. 

schedule, WAMS, schedule,i ij ij
j C

p p p  (4.9) 
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Fig. 4.6: Approach of HVDC converter observability area (marked with different col-

ours) and HVDC converter observability area center node assignment. 

Δpschedule,i is the deviation between the scheduled and the actual power flow and is subject 
to be shared between the AC and HVDC grid. 

In order to get as close as possible to a potential optimum, for example, regarding system 
losses as well as stability and maximum load margins, the AGM makes use of the latest 
schedule. As described in chapter 3 the schedule is a result of an optimization process ide-
ally of the overall AC/DC system. Thus the optimization output includes information about 
the AC/DC power flow division at each HVDC converter observability area center node i 
and a power flow sharing factor kAC_DC,i will be defined according to (4.10) considering 
converters’ reference value pref,schedule and all scheduled AC power flows parallel to the DC 
lines. kAC_DC,i will vary depending on both systems (AC and DC) loading and switching 
state, for example.  

schedule,

AC_DC,
ref,schedule,

ij
j C

i
i

p
k

p
 (4.10) 

According to the power flow sharing factor kAC_DC,i, Δpschedule,i is shared between the AC 
and DC grid respectively. The amount of unscheduled power flow that is supposed to be 
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commutated to the HVDC grid is added to the latest converter schedule value. Conse-
quently, the adjusted converter reference values can be determined according to (4.11).The 
entire process is sketched in Fig. 4.7. 

conv,ref, ref,schedule, AC_DC, schedule,i i i ip p k p (4.11) 
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Fig. 4.7: Calculation of converter`s adapted reference value combining schedules and 
results of AGM in consequence of a disturbance. 

Fast reaction as a result of a disturbance (as mentioned on page 65 in the context of AGM) 
means a required reaction within 1-3 seconds. WAMS’ time delay of 50-200 ms (see Ap-
pendix F) can be considered to be noncritical, that is it will not negatively affect AGM’s 
performance. 

In addition to the fast local adaptation of converter reference values after a disturbance, a 
centralized optimization of converter power reference adaptation is another option. This 
centralized calculation of optimal adaptations will take much longer than the AGM, pri-
marily due to a much higher calculation effort but must be significantly faster than tertiary 
control (see chapter 3). However, the calculation algorithm used for tertiary control and its 
coordinated adaptation of converter reference values (as slower part of secondary control) 
can be the same. 

In this case, AGM will serve as a fast converter reference value adaptation avoiding equip-
ment overloading immediately after the disturbance. Later on an optimized re-definition of 
converter power reference values will be provided by the slower part of the secondary con-
trol, which is not part of this thesis. 
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4.4 Numerical case studies 

In order to verify the proposed AGM, some test scenarios are defined in order to show its 
effect if unscheduled power flows in the AC grid occur. As mentioned on page 65 those 
unscheduled power flows can be caused by: 

Unscheduled significant change of load
Unscheduled significant change of electrical energy generation

o Trip of conventional power plant
o Connection trip of a renewable energy infeed
o Significant deviation from renewable energy infeed forecast

Trip of transmission equipment
AC/HVDC converter trip

The first two imply a mismatch in the AC power balance. As an AC power imbalance 
affects the AC system’s frequency this will imply the activation of load frequency control. 
Thus, balancing power flows propagate through the AC grid. Scenario 1 represents a cor-
responding numerical case study (power plant trip). 

The trip of AC transmission equipment represented by an AC line trip is demonstrated in 
scenario 2. A multiple AC line trip can result in the electrical islanding of an AC area. With 
an existing overlay HVDC grid this can be the only remaining interconnection between the 
synchronous AC grid and the electrical island. Scenario 3 shows the effect of the AGM if 
an islanding within the AC grid occurs simultaneously with a converter trip within the elec-
trically islanded area. 

Summarizing, the following three scenarios show the positive impact of AGM’s converter 
reference value adaptation in case of disturbances within the AC grid: 

Scenario 1: Power plant trip
Scenario 2 : AC line trip
Scenario 3: HVDC grid as single remaining interconnection with an electrically 

islanded AC area 

Scenario1 implies the activation of load frequency control. For AGM two levels of this 
control are of interest. These are primary and secondary load frequency control. Primary 
control is a joint action of all TSOs within the European synchronous AC system while 
secondary control is supposed to be activated only in the disturbed control area / block 
[122]. In order to reproduce both control levels of load frequency control for scenario 1, 
the reference grid as introduced in subchapter 2.4 (see Fig. 2.5) is split in several control 
areas CAs (see Fig. 4.8): 

CA West
CA North
CA Germany

CA East
CA South
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Primary and secondary load frequency control levels are of interest when considering the 
impact of AGM as both are active for a maximum of 15 minutes. This is equal to the update 
interval of tertiary control as proposed in chapter 3. Tertiary control level of load frequency 
control becomes active after a longer time horizon after the disturbance took place 
(15 minutes) and thus, it is a subject for consideration within operational planning and not 
for AGM considerations. 

Synchronous machines are modelled with equation of motion and a time constant Ta = 10 s 
and a damping constant of D = 2. In order to avaoid effects related to reactive power phe-
nomena and reaching of power plant power limits nominal power of power plants is defined 
to be 6 GW for each power plant in CA Germany and CA North, 13 GW for CA East, 8GW 
for CA South and 44 GW for CA West. 

DC energy balance within the reference grid is continuously ensured by an implementation 
of a p-v-characteristic for DC node voltage control as described in chapter 5. 
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Fig. 4.8: Left: AC part of the reference grid and fictive control areas (CAs), Right: DC 
part of the reference grid. 

4.4.1 Scenario 1 - Power Plant trip 

For scenario 1 a power plant trip at AC node 6 (power plant (pp) 6 in Fig. 4.8) is assumed. 
Due to the power plant trip all power plants  of the reference grid start their balancing power 
generation as part of the European primary load frequency control according to [122] (en-
ergy market aspects are neglected here). It is replaced by secondary control a short time 
after. Thus, only power plants of the disturbed CA Germany generate balancing power on 
a term longer than a few seconds. 
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Fig. 4.9: HVDC converter power after trip of power plant 6. 

Using WAMS data, AGM at VSC 6 (see Fig. 4.8) identifies the lack of power and at the 
other converters in CA Germany nearby power plants increase power generation. Thus, 
converter power reference values are adapted accordingly to take part in transmismitting 
balancing power. Fig. 4.9 shows that VSC 6 (close to tripped power plant) feeds more 
power from the DC to the AC grid and all other converters of the disturbed CA Germany 
(VSC 1 – VSC 5) feed more power from the AC to the DC grid.  

Power plants of undisturbed control areas (CA, West, North, East and South) only take part 
in primary load frequency control for a short period of time immediately after disturbance 
takes place. Due to AGM, this is also reflected by converters’ power (see Fig. 4.9) 

It is also an indicator of improvement that power plants of undisturbed CAs are relieved by 
balancing power actions earlier than without AGM. This is exemplarily demonstrated by 
power plant 12 (see Fig. 4.10), which delivers slightly more peak power during primary 
load frequency control. Additionally this power plant generates balancing power for ap-
proximately 100 s. In the event that AGM is not used, it takes approximately 400 s. Further 
simulation results are shown in Appendix F. 
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Fig. 4.10: Power generation of power plant 12 outside disturbed control area during load 
frequency control with (a) and without (b) AGM after trip of power plant 6. 
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4.4.2 Scenario 2 - AC line trip 

As shown in the previous subchapter 5.4.1, AGM performs an automatic relief of the AC 
grid if its power flows deviate significantly from the schedule. The best results can be 
achieved by considering AC corridors that are directly in parallel to the overlay HVDC 
grid. In order to show AGM’s effect on a line trip if its corridor is not in parallel to the 
overlay grid, AC line between node 13 and 1 is tripped. 

Remaining interconnections of AC node 13, which is not directly connected to the overlay 
HVDC grid, are to AC node 6 and AC node 12. As well as AC node 1, both are directly 
connected to the overlay HVDC grid. Pre-disturbance AC power flows from AC node 1 to 
AC node 12 are redirected according to AC grid impedances. Thus, AC power flow in-
creases between:  

AC node 1 and 6,
AC node 6 and 12,
AC node 6 and 13,
AC node 5 and 12 and
AC node 12 and 13.

This is also indicated by arrows in Fig. 4.11. AC-power flows parallel to DC corridors 
significantly change between: 

DC node 1 and 6 and
DC node 1 and 12.

This is detected by the AGM and converter reference values are adapted accordingly on a 
local basis. Thus, a part of the pre-disturbance AC power flow between AC node 1 and 12 
is redirected to the DC grid via converter VSC 1 and is fed back to the AC grid nodes 6 and 
12 via converters VSC 5 and VSC 10 (see Fig. 4.11). 
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4.4.3 Scenario 3 - HVDC grid as single remaining interconnection with an electri-
cally islanded AC area 

Without an HVDC overlay grid an islanding process on the AC side can lead to significant 
power imbalances in both AC grids if there was a power exchange between both before the 
disturbance took place. Although the ad hoc group “Geographical distribution of reserves” 
[123] defines how much balancing power can be obtained from other CAs, an islanding can 
occur in the middle of a control area. Due to the full controllability of an HVDC system, 
this connection between the isolated AC area and the rest of the AC grid would remain and 
can transmit balancing power as well as the previous AC power flows between both areas. 

In order to show the usefulness as well as functionally of AGM in that particular case a 
scenario is defined for the given reference grid, according to Fig. 4.12. Node 8 and 9 of CA 
East are isolated from the interconnected AC system. Simultaneously power plant 8 par-
tially trips within the isolated area. 

Due to the lack of power in CA East the voltage angle in this CA decreases and due to small 
pre-disturbance power flows from CA Germany to CA East there is a surplus of power in 
CA Germany which increases the voltage angle in that CA and decreases those in CA East. 
Consequently the angle differences between both CAs prompt the AGM to transmit power 
to the isolated CA East via the HVDC system. Particularly during primary load frequency 
control the directly adjacent converters within CA Germany (VSC 2 and 3) provide balanc-
ing power to the isolated CA East until the remaining power plant 9 in CA east fully makes 
up for the lack of power. If no HVDC overlay grid and no AGM would be applied, power 
plants of the interconnected area would not take part in load frequency control of the iso-
lated area. After this primary load frequency control VSC 8 only imports a small amount 
of power from CA Germany which was transmitted via the AC system prior to the disturb-
ance (see Fig. 4.13 and also Appendix I). 
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Fig. 4.13: Converter power values during islanding of AC nodes 8 and 9 with simultane-

ously partial trip of power plant 8. 

4.5 Backup mechanisms for measurement value acquisition 

The AGM fully relies on the measurement of an intact WAMS and thus on a communica-
tion system. Since AGM becomes active in case of disturbances of the grid, a certain degree 
of reliability should be ensured. Thus, this subchapter identifies alternative data sources if 
any WAMS equipment trips and provides a short discussion on the importance of a precise 
value of grid impedance between two converters’ AC PCCs. 

AGM, as proposed here, fully relies on a reliable provision of voltage angle difference 
information from a WAMS. This subchapter provides backup solutions for measurement 
value acquisition to keep the AGM and its basic functionality running. Different scenarios 
can occur (see Fig. 4.14): 
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 Scenario 1: Trip of entire WAMS or its communication towards convered control  
 Scenario 2: Trip of a PMU or its communication towards WAMS 
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Scenario 2 assumes that all information, which has been provided by the WAMS is sud-
denly missing for a single or all converters. In the case of scenario 1, only one PMU meas-
urement is missing but information from other PMUs are still available. 

4.5.1 Scenario 1 - Trip of WAMS 

It is possible that WAMS information is lost if the WAMS itself or the communication 
towards WAMS trips. When WAMS information is no longer provided and no measures 
are taken, the provided angle gradient vector Δδ is no longer available for AGM and the 
global information on power flow gradients is lost.  

A possible solution would be to maintain all converter power reference values until WAMS 
information is available again. This blocks AGM functionality and should be avoided. 

Usually an HVDC converter is embedded in an appropriate AC substation. Thus all AC 
measurements as three phase voltage and current and the resulting apparent power for pro-
tection issues, for example, are also available for the converter [126]. In normal situations 
with an intact WAMS, information on the power flows between AC converter nodes are 
available (by WAMS) as well as the apparent power at each line outlet resulting from meas-
urements within the AC substation. As such, a factor ij between pWAMS,ij and the measured 
apparent power sij,x (see Fig. 4.15) can always be defined according to (4.12). 

= =
sx

sij,x sij
pWAMS,ij

Fig. 4.15: Exemplary scenario for definition of power actor ij. 

WAMS,

,

ij
ij

ij x

p
s (4.12) 

In case the WAMS trips the pre-trip factor ij and the onsite measured apparent power sij,x

are still available. A multiplication of both delivers a replacement value for pWAMS,ij called 
pWAMS,ij’ according to (4.13). 

WAMS, ,'ij ij ij xp s  (4.13) 

Apparent power also includes reactive power. Line earth faults are situations when apparent 
power increases significantly due to reactive power. Since line protection reacts immedi-
ately in the range of ms, it can be assumed that AGM which reacts in the range of 1-3 s, is 
not significantly affected. It is also possible to measure voltage. In case of a line earth fault 
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voltage would decrease significantly and a converter could provide short circuit power if it 
is needed. Simultaneously this can be an indicator to actively slow AGM time constants. 

4.5.2 Scenario 2 - Trip of PMU 

If PMU information is no longer provided and no measures have been taken, the provided 
angle gradient vector Δδ has non-determined values and AGM may interacts incorrectly at 
each involved converter or it no longer interacts. Since AGM is designed to relieve the AC 
system when it is put under additional stress in disturbed situations, whether or not the 
reliability of AGM can be maintained is analyzed, even if needed information is no longer 
available through WAMS. 

The following measures are theoretically available: 

 Measure 1: Disable AGM for all converters 
 Measure 2: Using SCADA information 
 Measure 3: Maintain last available PMU information 
 Measure 4: Disable AGM for converter with tripped PMU information 

Measure 1 

Thus, the theoretically possible measure to maintain all involved converter power reference 
values is not reasonable, as long as a single PMU data is missing. If this measure would be 
applied AGM functionalities are blocked as long as single PMU information is missing. 
Thus, this measure is rejected. 

Measure 2 

Another posibility is to use SCADA information from the point in time when PMU infor-
mation is lost. The SCADA estimates the missing voltage angle information based on 
global information and provides it instead of the measured PMU information. To be real-
ized, it would need a very fast state estimation meeting time requirements related to second 
order swing equation (4.14). 

 
(4.14) 

 (4.15) 

According to [124] this is not possible today even if the use of PMUs can improve state 
estimation performance [124], [125]. At present, dynamic state estimation is under investi-
gation and could make this option be possible in the future [110]-[113]. 

Measure 3 

Thus, from the present point of view, a temporary solution is needed until SCADA infor-
mation will be available after a time delay. This can be maintain the last known PMU in-
formation generated by the tripped PMU as long as online information is missing. That 
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includes the advantage that all other online PMU information are further used and that the 
AGM can provide its functionalities with the most available information. In case that no 
disturbance in the grid occurs, AGM would not change any converter power reference val-
ues, as it is required. 

Measure 4 

Alternatively the converter with missing PMU information maintains its reference value, 
which indicates a deactivated AGM for this converter but only for the converter where 
PMU information is missing. 

Discussion 

Assuming a disturbance the worst case is, if the PMU of the disturbance’s closest converter 
trips. The change in voltage angle will be the highest there (close to the disturbance) and 
this change is unforeseeable for WAMS. The more distant an AC node is from a disturbed 
AC node, the less the voltage angle deviation will be. Therefore, the voltage angle differ-
ences Δδij between the disturbed and all directly neighboring nodes is the most incorrect if 
the last available δi of the tripped PMU is maintained. That is disturbance surrounding 
PMUs (except the tripped one) will measure a decreasing voltage angle and the voltage 
angle information closest to the disturbance (at the tripped PMU) will remain unchanged 
according to measure 3. Thus, a power delivery from the power plant trip to the surrounding 
AC nodes is estimated (assuming measure 3) which is inverse to physical power flows (see 
Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 a). This can overload lines due to loop flows between DC and AC 
(refer to Fig. 4.17 b). 
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Results are compared for AGM with all information available, AGM with un-
changed information for tripped PMU and deactivated AGM. 

The impact of method 3 using AGM is shown in Fig. 4.18 a) and b) for a line trip. Here a 
slightly positive effect occurs. Despite there are sometimes only a little difference in using 
a replacement value for missing PMU data or deactivating AGM, there is always a risk that 
further stress is placed on the grid by using a replacement value for tripped PMU’s. Thus, 
maintaining the last voltage angle information seems to be inappropriate, particularly for 
PMU trips close to a disturbance. 

Consequently, a converter related to a tripped PMU should not take part in AGM until 
SCADA information is available. Surrounding converters with intact PMUs will transmit 
balancing power, for example, as close as possible to the area it is needed, without placing 
additionally stress on the system. As soon as the SCADA estimates the missing voltage 
angle values, it is forwarded to all converters and AGM resumes full functionality. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

In terms of long distance bulk power transmission, an HVDC grid should support the AC 
grid. For operational planning this can be fulfilled by implementing a mixed AC/DC OPF 
in order to calculate optimal converter reference values. Disturbances can lead to significant 
power flow changes in the AC gird. In this chapter a method is proposed which adapts the 
converter reference values using global voltage angle information (provided by PMUs and 
WAMS) and a local control accordingly. If significant AC power flow changes occur with 
regard to the schedule, the converter reference value is locally adapted in order to take part 
in the new power flow pattern. As it is based on detecting voltage angle gradients this 
method is introduced as Angle Gradient Method (AGM). 

This is a fast measure which is supposed to be applied after disturbances in order to prevent 
instabilities or inadmissible equipment overload. As this is a local control, there is no opti-
mized coordination among the converter realized. This can be made by a central controller 
afterwards with more time available as system security is ensured as much as possible by 
the AGM. 
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The proposed method has been validated using numerical case studies with several scenar-
ios, as power plant trip, AC line trip or a partial converter trip. It has been demonstrated 
that AGM relieves the AC grid with an adjustable proportion of additional power flows and 
additionally improves dynamic behavior after disturbances regarding frequency stability. 

A more efficient use of AC transmission capacities can be realized in normal operation as 
an adjustable amount of additional power flows in a disturbed system will be automatically 
transferred to the DC system. This makes the AGM very important as it ensures the back-
bone functionality of the HVDC system immediately after a disturbance and provides re-
dundancy for the overall AC/DC system. It has therefore also been discussed how a backup 
can be realized if a single PMU measurement or the entire WAMS is not available, in order 
to provide a certain degree of robustness for the AGM. 
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5 DC energy balance – Primary control 

This chapter addresses the general behavior of an HVDC grid with respect to the energy 
balance in the DC grid. The primary control is an instance which defines the final converter 
active power reference values in order to maintain DC energy balance based on the node 
voltage deviation from its reference value (see also subchapter 2.3). This final converter 
power reference value is the input signal for the inner converter control (current control 
loop) which realized the reference power if no higher priority events take place, for example 
related to protection issues. Based on its physical behavior, fundamental concepts for stable 
operation of an HVDC grid are derived. The measureable state variable which is strongly 
connected to DC energy balance is the DC node voltage. I.e. the DC node voltage control 
represents the final control instance (re-) defining reference values for internal converter 
control as indicated in Fig. 5.1. 
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Fig. 5.1: Operation instance focused on in chapter 5. 

In AC systems, the imbalance of energy causes a deviation from nominal frequency f0. The 
frequency gradient in case of a lasting power imbalance is determined by the system inertia 
time constant TA which is derived from the inertia of all synchronous generators directly 
connected to the grid (see (5.1)). System inertia time constant TA is related to rotating 
masses of synchronous generators providing a kind of energy storage in the form of kinetic 
energy of rotation. Large TA causes smaller frequency gradients. However an increasing 
amount of renewable energy (mainly connected to the AC grid using converters) and a 
decreasing amount of conventional power from synchronous generators decreases the sys-
tem’s TA. 

In DC grids, the imbalance of energy directly affects the DC node voltages. An energy 
imbalance (ein - eout ≠ 0) results from a mismatch of input (pin) and output active power 
(pout) over a period of time dt while DC system losses are considered as an inherent output 
which is only indirectly controlable. As DC power flows are determined by differences in 
DC node voltage magnitudes, DC node voltage will differ from each other when the DC 
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system transmits power. However, the global indicator for an energy imbalance in a DC 
grid can be assumed to be the change of the mean value of DC node voltages. 

The DC grid line capacitance CL and converter capacitances CC represent the DC grid ca-
pacitance C and therefore the short term storage capability of the DC grid (see Fig. 5.2). 
Therefore converter capacitances CC of all converters nC and line capacitances CL of each 
DC line between nodes k and m sum up to DC grid capacitance CDC according to (5.3). The 
DC grid capacitance increases its charge in case of an energy surplus causing an increase 
in system voltage and vice versa when a negative energy balance occurs (5.2). The con-
verter capacitance is highly dependent on its technology. However, the total DC grid ca-
pacitance represents a very limited storage capacity compared to the power that will be 
transmitted via the HVDC grid. Thus, corresponding time constants in DC grids are much 
smaller than typical TA in AC systems. 
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Fig. 5.2: Capacitances in the DC grid - simplified equivalent circuit diagram including a 
DC line and a bipolar converter. 
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If the mean DC voltage in general and particularly DC node voltages are bounded according 
to specified limits, the system is defined to be stable with regards to DC energy stability. 
In order to maintain DC energy stability, a DC balancing control is needed, namely DC 
node voltage control. This instance of control is comparable to AC systems’ load frequency 
control [122]. This is mostly based on local voltage measurements. A state of the art ana-
lysis regarding this topic is given in subchapter 5.1. 
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5.1 State of the Art 

5.1.1 Node voltage control without communication 

Two terminal P2P schemes have been existing for many years. In such systems the energy 
balance is maintained by defining constant power control for one converter while the other 
converter controls the DC voltage. In the case of having multiple converters connected to 
a meshed HVDC system with changing power flow directions, this concept is difficult to 
realize and in large scale and bulk power HVDC grids it is nearly impossible. [127], [128] 

Most voltage control concepts for multi terminal or meshed HVDC grids use local control 
variables based on a p-v- or i-v-characteristic defining the power or current reference value 
depending on the measured DC node voltage. Even if an i-v-characteristic, in contrast to a 
p-v-characteristic, represents a linear control behavior, hereinafter p-v-characteristic will be 
used since the use of power instead of current reference values is much more common in 
power systems. Regardless of the applied control characteristic certain limits have to be 
respected. These limits define the area permitted for safe operation (Fig. 5.3 and [130]): 

Power limit (pconv,max): Assuming a constant AC voltage at PCC, the power limit is given
by the maximum permitted current flowing through the converter’s semiconductors.
DC current limit (iconv,max): Depending on the current-carrying capability of the DC
equipment (e.g. DC lines) a maximum DC current limit can become active e.g. at low
DC voltage.
DC voltage limit (vDC,max): Cost for high voltage insulation of HVDC equipment in-
creases with increased permitted DC voltage. Thus, a maximum DC voltage of e.g. +5%
[O-17], [48] is defined with additional safety margins. Additionally a minimum DC vol-
tage can be necessary, very much depending on converter topology and its control, how-
ever this is not in the scope of this thesis.
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Fig. 5.3: Examples of permitted areas for safe operation for a) p-v-characteristic and b) 
i-v-characteristic assuming symmetrical operation range for converter power. 
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It is a requirement that the p-v-characteristic meets the reference point of the converter 
defined by a reference power pconv,ref,i and reference voltage vDC,ref,i [130]. Essentially, there 
are three different kinds of voltage control characteristics (see Fig. 5.4): 

Voltage droop
Constant voltage
Constant power control

Constant voltage and constant power control are special instances of voltage droop control, 
with a droop constant of converter i kΔv,DC,i → 0 and kΔv,DC,i → ∞ at the reference voltage 
vDC,ref,i respectively. The droop constant is the proportional factor between the two control 
variables voltage and power in the droop area: 

DC,
,DC,

conv,

i
v i

i

v
k

p
(5.4) 

Constant voltage control was first proposed by [131], later re-established by [132], [133]. 
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Fig. 5.4: Basic node voltage control characteristics. 

This control concept can lead to voltage or power oscillations when applied to multiple 
converters within an HVDC system [128], [132], [134]. Thus, the voltage droop control 
was originally invented by [128] and re-established by [135]. It was shown that voltage 
droop control has several advantages over constant voltage control with regards to control’s 
response time and transient performance [136]-[138]. For meshed HVDC grids a voltage 
droop control or a similar derivative is proposed in many publications, such as in [139]-
[148]. A variety of voltage control characteristics can be derived from both. A compilation 
of general derivable control characteristic is given in [130] as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.5: Voltage control characteristics (continuous section by section). 

Within an HVDC grid each converter can have a different voltage control characteristic, 
depending on the converters’ principal duty [151], rated power, AC system characteristics 
at PCC or other criteria. Five different grid control strategies can be deduced here as also 
summarized in [130]: 

Centralized voltage control: A master controller is defined, acting as a slack-bus solely
controlling voltage using a constant voltage control. Other converters are not participa-
ting in voltage control (constant power / current control).
Distributed Voltage control: A voltage droop control or a tripartite droop control is im-
plemented to some or even all converters of the HVDC grid.
Centralized voltage control with centralized back-up: Similar to centralized voltage con-
trol with the addition of one converter acting as back up having a voltage margin control.
If the primary constant voltage control fails, the back-up converter will reach the voltage
margin limits and start controlling a constant voltage.
Centralized voltage control with distributed back-up: Similar to centralized voltage con-
trol with the addition of a tripartite droop and margin control defined for all other con-
verters. Thus, if central voltage control fails other converters are no longer in constant
power control but in a voltage droop control mode whilst sharing balancing power.
Distributed voltage control with distributed back-up: A Tripartite droop control is de-
fined for all converters. It is also possible to define a tripartite droop and margin control
for some converters instead of tripartite droop control.

All these concepts maintain DC energy balance on a basis of local measurements. Thus, 
neither communication or calculation delays (due to central optimization) nor loss of com-
munication can endanger the DC system’s stability. However, using DC voltage droop con-
trol or derived concepts can result in suboptimal operation due to higher losses caused by 
a lower mean DC voltage [139] as well as in deviation of converter power values from their 
set points [152], [154] or suboptimal balancing power charging among converters in terms 
of available converter capability [153]. 

5 In literature also known as undead-band droop control [149], [150] 
6 In literature also known as dead-band droop control 
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5.1.2 Node voltage control with communication 

[152], [154] propose a central control unit for DC voltage control using pilot voltage infor-
mation. Pilot voltage can either be the voltage of a reference DC node or a mean value 
among all or selected DC nodes. The controller output is provided to all DC voltage con-
trolling converters. Thus, all DC voltage controlling converters receive the same input and 
therefore provide the same amount of balancing power in case of a disturbance, assuming 
that there is no distribution factor that varies from converter to converter. 

Another approach that is also based on coordination and communication is proposed in 
[155] and [156]. This agent based approach includes similar disadvantages as the central 
coordinated approach as mentioned before. In [156] delays are considered. The tolerable 
delay is highly dependent on line and converter capacitances and thus on their technology 
and line length. This crucial aspect is not mentioned in both publications. 

The provision of a global reference, as is inherent in the AC system’s frequency, can im-
prove system behavior [153]. Even if a sufficient high speed communication can be 
achieved, loss of communication would still be a factor to endanger stability. Thus, a back-
up methodology such as conventional voltage droop control or tripartite droop and margin 
control is needed (takes effect only if extended communication delays occur or a larger 
disturbance causes faster DC voltage changes). 

Taking into account that communication causes a non-negligible delay, the basic idea of 
providing a global reference can take place as a kind of secondary control by resetting 
voltage reference values. This basic idea was proposed in [139]. 

5.1.3 Conclusion – State of the Art of Node Voltage Control 

State of the art local DC node voltage characteristics are all piecewise defined functions 
with discontinuities. Under certain circumstances this fact can lead to oscillations when 
operating points are switching between those sections as it is described in subchapter 5.2. 
Additionally, when assuming state of the art DC node voltage control characteristics a de-
cision must be made for exactly one of these control functions for each converter. A con-
tinuous characteristic has the inherent advantage of providing also “inter-characteristics” 
combining the advantages of two or more state of the art methods. Assuming that continu-
ous characteristics parameters are determined according to surrounding grid conditions, no 
binary decision is necessary but the parameters can be defined automatically. A continuous 
characteristic is proposed in subchapter 5.3. 

5.2 Sensitivity of DC energy stability 

In HVDC systems oscillations can occur if more than one converter is in voltage control 
mode. This subchapter outlines factors which can cause oscillations at the equipment and 
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control side. To reduce complexity, all analyses are made using a P2P system topology. 
The results can be applied to HVDC grid topologies as well. 

It is important to avoid significant oscillations in HVDC transmission grids for similar rea-
son as in AC power systems where oscillations are damped by using power system stabi-
lizers (PSS) [157]. Such oscillations block transmission capability and cause sub-optimal 
power flows or non-optimal use of physical transmission capacity. Additionally even trans-
mission or generation equipment life cycles can be negatively influenced. Additionally DC 
oscillations can be transmitted to the AC system via converters. Thus, oscillations of that 
kind within the DC grid have to be avoided or well damped as they even might affect the 
AC system and deteriorate its stability. Therefore the influence of the following potentially 
causal factors for DC oscillations are analyzed separately while other parameters remain 
unchanged in each case: 

Dead time and delay of converter control
Line and converter capacitances
Line inductances
Line length and type
Uncoordinated converter reference values within the HVDC system
Shape of p-v-characteristic for DC node voltage control

The analyses including software and hardware simulations and its results are published in 
[O-14]. For the following analyses a simulation is carried out using Matlab/Simulink in-
cluding SimPowerSystems toolbox. Converters are modeled as ideal controlled current 
sources. This control includes a tripartite droop margin control as described in subchapter 
5.1 and shown in Fig. 5.6, with a dead time (Td = 4 ms) and a time delay (T1 = 10 ms) (see 
Fig. 5.7). The dead time represents the delay due to communication, computing time, meas-
urement acquisition, processing, etc. while the converter’s time constants - depending on 
internal converter control parameters and topology - are represented by the delay. 
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The DC line is modeled as a π equivalent according to Fig. 5.7 while the capacitances of 
the converters are included in the capacitance values of line’s π equivalent named node 
capacitances Ck and Cm in Fig. 5.7 each with a value of 700 μF according to [O-14]. Line 
inductance Lkm and line resistance Rkm are defined as 3 Ω and 51 mH respectively as repre-
senting a 100 km long overhead transmission line for 500 kV voltage rating ( [O-14]). 
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Fig. 5.7: Converter control representation and DC line model for oscillation analyses. 

The stability of the overall system is analyzed using eigenvalues while the Simulik model 
is linearized for this purpose. Analyses show that the system is:  

 asymptotically stable ( Re 0  i i ) when the operating points of both converters are 

within the uncontrolled section of the p-v-characteristic. In other words no operating 
point correction by the p-v-characteristic is necessary (Fig. 5.8 a)). 

 marginally stable (eigenvalues with Re 0i  have to be semisimple – algebraic multi-

plicity equal to geometric multiplicity – and all other eigenvalues with a negative real 
part) when both operating points oscillate between the uncontrolled section of the 
p-v-characteristic and either the maximum or minimum power limit and exactly one op-
erating point is within the uncontrolled section at a time (Fig. 5.8 b)). 

 unstable (if for any eigenvalues Re 0i ) when both operating points oscillate between 

maximum and minimum power limits of each converter with a phase shift against each 
other of 180°. The system is bounded by the converter limits but nevertheless unstable 
(Fig. 5.8 c)). 
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Fig. 5.8: Stability categorisation regarding operating points on the p-v-characteristic. 
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5.2.1 Dead time and delay of converter control 

As is described on page 88 and shown in Fig. 5.8, the position of operating points is essen-
tial for system behavior. Thus, the influence of converter controller’s delay and dead time 
is analyzed for operating points within the uncontrolled section (a in Fig. 5.9) and within 
one of the controlled sections (b in Fig. 5.9).  

For system operating points only on the uncontrolled section and without a converter con-
trol time delay and dead time, the system is represented by eigenvalues with a negative real 
part and a conjugated complex pole pair. Since the real eigenvalues are dominant, the sys-
tem does not tend to have oscillations. Even if a dead time and converter control’s time 
delay add four more eigenvalues, the system behavior will not be fundamentally influenced 
since they are on the left side of the other eigenvalues and the other three eigenvalues are 
only marginally influenced (see Fig. 5.9 a). 

Since control interaction is not required, dead time and converter control’s time delay do 
not influence system behavior significantly when the operating points are on the uncon-
trolled region. The operating points will be within the uncontrolled section of the p-v-char-
acteristic when converter’s power reference values are well harmonized (see also subchap-
ter 5.2.5) With an increasing line inductance the conjugated complex pole pair becomes 
dominant (see Fig. 5.13) and the system oscillates with the eigenfrequency of the system, 
determined by systems’ inductances, capacitances and converter control dead times and 
time delays. 
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Fig. 5.9: Eigenvalues of a P2P connection and a converter representation as shown in 
Fig. 5.7 with operating points a) within the uncontrolled and b) within the 
controlled region of the p-v-characteristic (Fig. 5.6). 

If one operating point is within one of the controlled regions of the p-v-characteristic, the 
eigenvalues of the system without dead time and converter control’s time delay are more 
shifted to the left. In this case, there is no time delay influencing system response and the 
system is more stable when it is controlled (see Fig. 5.9 b). If the operating point is within 
the controlled region and dead time and time delay are considered eigenvalues move to the 
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right and their imaginary part is increased. Thus, the system will tend more to oscillations 
(lower damping). When adding a dead time and converter control’s time delay, eigenvalues 
are shifted even more towards the imaginary axis, the system becomes less damped and an 
additional conjugated complex pole pair is added in comparison to the situation with an 
operating point only within the uncontrolled section. Depending on the specific time delay 
and dead time the system can become marginally stable or even unstable. 

5.2.2 Line and converter capacitances 

For stability analysis, the DC system’s capacitances represented by line and converter ca-
pacitance are concentrated to node capacitances, which is permissible given that no travel-
ing wave or related analyses are carried out. In the studies above a node capacitance of 
700 μF each is used. To carry out the impact of DC system’s capacitances this value is 
varied from 400 μF to 1500 μF in order to show the effect of different DC system capaci-
tances. 

As previously mentioned, the DC system’s capacitances represent the “DC grid’s inertia”. 
Capacitances are essential for the DC system energy stability. Consequently, for very small 
capacitances the DC system will collapse if energy imbalances occur. The necessary di-
mension of the DC system’s capacitances to prevent a voltage collapse is highly dependent 
on the speed of the converter control and therefore on its time delay and dead time. The 
smaller the time constants are the smaller the DC system’s capacitances have to be. 

When the DC system’s capacitance is further increased, the three stability categories men-
tioned (instable, marginally stable and stable) are reached. Thus, the larger the DC system’s 
capacitance becomes, the more stable the DC system will be. This is shown by the eigen-
value plot in Fig. 5.10. Primarily two conjugated complex pole pairs are affected by DC 
system capacitances. Their real part decreases with an increasing capacitance and simulta-
neously the imaginary part decreases as well. This leads to a higher damping and decreased 
oscillation frequencies. When the DC capacitance reaches a sufficiently high value, the 
system is stable even if the operating points of both converters are within the controlling 
sections of the p-v-characteristic. 

A dead time within the converter control reduces the control speed, while capacitances 
within the DC system decelerating the inherent system response (due to its storage effect 
as explained on page 81). Thus, a higher system capacitance can compensate for the effect 
of dead or delay times since both, the system and its control, are decelerated. This aspect 
can be seen in Fig. 5.10. 

Since all influencing factors are interdependent, there are system specific capacitance val-
ues for stable operation. Among others, it dependends on line resistances. The larger the 
line resistance becomes the lower the necessary DC system capacitance value will be to 
ensure stable operation due to the damping effect of the ohmic part.  
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Fig. 5.11: Oscillation frequency as a function of converter control’s dead time and time 
delay for two different node capacitances. 

For the given setup, a DC node capacitance of 400 μF is necessary for stable operation if a 
line resistance of 5 Ω is assumed (see Fig. 5.12 a) while a DC node capacitance of 1300 μF 
is necessary assuming a line resistance of 2 Ω (see Fig. 5.12 a). The effect of low damping 
areas, as has been previously identified for line inductances, can also be identified for DC 
node capacitances. Those areas are further shifted to higher capacitance values the lower 
the line resistance becomes, again due to the damping effect of the ohmic part (see Fig. 
5.12 b). Due to the described effect of voltage collapse for small capacitance values, there 
is no oscillation frequency or amplitude for very low DC node capacitances. 

Comparing the effect of DC system capacitances and DC line inductances using Fig. 5.13 
b and Fig. 5.10, a stabilizing effect can be identified, due to increasing DC system capaci-
tances as well as a destabilizing effect caused by increasing DC line inductances. Conse-
quently, the effect of high line inductances (e.g. caused by long overhead transmission 
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lines) can be compensated by additional capacitances (for example). Even an inherent com-
pensation is possible having a DC system with overhead transmission lines and cables with 
an inherent higher capacitance.  
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Fig. 5.12: Oscillation frequency (a) and current oscillation amplitude (b) influenced by 
DC node capacitance variation for a set of line resistances. 

5.2.3 Line inductances 

The eigenvalues are shifted more towards the imaginary axis with increasing line induc-
tances (see Fig. 5.13). There are some eigenvalues that are shifted further with increased 
line inductances than others. Thus, when line inductances continuously increase, there is a 
change in the dominant conjugated complex pole pair and this results in an abrupt change 
of the system’s dominant oscillation frequency (see Fig. 5.14 a). 
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Fig. 5.14 b) shows the existence of low damping areas for small line inductances and small 
line resistances. In these instances the system is unstable however returns to marginal sta-
bility with increasing line inductances or resistances. In Fig. 5.14 a) the effect as mentioned 
for Fig. 5.13 a) occurs again. For small line resistances and inductances a conjugated com-
plex pole pair with an eigenfrequency of 22 Hz is dominant. With increasing line induct-
ance another conjugated complex pole pair with an eigenfrequency of 40 Hz becomes ab-
ruptly dominant. For lines with higher line resistances and low line inductances, an eigen-
value with only a negative real part is dominant. Consequently, the eigenfrequency is 0 Hz. 
Increasing the line inductance makes the 40 Hz conjugated complex pole pair abruptly 
dominant as well as for higher resistances. Thus, for larger line inductances line resistances 
become less important. 
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Fig. 5.14: Dominant oscillation frequency (a) and current oscillation amplitude (b) influ-

enced by line inductance variation for a set of line resistances. 

5.2.4 Line length and type 

Beside converter topology, the DC system’s capacitance as well as line inductance and 
resistance are primarily influenced by line length and technology. For comprehensive ana-
lysis parameters of overhead lines, cables and gas insulated lines are used as shown in Tab.  
5-1. 

Tab.  5-1: Line parameters of different technologies for a nominal voltage of 500 kV. 

 R’ [mΩ/km] L’ [mH/km] C’ [nF/km] 
Overhead line [159]  28 0.86 13.8 
XLPE Cable [160] 19 0.73 183 
GIL [160] 9.4 0.22 54 

As previously mentioned line resistances have a damping effect. Even if the cables’ re-
sistance is much smaller than that of the overhead transmission lines, both have a similar 
oscillation characteristic (see Fig. 5.15) given that this is compensated by the cables’ much 
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higher capacitances. Two technologies for low loss transmission are gas insulated trans-
mission lines (GIL) and high temperature superconducting cables (HTC) as used for the 
Tres Amigas HVDC project [158].  

GIL’s small transmission losses are a consequence of its low resistance value. These low 
resistance and capacitance values have been identified as negatively impacting factors for 
DC system’s stability. Conversely, a low line inductance has a positive effect on the sys-
tem’s stability. Since the distributed line inductance L’ and resistance R’ are the smallest 
they have the highest oscillation frequency in terms of GIL. The overall stability perfor-
mance is better when using overhead transmission lines or cables, as can be seen in Fig. 
5.15. For cables there is an area with low damping for short transmission lines which might 
become important if short sections are underground. However, this disadvantage can be 
compensated for by changing other influencing factors, as discussed later. Resistances of 
HTC are about 25•10³ times smaller than those of GIL [161]. These very low line re-
sistances imply a very low inherent damping effect and together with smaller line capaci-
tances a less stable system behavior. 
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Fig. 5.15: Oscillation frequency (a) and current oscillation amplitude (b) influenced by 

different line technologies and variation in transmission line length. 

Oscillation frequency as well as oscillation amplitude decrease with increasing line length 
for all considered transmission technologies. This is caused by the increasing damping ef-
fect due to the ohmic part (oscillation amplitude). 

5.2.5 Uncoordinated converter reference values within the HVDC system 

Even if oscillation frequency is not impacted by control issues, since oscillation frequency 
is only dependent on the equipment parameter (resistances, inductances and capacitances), 
oscillations can be provoked or avoided by control issues. One of these control issues is the 
coordination of converter power reference values. 

If converter power reference values coordinate well with each other, all converter operating 
points will stay within the uncontrolled section of the p-v-characteristic and oscillations are 
avoided. The less the reference points are harmonized the higher the oscillation amplitude 
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will become (see Fig. 5.16). In existing HVDC point to point connection this effect does 
not occur as only one converter controls the voltage while the other converter controls the 
power. As mentioned above, the larger the HVDC system becomes and the more converters 
are included it becomes increasingly more reasonable to distribute balancing power to mul-
tiple converters (e.g. due to stress given to the AC system). I.e. more converters will be in 
voltage control mode and oscillations can occur. Thus, a large HVDC grid should have a 
coordination layer (distributed or central) as described in chapter 3. 

5.2.6 Shape of p-v-characteristic for DC node voltage control 

Besides the coordination aspect of converter’s power references the shape of the p-v-char-
acteristic also affects the oscillation potential of the system.  
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Fig. 5.16: Oscillation amplitude as a function of power references of a P2P connection. 

If the shape of the p-v-characteristic is modified in a way that the uncontrolled section is 
extended, the droop will be larger for the controlled sections since the maximum and min-
imum voltage will be the same. Consequently, the eigenvalues will be shifted towards the 
imaginary axis. Thus, the system’s damping will become smaller and oscillation amplitudes 
will increase. When modifying the tripartite droop and margin p-v-characteristic to a tri-
partite droop control (uncontrolled section modified to have a small droop) the system be-
havior can already be improved. 

Operating points in the middle part of the characteristic will also be controlled (with a lower 
droop). Consequently, in some cases the operating points do not even reach the other two 
parts of the characteristic and unstable or marginally stale system conditions are avoided, 
as it is also described in [149] and [150]. Converter reference values do not need to be 
perfectly balanced to avoid oscillations. This is shown in Fig. 5.17 a), which is a result of 
numerous dynamically Simulink simulations using different set of converter power refer-
ences for both converters of the P2P scheme and analyzing the oscillation frequency of the 
system. 

Stability of a DC system depends on different impact factors while their interrelation de-
termines the overall DC system stability. The negative effect of an influencing factor can 
be compensated by another one with positive impact. 
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Fig. 5.17: Oscillation frequency as a function of converter power reference values (a) us-

ing a tripartite droop control (b). 

5.2.7 Conclusion – Sensitivity of DC grid energy stability 

Dead times and converter control delays in general have a destabilizing effect while dead 
times do have the most significant effect. This effect can be compensated by coordinating 
all converter power reference values in the DC system. Additionally a negative effect to-
wards DC system stability is identified for voltage margin control sections within p-v-char-
acteristic. When voltage margin control sections are replaced by voltage droop sections 
(e.g. with large droop constants) the risk for oscillations can be reduced even if discontinu-
ities still bear a significant oscillation risk. 

DC line parameters influence the DC system stability. Line inductances have a negative 
effect on DC system stability. However, with increasing line or converter capacitances on 
the DC side the stability can be significantly increased. As line resistances have a damping 
effect on oscillations, an increase in line resistance has a positive effect on DC system sta-
bility even if it increases transmission losses. Depending on its inductance, capacitance and 
resistances several line type have a more positive or negative effect on DC system stability. 
The most important factors are summarized in Tab.  5-2. 

Tab.  5-2: Impact factors on DC system stability regarding equipment and control. 

Impact factor stability 

Increasing dead times and converter control’s delay decreased 

Increasing line resistances increased 

Increasing line inductances decreased 

Increasing line and converter capacitances increased 

Presence of voltage margin control sections in p-v-characteristic decreased 

Coordination of converter’s reference values within the HVDC system increased 
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In an HVDC grid with various line length and line technologies oscillation between two or 
multiple converters can occur, as it was shown for P2P schemes in this chapter. Oscillations 
between different converters can superimpose. However, the impacting factors will remain 
unchanged. 

5.3 Continuous characteristic for DC node voltage control 

Even with a tripartite droop control characteristic reference values should be coordinated 
as good as possible. This is trivial in the case if no disturbance occurs and a coordination 
layer (tertiary control see chapter 3) is in place. If a disturbance takes place (e.g. converter 
trip), converter reference values will be highly uncoordinated at least for the first moment 
until the power reference values are updated by an instance of coordination. A disturbance 
stresses the DC system, additional oscillations caused by a disturbance would further in-
crease the system stress and should be avoided as much as possible. Equipment parameter 
influencing the oscillatory behavior (subchapter 5.2) may be not available for optimization 
issues due to footprint, economic or other reasons.  

The tripartite droop control characteristic can avoid marginally or even unstable system 
states, but there is still an elevated risk of oscillations especially at discontinuities of the 
control function when an abrupt change in droop constant takes place as it is shown in Fig. 
5.17. In order to overcome this problem a continuous DC node voltage control characteris-
tic approach, as shown in Fig. 5.18 is proposed.  
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Fig. 5.18: Continuous DC node voltage control characteristic for different converter 

power reference values (a) and with different parameterization (b). 

This continuous p-v- control characteristic is proposed as a set of two sigmoid functions 
according to (5.6). Using a sigmoid function makes it possible to approach the converter’s 
power limits when voltage limits are reached without any risk of exceeding power limita-
tions. A set of two sigmoid functions is therefore proposed in order to allow special treat-
ment of the given reference value given by (pconv,ref and uDC,ref). Around the reference opera-
ting point a much higher droop is possible resulting in a marginal participation in DC node 
voltage control actions. The sigmoid function on the right hand side has a (negative) offset 
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of the converter’s maximum permissible active power in rectifier mode pconv,min. The math-
ematical description of the voltage control characteristic is known by each converter con-
trol. Its parameters are determined on a higher control hierarchy level (secondary or tertiary 
control – chapter 3 and 4) and submitted to each converter. 

left DC DC,min right DC DC, max

conv,max conv,ref conv,ref conv,min
conv,ref conv,min( ' ) ( ' )( )

1 1h v v h v v

p p p p
p v p

e e
 (5.5) 

The proposed continuous p-v-characteristic avoids an abrupt change in voltage droop by 
smoothing the transition between higher droop and lower droop sections. Thus, depending 
on the characteristic’s parameterization a wider area is created where no oscillations occur 
even with badly coordinated converter power reference values. Therefore the model used 
for the previous subchapter (Fig. 5.7) is used again to show the effect of continuous 
p-v-characteristics compared to tripartite characteristics as discussed in the previous sec-
tion. 

Fig. 5.19 shows two examples for different parameterization of continuous p-v-character-
istic with a relatively small area surrounding the reference operating point with a larger 
droop constant (a and b) and with a larger area surrounding the reference operating point 
with a larger droop constant (c and d). For characteristics as shown in Fig. 5.19 d) with a 
wider area having a larger droop constant, the transition to areas with smaller droop con-
stants is even smoother than in Fig. 5.19 d). The smoother transition allows for an even 
wider area for converter reference mismatches where no oscillations occur (see Fig. 5.19 
c). 
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Fig. 5.19: Oscillation frequency as a function of converter power reference values using 

a tripartite droop control with a relatively small (a and b) respectively wide area 
(c and d) with a higher droop constant around the operating point. 

A single sigmoid function is characterised by an upper bound (p conv,max for the left and p 

conf,ref for the right sigmoid) and lower bound (pconf,ref for the left and p conv,min for the right 
sigmoid) as it is illustrated in Fig. 5.20. For the set of both sigmoid functions, p conv,max and 
p conv,min represent the upper and lower bound of the continuous p-v-characteristic. Further-
more, each single sigmoid is characterised by its inflection point (v’DC,min for the left and 
v’DC,max for the right sigmoid) and slope (hleft for the left and hright for the right sigmoid) 
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mainly determining the continuous p-v-characteristic’s shape, as shown for different values 
(of inflection point and slope) in Fig. 5.18 b). 

A single sigmoid is point-symmetrical to its inflection point. When superimposing two sig-
moid functions, as is proposed for the continuous p-v-characteristic, point-symmetry for 
the left and right sigmoid are no longer exactly given. This is caused by superimposing both 
sigmoids with their asymptotic convergence to its bounds. 
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Fig. 5.20: Parameter of continuous p-v-characteristic. 

Besides strict limits for the converter’s active power, requirements for parameterization a 
set of sigmoid functions for a continuous p-v-characteristic also includes DC voltage limits. 
At the DC voltage limits vDC,min and vDC,max the converter’s control characteristics in Fig. 
5.5 defines the converter’s power reference to be pconv,max and pconv,min respectively. This 
cannot be directly defined using a sigmoid function but must be inherently maintained when 
determining infection point and slope of the sigmoid. Since there will always be a small 
gap between the sigmoid function and the upper and lower power limit (except for vDC, → 
±∞ as can be seen in Fig. 5.20) it is required that: 

4
conv,max conv DC,min( ) 10p p v  (5.6) 

4
conv,min conv DC,max( ) 10p p v  (5.7) 

If a smaller accuracy is defined not all of the converters’ capacity will be used when voltage 
limits vDC,max and v DC,min are reached. 
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The set of sigmoid functions should also meet the reference operation point with an even 
higher accuracy. Here, an accuracy of 10-5 is assumed. Therefore, the set of sigmoid func-
tions underlies another requirement according to (5.8) that must be respected when deter-
mining the inflection point and slope for both sides. 

5
conf conf DC,ref( ) 10p p v  (5.8) 

Both, left and right sigmoid, influence the other’s shape. Thus, a separate consideration of 
both regarding the requirements (5.8) and (5.6) respectively (5.7) is not sufficiently correct 
for all parameter constellations. Thus, for general validity, the overall set of sigmoid func-
tions must be considered. 

Strategies for determining continuous p-v-characteristic’s parameters (inflection points and 
slope) can be primarily subdivided into two tasks:  

Parameterization with respect to: 

 DC node’s determined “role” within the DC grid in alignment to existing partial 
differentiable p-v-characteristics, as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

 AC side grid characteristics and local conditions  

Both strategies proposed here are described in the following two subchapters 5.4 and 5.5. 
As already mentioned in chapter 3, parameters for voltage control characteristics are deter-
mined by the tertiary control instance in the same time interval as for converters’ power 
and DC node voltage references. 

In case of a disturbance it may not only necessary to redefine converters’ voltage and power 
reference values in a coordinated way but also the parameterization of the voltage control 
characteristics as it is possible that important constraints for node voltage control charac-
teristic parameterization changed with the disturbance or power transfer between different 
areas significantly changed. For short term coordination this will be an issue for a coordi-
nating secondary control instace as proposed in [145], for instance. For long term coordi-
nation this will be included in the next schedule which is provided by secondary control.  

5.4 Parameterization of continuous p-v-characteristic based on DC nodes 
function 

As described in subchapter 5.1, there are different partially differentiable p-v-characteris-
tics to overcome a number of operational functions. Accordingly, these characteristics can 
be represented up to a certain extend with the proposed set of sigmoid functions but without 
points of discontinuity. It is shown in this subchapter that continuous characteristics can be 
used as an equivalent for piecewise linear state of the art characteristics without causing 
any further disadvantages. Therefore parameter limitations are defined for the state of the 
art characteristics to be represented by the continuous characteristic. 
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A central dispatch center as described in chapter 3 can, besides a schedule, also assign a 
role to each HVDC converter within the HVDC grid. Hence, one converter can define a 
fixed voltage within the HVDC grid, e.g. in order to maintain a high voltage level within 
the grid. An appropriate state of the art control characteristic would be a constant voltage 
control. Other converters can operate in tripartite margin droop control or other control 
characteristics according to Fig. 5.5. All of those can be represented with their main char-
acteristics using an appropriate parameterization of continuous p-v-characteristic.  

5.4.1 Constant voltage control 

For constant voltage control both infection points of the set of sigmoid functions are set to 
the reference voltage value. For the following example it was set to 
vDC,ref = v’DC,max = v’DC,min= 1.04 which is within the absolute voltage limits given by 
vDC,min = 0.95 and vDC,max = 1.05. Since a converter with such control characteristic is not 
controlling power in any manner, power reference is set to zero. In order to find a charac-
teristic which is steep enough to emulate a constant voltage control, vDC,max and vDC,min 
should be redefined for requirements (5.6) and (5.7) to be very close to the reference volt-
age. For this example it was chosen according to (5.9) and (5.10). 

4
DC,ref DC,min 10v v  (5.9) 

4
DC,max DC,ref 10v v  (5.10) 

The resulting continuous p-v-characteristic is shown in Fig. 5.21, while a) shows the char-
acteristic within the complete permitted operation band, b) shows a detail around the refer-
ence voltage with redefined vDC,min and vDC,max and c) an even more detailed section to 
demonstrate the validity of requirement (5.6) exemplarily. Therefore, slopes of 
hleft = 88,600 and hright = 141,300 are calculated as minimum values in order to meet all 
given requirements. 
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Fig. 5.21: Continuous p-v-characteristic for representation of constant voltage control a) 

for the complete permitted voltage operation band, b) detail around voltage ref-
erence and c) detail to show validity of (5.6). 
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5.4.2 Tripartite margin droop and tripartite droop control 

Due to sigmoid function characteristics (droop constant always < ∞) a tripartite margin 
droop control cannot be represented with respect to a complete flat area by a continuous 
p-v-characteristic. But the area around the operating point can be considered being almost 
flat if the inflection points are set in the middle between reference operating point and volt-
age limits or even further towards voltage limits. Thus, for tripartite margin droop control 
(5.11) and (5.12) should be respected. For the example in Fig. 5.22 a) the middle between 
reference operating point and voltage limits was chosen. Minimum slopes in order to meet 
all given requirements in (5.6) - (5.8) are hleft = 292 and hright = 477. 

DC,ref DC,min
DC,min DC,min DC,min'

2
v v

v v v  (5.11) 

DC,max DC,ref
DC,max DC,max DC,ref'

2
v v

v v v  (5.12) 

Consequently if tripartite droop control behaviour is intended with a higher slope around 
the reference operating point (5.13) and (5.14) should be respected. An example is given in 
Fig. 5.22 b). Minimum slopes for that example in order to meet all given requirements in 
(5.6) - (5.8) are hleft = 231 and hright = 406. 

DC,ref DC,min
DC,ref DC,min DC,ref'

2
v v

v v v  (5.13) 

DC,max DC,ref
DC,ref DC,max DC,ref'

2
v v

v v v  (5.14) 
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Fig. 5.22: Continuous p-v-characteristic for representation of a) tripartite margin droop 

control and b) tripartite droop control. 

5.4.3 Voltage margin control 

Voltage margin control defines a small area around the reference operating point (smaller 
than the permitted voltage band) where voltage is almost uncontrolled and then having 
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steep slopes towards pconv,max and p conv,min. Thus, in order to fulfil (5.6) and (5.7) vDC,max 
and vDC,min must be redefined to be very close to v’DC,max and v’DC,min respectively. As an 
example vDC,max and vDC,min are chosen according to (5.15) and (5.16). Consequently, re-
sulting in steep slopes of hleft = 87,500 and hright = 93,500. 

4
DC,max DC,max' 10v v  (5.15) 

4
DC,min DC,min' 10v v  (5.16) 
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Fig. 5.23: Continuous p-v-characteristic for representation of voltage margin control. 

5.4.4 Constant power control 

Constant power control is similar to voltage margin control but here the complete permitted 
voltage band remains uncontrolled. Thus, vDC,max and vDC,min are still representing the limits 
for the permitted voltage band in (5.6) and (5.7). Here v’DC,max and v’DC,min must be set very 
close to these absolute voltage limits vDC,max and vDC,min. As an example v’DC,max and v’DC,min 
are chosen according to (5.17) and (5.18). Thus, steep slopes of hleft = 92,100 and 
hright = 90,800 result in order to meet the requirements according to (5.6) and (5.7). The 
continuous p-v-characteristic representing constant power control is shown in Fig. 5.24. 
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Fig. 5.24: Continuous p-v-characteristic for representation of constant power control. 

4
DC,max DC,max' 10v v  (5.17) 

4
DC,min DC,min' 10v v  (5.18) 
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5.4.5 Voltage droop control 

In the literature, voltage droop control in literature is primarily defined over the entire op-
eration range but not around a particular operation point. Using continuous p-v-character-
istic, exemplary representatives are shown in Fig. 5.25 b) and c). Here only one sigmoid 
out of the set of two is needed, so the left one is exemplarily chosen. Since no specific 
operation point is intended for this kind of voltage droop control characteristic, pconv,min is 
replacing p conv,ref formerly used for the definition of the initial function (see (5.5)) if the left 
sigmoid is used (p conv,max if the right sigmoid is used), referring to the example. Examples 
are given in Fig. 5.25 where the (5.6) and (5.7) are fully respected (b) and where the accu-
racy for (5.6) and (5.7) is lowered from 10-4 to 10-2 (c). Decreasing the accuracy here means 
the converter’s power capacity is not fully used for vDC,min and vDC,max respectively, but the 
p-v-characteristic’s slope is less steep. For the Fig. 5.25 b) hleft = 199 and for Fig. 5.25 c) 
hleft = 106. As described, the left sigmoid is used here and therefore hright is not affected and 
can have any value. 

If voltage droop is intended around a specific reference operation point, the value for pconv,ref 
in (5.5) is replaced by p’conv,ref according to  

 (5.19)   if the reference operation point is defined by a positive converter  
reference power pconv,ref 

 (5.20)   otherwise 
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Fig. 5.25: Continuous p-v-characteristic for representation of voltage droop control a) 

droop around an operating point, b) droop around the midpoint of the permitted 
operation band respecting (5.6) and (5.7), c) droop around the midpoint of the 
permitted operation band respecting (5.6) and (5.7) with a limited accuracy of 
0.99. 
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This inherently defines whether the right (pconv,ref ≤ 0) or left (pconv,ref > 0) sigmoid will be 
used around the reference point. The other sigmoid (not used around the reference operating 
point) is needed in this case to meet the requirement, this is according to (5.7) for pconv,ref > 0 
or (5.6) for pconv,ref ≤ 0. Thus, the inflection point of this sigmoid function is defined to be 
very close to the according voltage limit (here 0.01% of voltage limit). Consequently, the 
inflection points of both sigmoid functions are defined according to (5.19) for pconv,ref > 0 
and according to (5.20) for pconv,ref ≤ 0. An example is given in Fig. 5.25 a) for a reference 
point given by pconv,ref = 0.375 and vDC,ref = 1.01. According to (5.6), (5.7) and (5.19) the 
slopes of the sigmoid function result to hleft = 114,402 and hright = 237. 

5.5 Parameterization of continuous p-v-characteristic based on AC side bal-
ancing power provision capability 

As previously shown, continuous p-v-characteristic can emulate any state of the art voltage 
control characteristic. In addition to its continuous shape, another of its important advantage 
is that a smooth transition between each state of the art characteristic is possible and that it 
is not necessary to actively decide for one of these specific voltage control characteristics. 

When parameterizing a continuous voltage control characteristic, it is important not only 
to consider its effect on the DC system but also its effect on the AC system since active 
power is affected by DC voltage control characteristics in case of a DC disturbance. If a 
converter activates DC balancing power this must be provided by the connected AC system. 
To different cases can be differentiated in this context: 

1. An overlay HVDC grid without interconnection to another asynchronous AC grid 
2. An HVDC grid which is also interconnecting asynchronous AC grids 

In case 1 the DC balancing power that is obtained from the AC grid primarily leads to a 
power flow shift from the DC to the AC grid. If losses are not considered in this case the 
overall energy balance is no disturbed by a converter trip and the AGM, as described in 
chapter 4, will adapt converter power reference values in order to relieve the AC grid by 
some of the additional power flows.  

In case 2, a scenario can occur that a converter trips which is supposed to import or export 
power from another asynchronous AC grid via the HVDC grid. Thus, balancing power is 
activated in at least one of both AC systems and transmitted to the corresponding converter. 
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If a converter activates DC balancing power that is surounded by a lot of available AC 
balancing capacities the AC transmission grid is less affected in in another scenario when 
available AC balancing capacities are remote. Thus, it is reasonable to activate that con-
verter first that has available balancing capabilities nearby. Available balancing capability 
in this context means that the balancing power is physically as well as commercially avail-
able. Herinafter commercial availablitity is assumed and only physical availability is con-
sidered. However, the basic parameterization methodology will be the same if commercial 
availablility of balancing power is considered additionally. 

Factors that affect the AC systems capability of providing DC balancing power are (see 
Fig. 5.26): 

 Available balancing power from power plants nearby the considered converter 
AC_balance,ip  

 Available balancing power from storage nearby the considered converter 
storage_installedp  

 Available balancing energy from storage nearby the considered converter storagee  
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Fig. 5.26: Factors affecting AC system’s capability for DC balancing of a nearby           

converter. 

Normally the AC system is designed or reinforced according to where an HVDC converter 
is connected. Thus, the line(s) connecting the converter to the AC transmission system (Z) 
will normally be large enough to transmit installed power. In rare cases, for example due 
to AC line trips where there is not enough transmission capability, pconv,max and pconv,min will 
be reduced for the voltage control characteristic by an overlayed control instance (tertiary 
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control) regardless of the voltage control characteristic. Therefore, available transmission 
capacity is inherently respected during parameterization of the continuous p-v-characteris-
tic’s by given values for minimum and maximum converter power pconv,min and pconv,max. 

As for parameterization, installed power of each converter is also not considered for DC 
balancing power purposes. This is inherent when assuming a control characteristic is lim-
ited not only by permitted voltage band but also by an permitted power band defined by 
pconv,min and pconv,max of a converter. 

When considering a meshed HVDC overlay grid, some converters will collect bulk power 
(e.g. from offshore wind power plants) and others will feed power back into the AC grid 
where load centers or significant storage capacities are located. Consequently, regarding 
the provision of DC balancing power, the capability of each converter will differ. Convert-
ers can be surrounded by generation units which do not participate in balancing power 
transmission for the following reasons: 

 The infeed comes from renewable resources (e.g. converters connected to offshore 
wind farms) 

 Power plants which do not participate in energy balancing (e.g. due to commercial 
reasons) 

On the contrary, if the converter location is in the vicinity of huge storage plants they can 
contribute to the balancing power. Here it is assumed that storages can be used for ancillary 
services as provision of DC balancing power. Furthermore, a distinction between capability 
of the surrounding AC system regarding positive and negative balancing power must be 
made. Some generators may have the capability to provide negative balancing power if it 
is strongly desired, however, no capacity to provide positive balancing power, as is the case 
for generation units of renewable energy. 

It is described in chapter 3, that an overlayed tertiary control will provide converters with 
parameterisation of its p-v-characteristic. This also includes the reference converter power. 
The gap between power reference value as well as maximum and minimum converter 
power are defined as p+

DC_balance and p-
DC_balance (see Fig. 5.27 c). This is the maximum or 

minimum needed positive or negative DC balancing power. This implies the assumed that 
the whole allowed operation area between pconv,min and pconv,max can used in case of a DC 
energy imbalance. The more converter are involved in the HVDC grid, the more the needed 
balancing power can be devided among all converters. Therefor it could be defined that 
balancing power will be provided by a converter up to a maximum of ±10%-20% of its 
power reference value. p+

DC_balance and p-
DC_balance will be redefined in such a case. 
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Fig. 5.27: Influence of available AC balancing power towards capability of participating 
in DC balancing (a), its meaning for inflection point placement for continuous 
p-v-characteristic (b) and maximum needed DC balancing power dependent on 
converters reference power of the considered converter (c). 

If all generation units close to the converter (excluding storages) can provide the maximum 
required positive balancing power p+

DC_balance = pconv,max - pconv,ref (see Fig. 5.27 a) the capa-
bility of the AC grid close to this converter is 100%. To measure and quantify this impact 
an indicator kBalance_DC_gen+ is introduced in (5.21). The indicator is limited to 1 as this equals 
a balancing capability of 100%. The same is true for negative balancing power provision 
capability indicated by kBalance_DC_gen- which is limited to -1 (= 100% of negative balancing 
power provision capability). 
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As this is directly transferable to the location of the left inflection point of the continuous 
p-v-characteristic, this can be defined as being at nominal voltage Fig. 5.27 b) in this par-
ticular case. The same is true for negative balancing power and the right inflection point 
according to (5.25). Even if a generation unit is not capable of providing negative balancing 
power it can be recommended that generation is reduced when a certain DC voltage is ex-
ceeded, as is indicated in Fig. 5.27 a), b) and later on in Fig. 5.29. Interpolation for 
kBalance_DC_gen+ = 0…1 and kBalance_DC_gen- = 0...-1 is another subject to optimization. Here an 
exponential interpolation was used (see Fig. 5.27). 

The more generation is installed without balancing capability in a grid the more storage 
becomes necessary to compensate their inherent volatility. In general, the presence of stor-
age will have a positive impact on the capability of the AC system with regards to DC 
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balancing. However, this is not only dependent on the installed storage power but also on 
the storage level. An almost empty storage will allow the AC system enough capacitance 
for DC balancing in the event that the DC voltage reaches its maximum permitted value 
vDC,max. However, this will not be able to provide an adequate balancing capability in the 
instance that DC voltage reaches it minimum permitted value, vDC,min. 

In order to combine storage level and installed storage power it is of interest to know how 
long and in which dimension storage near to a converter can provide DC balancing capa-
bility. As already described, it is assumed that the tertiary control will provide converters 
with parameterisation of its p-v-characteristic. Furthermore, it is assumed that this control-
ler has knowledge of installed storage power, its storage level and its schedule. 

It is proposed that parameterisation of p-v-characteristics is updated with the converter’s 
voltage and power reference schedules which may be every 15 minutes, for example. For 
parameterisation of the p-v-characteristic and distribution of DC balancing capability 
among all converters of the HVDC grid it is important to know for how long storage near 
to the converter can absorb full positive (p+

DC_balance) or negative (p-
DC_balance) DC balancing 

power (see Fig. 5.28 c). This is possible with the aforementioned knowledge of the tertiary 
control. 
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Fig. 5.28: Influence of storages towards capability of participating in DC balancing (a), 

its meaning for inflection point placement of continuous p-v-characteristic (b) 
and maximum needed DC balancing power dependent on converters reference 
power of the considered converter (c). 

For 100% DC balancing capability of an AC PCC, enabled by storage, p+
DC_balance or p-

DC_bal-

ance (see Fig. 5.28 c) can be absorbed for 15 minutes, i.e. the maximum required energy 
e+

DC_balance or e-
DC_balance is available by storage. The less power which can be absorbed 

within 15 minutes, the smaller the DC balancing capability of the considered AC node will 
be (see Fig. 5.28 a). This is directly transferable to the location of inflection points of the 
continuous characteristic in the p-v-chart Fig. 5.28 b). 

Capability of absorbing positive and negative DC balancing power by an AC node (enabled 
by storage) can be described as a percentage by (5.23) and (5.24) respectively. Thereby kp 
represents the capability of installed storage power while ke+ and ke- represent the capability 
of available energy enabled by storage for additional generation and additional load respec-
tively. 
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Balance_DC_storage+ p+ e+ 100%k k k  (5.23) 

Balance_DC_storage- p- e- 100%k k k  (5.24) 
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Indices resulting from both criteria, for the AC balancing capability by generation units 
kBalance_DC_gen as well as absorbable DC balancing power by storages within the AC grid 
kBalance_DC_sorage (including power and energy availability), are combined to the AC systems 
overall capability of DC balancing power at the converter’s AC PCC kBalance_DC according 
to (5.30) and (5.31). The overall capability of AC system’s DC balancing at converter’s AC 
PCC is limited to 1 (as illustrated in Fig. 5.29). According to Fig. 5.27 and Fig. 5.28, a 
capability of 1 in this case means, that the AC node is capable of handling maximum posi-
tive DC balancing power demand of the converter and therefore, the right inflection point 
is at the reference voltage. 

Consequently, a capability of -1 in this case means that the AC node is capable of handling 
maximum negative DC balancing power demand of the converter and thus, the left inflec-
tion point is at the reference voltage. Hence, the upper and lower planes in Fig. 5.29 repre-
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sent possible positions for the right and left inflection point of the continuous p-v-charac-
teristic respectively, depending on the balancing power provision by AC generating units 
and available storage capabilities nearby the considered converter. 
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Fig. 5.29: AC system capability of DC balancing at converters AC PCC. 

If only one of both inflection points is at or very nearby reference voltage a suitable solution 
that also meets (5.8) is not likely to be possible. Thus, in that case, the corresponding in-
flection point is displaced 1% beside vDC,ref. It is also possible to have a scenario where both 
inflection points are defined to meet the reference voltage. In that scenario it is comparable 
to a voltage droop replication around an operating point as it is described on page 104. 

5.6 Numerical Studies 

Hereinafter examples are given for automatic parameterisation of continuous p-v-charac-
teristics assuming three scenarios regarding available storage and AC balancing power ca-
pabilities nearby the considered converter station’s AC PCC and another scenario assuming 
an overlay HVDC grid with five converters. Based on those four scenarios the impact of 
the proposed method we be demonstrated regarding shape of p-v-characteristic and impact 
on AC power flows in case of a disturbance on the DC side: 
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 Scenario 1:  The assumed installed power of the storage is sufficient to cover all 
 possible DC balancing power but storage levels allow only a limited 
 provision in positive DC balancing (high DC balancing capability) 

 Scenario 2: No storage or generating units are available for DC balancing power 
 nearby the converter (no DC balancing capability) 

 Scenario 3: Only 20% of maximum positive or negative DC balancing can be 
 provided by generating units nearby the converter and support by 
 storage is also limited (low DC balancing capability) 

 Scenario 4: A whole overlay HVDC grid is considered and p-v-characteristics of 
 all five converters are parameterized according to AC PCC’s 
 characteristics (overlay HVDC grid) 

5.6.1 Scenario 1: High DC balancing capability 

For scenario 1 it is assumed that installed power of the storage is sufficient to cover all DC 
balancing power. But the storage level determines that 90% of the maximum necessary DC 
balancing energy is available for negative balancing power (in case of vDC > vDC,ref) and 
only 10% for positive balancing power provision (in case of vDC < vDC,ref) as illustrated in 
Fig. 5.30. Additionally, 70% of the maximum required positive and negative DC balancing 
power can be covered from generation plants nearby the considered converter. 
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Fig. 5.30: Parameterization of continuous p-v-characteristic regarding AC side grid char-

acteristics and local conditions – scenario 1. 

Thus, storage can be almost used to its maximum in case of vDC > vDC,ref and AC balancing 
power restrictions are limited. In case of vDC < vDC,ref limitations are also very small but use 
of storages for positive DC balancing power is very limited. The operating reference point 
of the converter is defined at vDC,ref = 1.01 p.u. and pconv,ref = 0.375 p.u. Consequently, right 
inflection point is at v’DC,min = 1.0064 and v’DC,max = 1.0105. In order to meet (5.6) - (5.8), 
the smallest slope values are hr = 3,459 and hl = 201. The corresponding p-v-characteristic 
is shown in Fig. 5.31. The area nearby the operating point in overvoltage direction is very 
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steep due to the aforementioned high capability of storage for negative DC balancing 
power. Due to low storage capability for additional energy generation, slope in under volt-
age direction is much smaller than in over voltage direction. 
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Fig. 5.31: Automatic parameterization of p-v-characteristic for 70% available AC bal-

ancing power for DC balancing, 10% generating and 90% consuming capabil-
ity of storages nearby a converter. 

5.6.2 Scenario 2: No DC balancing capability 

This scenario outlines the case where there are no storage or generating units available for 
AC balancing power nearby the converter. This scenario is also illustrated in Fig. 5.32. 

Consequently inflection points are defined in such a way that the converter does not take 
part in DC energy balance control until the DC voltage band is almost left (see Fig. 5.33 b). 
The right inflection point is defined by the automatic algorithm to be v’DC,min = 0.9501 and 
v’DC,max = 1.04999 and in order to meet (5.6) - (5.7) the minimum slope values are 
hr = 72,255 and hl = 64,362. Fig. 5.33 a) shows the resulting p-v-characterisitc. 
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Fig. 5.32: Parameterization of continuous p-v-characteristic regarding AC side grid char-

acteristics and local conditions – scenario 2. 
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Fig. 5.33: Automatic parameterization of p-v-characteristic for 0% available AC balanc-

ing power for DC balancing and 0% balancing capability of storages nearby a 
converter a) complete characteristic and b) zoom around voltage limit. 

5.6.3 Scenario 3: Low DC balancing capability 

This scenario assumes that 20% of the maximum required positive and negative DC bal-
ancing power can be covered from AC generating units nearby the considered converter. 
Again it is assumed that installed storage power is capable of maximum required DC bal-
ancing power. Storable energy and storage level determine the capability of positive bal-
ancing capability by 20% and of negative balancing capability of 40% (see Fig. 5.34).  

Automatic inflection point determination defines v’DC,min = 0.9857 and v’DC,max = 1.0280. 
Minimum slope for both sides is consequently hl = 287 and hr = 434. This scenario does 
not represent an extreme scenario since low AC balancing capability is compensated by 
storage. However, storage is not as capable as they could cope with all possible DC balanc-
ing scenarios. This therefore results in a very smooth p-v-characteristic as shown in Fig. 
5.33. 
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Fig. 5.34: Parameterization of continuous p-v-characteristic regarding AC side grid char-

acteristics and local conditions – scenario 3. 
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Fig. 5.35: Automatic parameterization of p-v-characteristic for 20% available AC bal-

ancing power for DC balancing, 40% generating and 20% consuming capabil-
ity of storages nearby the converter. 

The described methodology implies the advantage of adjusting the participation of each 
HVDC converter in DC balancing action according to its AC PCC. There is a methodology 
described in literature for voltage droop parameterisation [146]. This methodology defines 
the same droop constant for all converters that are participating in DC voltage control. Thus, 
no differences are made and special requirements of PCCs are not taken into consideration. 
This disadvantage is overcome with the proposed parameterization. 

5.6.4 Scenario 4: Overlay HVDC grid 

In order to show the effect of the proposed characterization on the AC grid, numerical sim-
ulations are carried out with an entire AC and DC grid. This is derived from the reference 
grid introduced in subchapter 2.4 (Fig. 2.5). In order to show the effect of the proposed 
parameterization of p-v-characteristics, the following requirements must be met by modi-
fications: 

 Diverse characteristics of AC nodes connected to converters: The proposed param-
eterization is based on balancing control capabilities of AC nodes connected to con-
verters. Therefore, AC nodes with a high balancing capability, without balancing 
capability and with a limited capability should be considered. 

 AC nodes without converters: The reference grid provides a converter for all AC 
nodes within Germany. Only some AC nodes outside Germany are not directly con-
nected to a converter. It is intended to show the effect of the parameterization on 
power flows not only between converter connected AC nodes but also which effect 
the proposed parameterization has for other AC nodes. 

 Limited number of AC nodes: The number of AC nodes that will be used for this 
scenario 4, should not exceed the number of AC nodes in the reference grid as is 
described in subchapter 2.4. Otherwise results can easily become confusing. 
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Therefore, only the central part (CA Germany) of the reference grid is considered here. In 
order to increase the number of AC nodes without a direct connection to a converter, three 
additional AC nodes are included and the number of converters is reduced by one. Addi-
tionally, not all AC nodes are connected to a power plant any more to achieve the desired 
diverse characteristic of AC nodes. This results in a 9 node AC and 5 node overlay HVDC 
grid. 

All AC nodes nearby the converter including all relevant units for parameterization are 
aggregated to a single AC node in order to keep the number of AC nodes limited. This is a 
permissible simplification as global effects of parameterization are intended to show. The 
parameterization is made in such a way that converters connected to an AC node with a 
large potential for positive and / or negative balancing is controlling DC energy balance by 
a large amount if the reference voltage is marginally left. The less balancing potential is 
available at or nearby the converter’s AC node, the more the DC node voltage differs from 
its reference until a significant participation of the converter in DC balancing is performed. 
This avoids DC balancing power flow in the AC grid as far as possible and AC transmission 
capacity can be used as originally intended. 

For numerical case studies a nine node AC grid with four power plants with balancing 
capability and a five node DC grid is used according to Fig. 5.36. There is 1 GW of gener-
ation at node 2 with no balancing capability. The set points for generating units with bal-
ancing capacity and converters are given in Fig. 5.36 as well. 
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Fig. 5.36: AC and DC grid for numerical simulations regarding parameterization of con-
tinuous p-v-characteristic. 

In a first scenario the proposed parameterization is not applied. Therefore, the inflection 
points are defined for each converter according to (5.32) for the left and according to (5.33) 
for the right inflection point. Thus, there is no consideration for balancing capability nearby 
or at the AC node the converter is connected to. 
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DC,min DC,ref DC,ref DC,min' 0.55v v v v  (5.32) 

DC,max DC,ref DC,max DC,ref' 0.55v v v v  (5.33) 

The reference values for all converters are assumed to be calculated by a tertiary control 
instance (operational planning) according to the following values: 

Converter 1 vDC1,ref = 1.04  pconv,DC1 = 0.8 

Converter 2 vDC2,ref = 0.9835 pconv,DC2 = 0.1 

Converter 3 vDC3,ref = 0.9796 pconv,DC3 = 0.1 

Converter 4 vDC4,ref = 0.9693 pconv,DC4 = -0.1 

Converter 5 vDC5,ref = 0.9611 pconv,DC5 = -0.9 

The equilibrium of the DC grid is disturbed with -0.1 p.u. nearby DC node 1. In order not 
to superimpose different effects, the disturbance is not modeled as a partial converter trip 
but as a disturbance of the DC grid only. This could be the case if offshore wind generation 
is also connected to the DC grid. The AC grid is only affected by the DC balancing due to 
p-v-haracteristics. 

In consequence of the disturbance, the overall DC voltage is decreasing. Before the dis-
turbance takes place all converters are quite close at their reference values. The smallest 
voltage margin towards a significant impact of the control characteristic from this operation 
point exists for converter 5. 

Additionally the control characteristic for converter 5 for voltages smaller than the refer-
ence voltage is very steep (see Fig. 5.37). Thus, converter 5 takes all necessary balancing 
power in order to balance the -0.1 p.u. disturbance by a reduced infeed into the AC grid. At 
the AC node of converter 5 no units are installed for provision of balancing power. Conse-
quently, other generating units in the AC system with balancing power capability are 
providing the necessary balancing power. 

The largest amount comes from AC node 6, which is the closest AC node with balancing 
capability to converter 5. This leads to a significant higher power flow from AC node 6 to 
AC node 9 where converter 5 is connected to (see Fig. 5.37). Before the disturbance took 
place AC node 9 provided AC node 8 with power as there is only a load and no generating 
unit or converter connected to. 

This situation changes with the DC disturbance. AC node 9 significantly reduces power 
provision for AC node 8. Instead power is flowing from AC node 6 and AC node 5 to AC 
node 8. Fig. 5.37 summarizes the power flows, power generation and converter power val-
ues after reestablishing steady state of the overall system and provides information about 
change compared to the pre-disturbance situation for each value. 
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Fig. 5.37: Power flows and operating points in the AC grid after a -100 MW disturbance 

in the HVDC grid in absolute values (and its change compared to the pre-dis-
turbance situation in brackets) with p-v-characteristics not respecting the avail-
able balancing power at AC nodes. 

The proposed method for control characteristic parameterization intends to avoid those ad-
ditional power flows within the AC grid caused by balancing power provision for the DC 
system. For simplification and as no significant storage capacities are available in Europe 
yet (compared to that amount that would be needed today and in the near future) only gen-
erating units’ balancing capabilities are considered in this numerical simulation. It is as-
sumed that generating units can provide a maximum of positive balancing power only lim-
ited by its power limitations. Additionally the nine node AC grid that is used here defines 
large distances between AC nodes (see Fig. 5.36). As the proposed parameterization meth-
odology suggests taking into account balancing capabilities nearby the converter only, units 
connected to the same AC node as the converter are considered. 
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Thus, according to Fig. 5.36 and equations (5.21) and (5.22) the following positive and 
negative balancing capabilities indicators kBalance_DC_gen

+ and kBalance_DC_gen
- at converters’ 

AC nodes are identified: 

AC node 2 – converter 1 

pconv,ref,1 = 0.8 p.u.  pgen,1 = 0 p.u.  

pconv,max,1 = 1 p.u. pconv,min,1 = -1 p.u. pgen,max,1 = 0 p.u. pgen,min,1 = 0 p.u. 

pconv,max,1-pconv,ref,1 = 0.2 p.u. p+
AC_balance,1 = 0 p.u.  

pconv,min,1-pconv,ref,1 = 1.8 p.u. p-
AC_balance,1 = 0 p.u.  

kBalance_DC_gen+,1 = 0 kBalance_DC_gen-,1 = 0  

AC node 4 – converter 2 

pconv,ref,2 = 0.1 p.u.  pgen,2 = 0 p.u.  

pconv,max,2 = 0.5 p.u. pconv,min,2 = -0.5 p.u. pgen,max,2 = 0 p.u. pgen,min,2 = 0 p.u. 

pconv,max,2-pconv,ref,2 = 0.4 p.u. p+
AC_balance,2 = 0 p.u.  

pconv,min,2-pconv,ref,2 = -0.6 p.u. p-
AC_balance,2 = 0 p.u.  

kBalance_DC_gen+,2 = 0  kBalance_DC_gen-,2 = 0  

AC node 6 – converter 3 

pconv,ref,3 = 0.1 p.u.  pgen,3 = 0.5 p.u.  

pconv,max,3 = 0.5 p.u. pconv,min,3 = -0.5 p.u. pgen,max,3 = 1 p.u. pgen,min,3 = 0 p.u. 

pconv,max,3-pconv,ref,3 = 0.4 p.u. p+
AC_balance,3 = 0.5 p.u.  

pconv,min,3-pconv,ref,3 = -0.6 p.u. p-
AC_balance,3 = 0.5 p.u.  

kBalance_DC_gen+,3 = 1  kBalance_DC_gen-,3 = -0.833 

AC node 7 – converter 4 

pconv,ref,4 = -0.1 p.u.  pgen,4 = 0.3 p.u.  

pconv,max,4 = 0.5 p.u. pconv,min,4 = -0.5 p.u. pgen,max,4 = 0.8 p.u. pgen,min,4 = 0 p.u. 

pconv,max,4-pconv,ref,4 = 0.6 p.u. p+
AC_balance,4 = 0.5 p.u. 

pconv,min,4-pconv,ref,4 = -0.4 p.u. p-
AC_balance,4 = 0.3 p.u. 

kBalance_DC_gen+,4 = 0.833 kBalance_DC_gen-,4 = -0.75  
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AC node 9 – converter 5 

pconv,ref,5 = -0.9 p.u.  pgen,5 = 0 p.u.  

pconv,max,5 = 1 p.u. pconv,min,5 = -1 p.u. pgen,max,5 = 0 p.u. pgen,min,5 = 0 p.u. 

pconv,max,5-pconv,ref,5 = 1.9 p.u. p+
AC_balance,5 = 0 p.u. 

pconv,min,5-pconv,ref,5 = -0.1 p.u. p-
AC_balance,5 = 0 p.u. 

kBalance_DC_gen+,5 = 0  kBalance_DC_gen-,5 = 0  

The resulting p-v-characteristics are shown in Fig. 5.38. The positive balancing capability 
at AC node 6 (converter 3) is 100%. Thus, if a negative voltage deviation at DC node of 
converter 3 occurs a significant amount of DC balancing power is provided immediately 
due to the steepness of the according continuous p-v-characteristic for negative DC node 
voltage deviations. 

The same -100 MW disturbance is applied to the DC system as before. Converter 3 stops 
DC voltage decrease by providing the DC system with 100 MW from the AC grid. Due to 
the steepness of continuous p-v-characteristic of converter 3 for negative DC voltage devi-
ations converter 4 is almost not participating in DC balancing. This is useful as AC node 
of converter 4 has a lower capability for positive balancing. 

As a consequence of the proposed parameterization of the p-v-characteristics there are no 
significant power flow changes on the transmission lines of the considered AC grid. The 
DC balancing power that is provided by converter 3 for the DC grid is generated by a gen-
erating unit at the same AC node by means of AC balancing control (see Fig. 5.38). This 
proves the functionality of the proposed parameterization methodology for continuous p-v-
characteristics. 

It should be highlighted that converters with a p-v-characteristic with a steep shape for 
negative voltage deviations very close to their operating point ensure a high voltage level 
of the DC grid in case of a negative energy balance. Thus, such converters are very useful 
for the HVDC grid in means of providing a high voltage level for lower transmission losses. 

The closer the reference operating point is to the upper voltage limit the steeper the 
p-v-characteristic will be for positive voltage deviations. However, this represents a vital 
function for the HVDC grid equipment in means of overvoltage protection within the al-
lowed DC node voltage band. 

5.7 Conclusion 

All state of the art local DC node voltage control characteristics are piecewise linear char-
acteristics. Except for voltage droop control characteristic there are points of discontinuity 
within the allowed operating band. It is shown that such characteristic can promote oscilla-
tions within the DC grid. A continuous DC node voltage control characteristic is proposed 
which reduces the probability of oscillations within the DC grid. 
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Fig. 5.38: Power flows and operating points in the AC grid after a 100 MW disturbance 

in the HVDC grid in absolute values (and its change compared to the pre-dis-
turbance situation in brackets) with p-v-characteristics respecting the available 
balancing power at AC nodes. 

It is shown that this continuous DC node voltage control characteristic can emulate the 
basic shape of all state of the art DC node voltage control characteristics but without points 
of discontinuity. The most important advantage of this proposed characteristic is a high 
level of variability due to its parameterization options. It enables the operator of an HVDC 
grid for automatic parameterization, e.g. according to AC grid characteristics at AC PCC. 

A methodology for this automatic parameterization of the continuous DC node voltage 
control characteristic is proposed based on the availability of balancing power at or nearby 
the AC PCC. It is shown that this reduces additional AC power flows in case of DC energy 
equilibrium is disturbed. Thus, AC transmission capacities are available for their primarily 
duties and the AC system operator is not ask to save a lot of transmission reserves for DC 
ancillary services. 
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6 Conclusion and outlook 

With Germany as its nucleus, the energy revolution defines a new European power trans-
mission requirement: Long distance bulk power transmission. A possible solution to fulfill 
this requirement is the implementation of a transcontinental HVDC grid; that is a new net-
work layer on top of the extra high voltage interconnected AC transmission grid (HVAC 
grid) will evolve in Europe. Both technological and operational issues of a (transcontinen-
tal) HVDC grid, operating on top of an interconnected HVAC grid, are completely new 
territory in engineering and science. This work is dedicated to answer the following re-
search question: 

How is it possible to operate a meshed HVDC grid overlaying an interconnected AC grid 
in order to maintain its own stability and interact with the AC system to ensure secure 
operation of both AC and DC and that an optimal operation point of the overall system can 
be reached? 

The question is answered from an HVDC grid operator perspective. A three stage control 
and operation scheme for HVDC grids is proposed (see Fig. 6.1). They address the need 
for: 

 A central control instance which operates centrally (e.g. HVDC grid control center) for 
operational planning, where set point schedules are determined and all relevant network 
data of the DC and affected AC system are available. This is introduced as tertiary 
control (chapter 3). 

 A local control instance which operates on the converters’ sites based on global data 
acquisition allowing converters to adjust their reference values accordingly to optimally 
cope with unscheduled network events in the AC and DC grid. To a certain extend this 
depends on telecommunication due to a global data acquisition approach (wide area 
monitoring). This is introduced as secondary control in chapter 4. 

 A local control instance which operates at the converters’ site and does not rely on a 
telecommunication system for safe operation. It ensures the DC energy balance of the 
HVDC grid. This is introduced as primary control in chapter 5. 
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Fig. 6.1: Overall control concept for operation of overlay HVDC grids including tertiary, 

secondary and primary control instance. 

6.1 Results 

Tertiary control 

Within the operational planning, schedules of converter reference values for certain time 
intervals (e.g. 15 min) are determined (chapter 3). This is based on the anticipated AC and 
DC grid topology, conventional power plant schedules, renewable generation and load fore-
casts. Thus, an instance that performs operational planning for an overlaying HVDC grid 
has ideally the system responsibility over the entire HVDC grid network layer and reason-
able insights into the underlaying AC grid. In a scenario where there are separate organiza-
tions, an HVDC grid operator can derive recommendations for the AC transmission system 
operators (TSOs). If this is assumed, a mixed AC/DC optimal power flow (OPF) can be 
performed in order to find an overall optimal system state according to the defined objective 
function (OF) which can have single or multiple objectives included. 

Such kind of mixed AC/DC optimization problems are characterized by high non-linearity, 
multiple local minima, a very wide permissible state space (e.g. each converter has a per-
missible operation range between maximum and minimum converter power). The use of 
conventional optimization algorithms implies a high risk for a non-convergence or conver-
gence in a local minimum. Thus, an algorithm is used that is capable of robustly solving 
these types of optimization problems. Therefore, the Differential Evolution (DE) strategy 
is selected. The generic and heuristic character of DE reduces the risk for convergence in 
local minima or even non-convergence. Its properties and robust convergence behavior has 
been demonstrated with a numerical case study.  
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However, it is also shown that there is still a potential for further improvement of problem 
formulation in order to totally avoid convergence in local minima.  

Operational planning not only provides optimized reference value schedules for all con-
verters but also the most appropriate converter control parameters for local control actions 
such as for primary control. Thus, in the operational planning stage, the tertiary control 
determines a consecutive time series of sets of reference values for converters as well as 
optimized local converter control parameters in order to ensure a secure operation of the 
entire AC and DC grid. 

Secondary Control 

As soon as a disturbance occurs, schedules from the tertiary control may no longer be op-
timal and might no longer be able to guarantee stable operation. As such, a disturbance 
addresses an unplanned event causing equipment to become unavailable. This can be a 
consequence of a fault while the fault detection and clearing is not addressed in this work. 
Even if security constrained OPFs can limit the risk for reaching instabilities, an adaptation 
of converter reference values according to the new system state can help to relieve the AC 
system by additional power flows (due to the disturbance) until corrective actions are acti-
vated, for example. Such a method is proposed for the secondary control instance as a fast 
and local measure in chapter 4. 

This proposed method uses global voltage angle differences provided by a phasor measure-
ment unit (PMU) based wide area monitoring system (WAMS). From measured AC node 
voltage phase angle difference changes in the AC power flow directions and magnitudes 
can be observed. Significant deviations from the planned power flow schedule can also be 
detected. According to this, the converter active power reference values are locally adapted 
in order to support the AC transmission system by optimally adjusting the share of power 
flows between the AC and DC grid. The positive effect on the AC grid is shown in some 
numerical case studies. 

The method is introduced as angle gradient method (AGM) as it is based on the measure-
ment of AC node voltage angle gradients within the AC grid in order to identify significant 
unscheduled power flow changes. This means that the AGM relies on telecommunication 
based provisions of global measurements by a WAMS. Thus, it is also analyzed which 
effect the trip of a single PMU or the overall WAMS system has on AGM performance 
assuming different backup mechanisms for replacement data acquisition or favored actions 
of the AGM in case of a PMU trip, for example. 

It is shown that in case of a PMU trip disabling AGM for the specific converter wich is in 
the vicinity of the tripped PMU is the most appropriate solution. The AGM for all other 
surrounding converters will operate as usual and ensures optimal share of the unplanned 
power flow changes between the HVDC and AC grid. 
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Primary Control 

Due to the very small short term storage capacity of the DC grid (small “DC grid inertia” 
provided by its capacitances) a DC energy imbalance immediately causes a change in DC 
node voltages. A DC node voltage deviation is acceptable as long as it stays within small 
defined limits around the nominal voltage, primarily due to insulation requirements and 
secondarily due to optimal operation purposes. 

Ensuring DC energy balance has been a topic on which has recently garnered a lot of re-
search attention. As such, several control concepts have been proposed. These control con-
cepts make use of locally applied and piecewise linear control characteritics. Oscilations 
within the DC grid can occur if more than one converter controls DC node voltage accord-
ing to one of the many piecewise linear control characteristics (except voltage droop con-
trol). Oscillations mostly occur around the points of discontinuity. To overcome this, a con-
tinuous control characteristic is proposed in chapter 5. 

This continuous control characteristic can be parameterized in such a way that state of the 
art DC node voltage control characteristics are emulated. Thus, the adjustment of control 
characteristics allows for the realization of different control objectives, voltage margin con-
trol, voltage droop control or constant voltage control, for example. But the biggest ad-
vantage of this characteristic is its high variability in shape. By adjusting its parameters a 
continuous modification is possible to dynamically change between various shapes of the 
control characteristics. Thus, it is no longer necessary to define a fixed particular control 
characteristic. Depending, for example, on the AC grid characteristic at the point of com-
mon coupling, an appropriate parameterization can automatically be realized A method is 
therefore proposed which adjusts the converter control characteristic with respect to the 
capability of AC balancing power provision at the converter’s AC connection point. 

As the DC node voltage control characteristic ensures the DC energy balance (DC balanc-
ing), the required DC balancing power is taken from the AC grid. The proposed parameter-
ization algorithm forces those converters to provide DC balancing power immediately after 
there is a deviation from its DC node voltage reference which are connected to an AC node 
that has itself or can receive from nearby AC nodes all balancing power that might be in 
the worst case requested by the converter. Converters which are connected to AC nodes 
with little to no balancing power provision capability will remain in a power control mode 
until limits in the DC node voltage are almost reached. 

This AC balancing power provision capability based parameterization method relieves the 
AC grid by additional DC balancing power flows as DC balancing power is requested 
where it can be provided by the AC grid. This positive effect of the proposed DC node 
voltage control characteristic parameterization method is demonstrated by a numerical case 
study. 

The according parameterization corresponds to the AC balancing power provision capabil-
ity based parameterization method is also provided by the tertiary control instance. It is 
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assumed that at the tertiary control level, there is grid information which allows for that. 
As the parameterization of the control characteristic may need to be adapted after a disturb-
ance (e.g. power plant trip) there should be a short term optimization in place (e.g. within 
secondary control). Even if this optimization can only be based on a subset of the entire DC 
and AC grid due to time constraints a parameter adaptation can further increase system 
performance. 

Main contributions 

The main contribution of the thesis is a coherent approach for operating overlay HVDC 
grids. The approach is comprised of three levels corresponding to operational planning (ter-
tiary control), reference value adaptation in case of significant unscheduled AC power flow 
changes (secondary control) and ensuring the DC energy balance (primary control). Partic-
ular contributions are: 

 Tertiary control: An optimization algorithm is developed to determine converter 
reference schedules of an overlay HVDC grid. This algorithm takes the HVDC as 
well as all affected parts of the AC grid into account and performs a mixed AC/DC 
OF based on Differential Evolution (DE) strategy for optimization. This lowers the 
risk for non-convergence or convergence in local minima. Typical convergence of 
DE for such optimization problems is described and some significant potential for 
further improvement of problem formulation is identified. 
As this is a centralized approach assuming encompassing knowledge of the entire 
HVDC grid and all affected parts of the AC transmission level, a more decentralized 
approach is also proposed for the coordination of HVDC converters and optimizing 
their operation. 

 Secondary control: A method that enables HVDC converters to share deviations 
from the AC power flow schedule between the HVDC and the underlaying AC grid 
is proposed. This is a fast acting control which is based on global measurement data 
acquisition using a wide area monitoring system and a local control at each converter 
station. The method automatically relieves the AC grid and avoids instability and 
transmission equipment overload. It is introduced as angle gradient method (AGM). 

 Primary control: A continuous DC node voltage control characteristic is proposed 
that ensures DC energy balance based on a local control. Its continuous character 
reduces the risk for DC oscillations. Therefore, two parameterization methods for the 
local DC node voltage control characteristic are proposed: 

1. Approximation to piecewise linear DC node voltage control characteristics 

2. Parameter determination based on the capability of the AC system at point of 
common coupling for DC balancing power provision. 
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Exploitation of results 

Most results that are presented in this thesis have been published continuously (see own 
publications in subchapter 7.1). Furthermore, some of these results and cognitions have 
contributed to the following task force and working groups:  

 VDE task force “Aktive Energienetze im Kontext der Energiewende” [O-3], 
 CIGRÉ working group B4.58 [O-6] and 
 CENELEC working group CLC TC8x/WG 06 [O-7], [O-17].  

Research question 

Regarding the research question, this thesis proposes a methodology for structured opera-
tion of overlay HVDC grids.  

An optimal operation point of the overall system (AC and DC) is assured for undisturbed 
operation using a mixed AC/DC OPF during operational planning. Thus, also an integrated 
operation of the HVDC within the AC system operation is realized by the mixed AC/DC 
OPF but also by the adaptation of converter active power reference value in case of a dis-
turbance within the AC system. 

This method shares the consequences of a disturbance in means of changed power flows 
between the AC and DC system by an adjustable division. The consequences for the AC 
grid due to a disturbance within the HVDC grid are limited due to the parameterization of 
converter DC node voltage control characteristics according to the AC nodes capability to 
provide balancing power. Significant additional power flows as a consequence of DC dis-
turbances are avoided as much as possible. Thus an operation strategy for overlay HVDC 
grids is proposed including fast local control as well as slow operational planning instances. 

There are still some open points for the operation of HVDC grids closely related to the 
research question which are addressed in the following subchapter 6.2. 

6.2 Future Work 

The contributions of this thesis for the operation of HVDC grids are a first step towards a 
standardized and practically implemented HVDC grid operation control. Topics for future 
work are identified in different categories. One corresponds to further development of the 
proposed methods and its application for HVDC grids and the other corresponds to the 
application of the proposed methods into other grid layers and their adaptations related to 
different special requirements. This primarily addresses the application in distribution grid 
layers as well as its extension to cover other equipment in the AC transmission layer such 
as flexible AC transmission systems or phase shifting transformers. 
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HVDC grids 

Tertiary control 

As suggested in subchapter 3.2, there is still significant potential for further improvement 
of problem formulation related to DE as optimization algorithm for mixed AC/DC OPF in 
terms of operational planning issues. This is primarily related to further increasing the prob-
ability for convergence in global minima. 

Additionally, analyses are necessary to optimize DE regarding its convergence speed. 
Therefore one can take advantage of the fact that the operation point will probably not 
change drastically from one considered time step to another (e.g. 15 minutes later). This 
will significantly reduce the allowed state space that must be covered by DE. An inflexible 
definition of the allowed state space for the next time step can on the one hand decrease the 
computation time if no significant changes take place and on the other hand a stringent 
limitation of the allowed state space can exclude the global optimum if the generation and 
load pattern changed significantly. Hence, it is also possible to compare the change in gen-
eration and load pattern as well as change in topology from one considered time step to 
another and take this as a basis for dynamically defining the limited state space for the next 
time step. 

A further development potential of DE AC/DC OPF problem formulation for operational 
planning is related to security constrained OPF in order to provide preventive actions. This 
can further improve the robustness of the overall AC/DC system regarding any disturbances 
as converter reference values are calculated with respect to possible disturbances. In this 
case the reference values are optimal or also optimal (if security constrains are only part of 
the objective function) with regards to a secure system state even if any disturbances take 
place. 

It is also possible to develop a new optimization algorithm that perfectly matches the re-
quirements for mixed AC/DC OPFs. At least further research can be made which focuses 
on the mixture of existing optimization methods in order to meet any special requirements.  

Secondary control 

Complementary to preventive actions, corrective actions can be taken into account for fu-
ture work. If a disturbance takes place a coordinated adaptation of converter reference val-
ues is reasonable to optimize the system with respect to the changed boundary conditions. 
Stability margins can be maximized while losses are kept at a minimum. As central online 
optimization triggered by a certain disturbance is too time consuming, it is a feasible solu-
tion to calculate converter schedules for a defined contingency list in advance and deposit 
them locally for each converter. If a disturbance takes place the activation of the corre-
sponding schedule is triggered.  
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The real time identification of a particular disturbance is another issue for future work (in-
cident recognition). It would be ideal if local measurements within the converter’s substa-
tion identify a particular disturbance. If such a method is not capable of identifying any 
particular disturbance within the whole grid a centralized identification can serve as a 
backup solution. This may cause further challenges on combining local and central fault 
identification, if some converters are quickly triggered whereas locally and others are 
slowly triggered centrally depending on fault identification capability of each converter 
control. 

Preventive as well as corrective actions can be used to redefine the existing N-1 criterion 
of the AC transmission system towards the“diverse redundancy” of the overall AC and DC 
system. This is due to the fact that an AC equipment trip can not only be covered by an AC 
equipment but, if there is an overlay HVDC grid, it can also be covered by DC equipment 
by redefining the converters’ power reference values. Having an HVDC overlay grid broad-
ens the available redundancy capacities if it is defined and activated accordingly. 

Primary control 

Regarding the parameterization of local DC node voltage control characteristics a further 
improvement can be reached if the operational requirements corresponding to the AC and 
DC grid are combined. A fundamental requirement for the AC grid as proposed here is the 
reduction of DC balancing power flows in the AC transmission system. The proposed 
method considers available balancing power at or nearby the AC PCC of a converter. For 
the DC system it is important that there is a small DC voltage deviation in case of a dis-
turbance. This implies that parameterization of DC node voltage control characteristics 
must be coordinated so as to ensure that there is always at least one activating significant 
DC balancing power immediately after its reference voltage is left. 

As described in chapter 5 the parameterization of the DC node voltage control characteristic 
is performed by a tertiary control instance for operational planning purposes and can be 
adjusted by a secondary control instance after a disturbance has taken place. Thus, all sig-
nificant instances described in this work are fully or partially subject to an HVDC control 
center. In this context, how to implement these control instances and control methods into 
an HVDC control center is also an operen issue. Which requirements exist, which data and 
which data preparation is needed and how to integrate an HVDC control center (e.g. located 
at TSC or CORESO) in existing AC operation and operation structure need to be adressed. 

Besides the power transmission issues as addressed in this work there are also other services 
which can be provided to the AC systems if voltage source converters are used (e.g. AC 
voltage control or damping of AC power oscillations). A decoupled consideration of active 
and reactive power related issues is only possible as long as apparent power limits of the 
converter are not violated. Thus, a method for coordination of power transmission and other 
issues provided by converters with respect to the given hardware limits will be necessary. 
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Application in grid layers other than overlay HVDC grid 

This work addresses operation issues for overlay HVDC grids. As there are tendencies to-
wards meshed DC grids in lower grid layers, on the one hand to replace existing AC distri-
bution topologies and on the other hand to build new large industrial complexes with DC 
electrification. Thus, it is also an important issue to transfer the methods developed for 
overlay HVDC grids here to lower voltage levels and islanded DC grids. Therefore, it is 
important to identify specific requirements of other voltage levels and applications. 

The energy turnaround not only affects the transmission system as considered for this work 
but also the distribution system due to much renewable energy infeed in the lower grid 
levels. Some of the problems related to this fact may be overcome by fully controllable 
devices as converters between grid layers (as opposed to today’s transformers) and also 
between separated parallel distribution grids of the same voltage layer (back to back con-
verters on the distribution layer). Some coordination approaches as described in this work 
could also be applied to these vertical and horizontal couplings if they are modified accord-
ing to its special requirements. 

Moreover, the proposed approach can also be extended to the AC transmission layer in 
order to integrate the operation of flexible AC transmission systems and phase shifting 
transformers. This will be primarily a special issue for the described functionalities of sec-
ondary and tertiary control. 
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Appendix A xiii 

Appendix A Loss estimation of modular multilevel converters 

All existing publications concerning mixed AC/DC OPF problems are using loss estima-
tions for two or three level converters as in [162]. As modular multi-level converters 
(MMC) are more likely to be implemented in a future HVDC grid e.g. due to smaller losses 
and fewer harmonics, another more adequate loss model is needed. 

The MMC technology is quite new (invented in 2001) [163] and the coordination and 
switching of converter vales is much more complex than with previous two or three level 
VSCs, MMC’s loss computation is quite complex [164]-[167]. Applying such complex loss 
models would significantly increase the computational effort when applying for OPF anal-
yses. Hence, it is proposed to use the same loss model (A.1) as for conventional VSCs but 
with adaptation of its parameters α, β and γ. 

2
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In [164] switching and conducting losses ploss are given for half bridge, full bride and clamp 
double converter sub-module technology according to Tab.  7-1 for full converter load. 

Tab.  7-1: Switching and conducting losses of MMC converters. [164] 

 Topology of converter sub-modules 
Half bride Full bridge Clamp double 

pconv,loss 0.4766% 0.8081% 0.6405% 

The total MMC converter station losses are 1% at full load with half bridge sub-module 
topology [165]. Consequently, load independent station losses can be estimated according 
to (A.5). 

α 0.01 0.004766 0.005234  
(A.3) 

As [164]-[167] do not provide any detailed load dependent loss considerations it is assumed 
that distribution between linear and quadratic current dependent losses is equal to that of 
conventional VSCs according to [162]. Thus, 44% of load dependent losses are linear and 
66% quadratic dependent on converter’s current. Hence, loss model parameters are esti-
mated as shown in Tab.  7-2. 
Tab.  7-2: Parameter for simplified MMC loss model. 

α 0.005234 
β 0.002097 
γ 0.003146 
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Appendix B Constraint handling for artificial intelligence optimi-
zation methods 

As mentioned in subchapter 3.1.4 the major disadvantage of artificial intelligence methods 
for OPF optimization issues is constraint handling since those methods are originally in-
dented to be used for unbounded problems. Different opportunities for constraint handlings 
exist and [168] gives a good overview of them.  

In general constraint handling possibilities can be subdivided in two major groups. One of 
them is feasibility preserving and the other is based on penalty functions. Feasibility pre-
serving according to [169] enforces optimization solutions compliance with given con-
straints. Population vectors are reset to boundary values during evolutionary optimization 
process according to (A.4). Alternatively, in case of any boundary violation population 
vectors can also be reset to any other value within the permitted state space. 

(G)
min min

(G) (G)
max max
( )

      if  
      if  

otherwiseG

x x x
x x x x

x
 (A.4) 

Feasibility preserving is easy to implement but is an incisive intervention in the evolution-
ary optimization process. The intended learning effect fully disappears for populations that 
violate limits. Consequently, finding the global optimum cannot be maintained as it is il-
lustrated in Fig. 7.1. Additionally solely limits regarding state variables can be sufficient 
respected. The effect of feasibility preserving can also be seen in Fig. 3.8 in subchapter 
3.2.3. 

Possibe evolution using 
penalty functions
Possibe evolution using 
feasibility preserving
Population vector

 

Fig. 7.1: Level curves of permissible state space and possible evolution of an exemplary 
population vector using penalty functions and feasibility preserving. 

Using of penalty functions allows further constraints, is a less restrictive approach and al-
lows population vectors to stay in restricted state space areas by adding a penalty function 
to the objective function which is weighting boundary violations as in (A.5) [168]. Conse-
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quently, using penalty function Fpenalty(x,u) means no longer minimizing F(x,u) but mini-
mizing Ffitness(x,u). Fpenalty(x,u) sums up all weighted boundary violations p as in (A.6) and 
the original OF is weighted using kfitness. 

fitness fitness penalty( , ) ( , ) ( , )F x u k F x u F x u  (A.5) 

penalty penalty,( , ) penalty ( , )p p
p

F x u k u x  (A.6) 

For defining the weighting of boundary violations again different approaches are described 
in literature. Mainly it can be static parameterization, parameter-less, adaptive parameteri-
zation. Static parameterization is using predefined weighting factors for penalty functions. 
The choice of weighting factor is directly influencing the evolution process during optimi-
zation. Thus a bad choice of weighting factors can lead to a deviation from the global opti-
mum [170]. Since choosing static weighting factors is a more or less heuristic process an 
initialization or extension of an optimization problem causes a longer verification process. 

This disadvantage is bypassed when there are no parameters to choose. The parameter-less 
method as in [170] evaluates the objective function under consideration of any boundary 
violation. Comparing two population vectors when both violating limits that one with the 
smaller violation is maintained. If two population vectors are compared where only one is 
violating the given limits the boundary violating one is rejected. Again this method bears 
the risk of not covering the complete permitted state space and consequently the global 
optimum may not be found as it was identified for feasibility preserving method [168]. 

Adaptive parameterization intends to improve static parameterization’s disadvantages and 
does not need any user defined parameters. A possible method is described in [171]. The 
choice of penalty factors is dependent on the amount of population vectors within permitted 
state space areas. If a high number of population vectors are within permitted state space 
area the penalty factor is smaller while the penalty factor is larger when a high number of 
population vectors are violating limits. However, such an algorithm must be designed with 
care in order to ensure finding of global optimum. 
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Appendix C AC/DC grid model for OPF numerical case studies 

For OPF numerical case studies a 6 AC and 4 DC node grid model is used while nominal 
voltage on the AC side is assumed to be 400 kV and on the DC side to be ±500 kV. For 
simplifications reasons transmission line length between two AC or DC nodes is defined to 
500 km with the same type of line for both grids. Depending on the connection a different 
number of parallel systems are implemented. Tab. 7-3 includes load and generation at AC 
nodes as well as its reactive power limits and Tab. 7-4 converter’s power limits. AC and 
DC grid topologies are given in Tab 7-6 and Tab 7-5 respectively while also AC and DC 
line parameters and their maximum transmission capability are included. 

Tab. 7-3: Fixed load and generation on AC nodes including reactive power limits. 

AC node Pload 
[MW] 

Qload 
[MVar] 

Pgen 
[MW] 

Qmin 
[MVar] 

Qmax 
[MVar] 

1 1,150 775 13,000 -20,000 20,000 
2 4,740 2,370 2,270 -4,800 4,800 
3 2,490 1,245 2,100 -3,500 3,500 
4 1,740 870 200 -2,000 2,000 
5 6,660 3,330 800 -5,500 5,500 
6 1,590 795 400 -2,500 2,500 

Tab. 7-4: Converter’s active power limits and connected AC nodes. 

DC node Pconv,AC,max 
[MW] 

Pconv,AC,min 
[MW] 

Connected 
AC node 

1 15,000 -15,000 1 
2 5,000 -5,000 3 
3 5,000 -5,000 5 
4 5,000 -5,000 6 

Tab. 7-5: DC grid topology, DC line parameters and maximum transmission capacity. 

DC line From   
DC node 

To        
DC node 

R’ [Ω] Maximum transmis-
sion capacity [MW] 

1 1 2 0.01 4,000 
2 1 3 0.01 4,000 
3 2 3 0.03 4,000 
4 2 4 0.03 4,000 
5 2 5 0.01 4,000 
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Tab.  7-6: AC grid topology, AC line parameters and maximum transmission capacity. 

AC line From   
AC node 

To        
AC node 

R’ [Ω] X’ [Ω] Maximum transmis-
sion capacity [MW] 

1 1 2 0.01 0.083 2,250 
2 1 3 0.01 0.083 2,250 
3 2 3 0.03 0.25 750 
4 2 4 0.03 0.25 750 
5 2 5 0.01 0.083 2,250 
6 3 4 0.01 0.083 2,250 
7 3 5 0.03 0.25 750 
8 4 5 0.03 0.25 750 
9 4 6 0.03 0.25 750 
10 5 6 0.03 0.25 750 
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Appendix D Mixed AC/DC OPF results 

Tab.  7-7: Result of differential evolution mixed AC/DC OPF – |vAC,min| = 0.95 p.u., 
|vAC,max| = 1.05 p.u., vDC,min = 0.95 p.u., vDC,max = 1.05 p.u.. 
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Tab.  7-8: Result of differential evolution mixed AC/DC OPF –|vAC,min| = 0.95 p.u., 
|vAC,max| = 1.05 p.u., vDC,min = 0.95 p.u., vDC,max = 1.05 p.u.. 
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Tab.  7-9: Result of differential evolution mixed AC/DC OPF – |vAC,min| = 1.00 p.u., 
|vAC,max| = 1.05 p.u., vDC,min = 0.95 p.u., vDC,max = 1.05 p.u.. 
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Tab.  7-10: Result of differential evolution mixed AC/DC OPF –|vAC,min| = 1.00 p.u., 
|vAC,max| = 1.05 p.u., vDC,min = 1.00 p.u., vDC,max = 1.05 p.u.. 
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Tab.  7-11: Result of differential evolution mixed AC/DC OPF – |vAC,min| = 1.00 p.u., 
|vAC,max| = 1.05 p.u., vDC,min = 1.00 p.u., vDC,max = 1.05 p.u., 20,000 iterations. 

Pconv,loss [MW] 822.58 
No. of iterations 20,000 

|v1| [pu] 1.020 
|v2| [pu] 1.000 
|v3| [pu] 1.050 
|v4| [pu] 1.047 
|v5| [pu] 1.048 
|v6| [pu] 1.050 
δv1 [°] 40.17 
δv2 [°] 0.00 
δv3 [°] 9.52 
δv4 [°] -7.75 
δv5 [°] -10.03 
δv6 [°] 4.75 

Qgen,1 [MVar] 1637 
Qgen,2 [MVar] 3129 
Qgen,3 [MVar] 2236 
Qgen,4 [MVar] 1317 
Qgen,5 [MVar] 3865 
Qgen,6 [MVar] 801 

vDC,1 [pu] 1.050 
vDC,2 [pu] 1.027 
vDC,3 [pu] 1.020 
vDC,4 [pu] 1.016 

Pconv,AC,1 [MW] -7075 
Pconv,AC,2 [MW] 415 
Pconv,AC,3 [MW] 4386 
Pconv,AC,4 [MW] 1855 
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Appendix E Power flow equations 

Derivation of power flow equations for the transmission level. 

*
ij i ijs v i          and       * i j

ij
ij ij

v v
i

r j x
 (A.7) 

* *
i j

ij i
ij ij

v v
s v

r j x
 (A.8) 

Formulation in Polarcoordinates 

(cos( ) sin( )) (cos( ) sin( ))
(cos( ) sin( )) i i i j j j

ij i i i
ij ij

v j v j
s v j

r j x
 (A.9) 

2 2

2 2

cos( ) cos( ) sin( ) sin( )i ij ij i i j ij i j ij i j ij i j ij
ij

ij ij

v r j x v v v r j v v x j v v r v v x
s

r x
 (A.10) 

Using the following assumptions for transmission grids: 

 r/x << 1 
 vi ≈ vj 
 Δδ → 0 

sin( )i j
ij

ij

v v
p

x
 (A.11) 
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Appendix F WAMS and PMU 

Voltage angles can be quickly obtained using PMUs connected to a WAMS. A phasor rep-
resents a sinusoidal signal of a fixed frequency. While (A.12) describes the instantaneous 
value of a sinusoidal variable depending on its angular frequency ω, its peak value M and 
phase angle φ, (A.13) defines the transition to a phasor formulation. The phasor is repre-
sented by the RMS value of the original signal as its magnitude and by the phase angle φ. 
A phasor is no longer dependent on a frequency since it is only valid for a single frequency. 
Thus, when extracting a phasor from a real measurement a Fourier analysis is necessary at 
first and a phasor can be calculated for each measured frequency. PMUs use microprocessor 
applicable derivatives of the Fourier transformation (FT) namely discrete FT or fast FT. 

( ) cos( )x t M t  (A.12) 

( )
2

jMx t x e  (A.13) 

First measurements of phase angle differences took place in the early 1980s using different 
sources for time synchronization [109]-[115]. Those early phasor measurements provided 
an accuracy of approximately 40μs, which is too much for a wide area measurement system 
[116]. Consequently, these early approaches were not further developed.  

Shortly after, in 1983, the starting point for modern PMUs was given. The impetus for 
developing the PMU concept was based on a new fault detection algorithm for transmission 
lines using a symmetrical components analysis of voltages and currents. At this time, in-
formation from the global positioning system (GPS) have been fully available making a 
measurement synchronization possible. The first PMU prototype was built at Virginia Tech 
in the early 1980s and the first commercially available PMU was available in 1991 from 
Macrodyne. [117] Today, a PMU is defined as a device providing at least a synchronized 
phasor (angle and magnitude), frequency and change of frequency of its input signal which 
can be voltage and/or current while using a time synchronizing signal [118]. 

Each measurement by a PMU is stamped with a time signal at the measurement unit itself. 
Thus, transmission time of measurements to an analyzing unit is not critical. The time tag 
is provided by GPS. The most important signal provided by the GPS for that purpose is the 
one puls-per-second signal, which is received almost coincidently [116]. A synchronization 
accuracy of 1μs is achieved [116], [117] while a GPS provided time has an accuracy of 
0.2 μs [118]. For 50 Hz systems 1μs accuracy results in a phasor angle error of 0.018° (  
0.005%) which is quite small. The requirements given by the according IEEE standard 
[118] permits a maximum of ±31 μs but only if there is no measurement error for V respec-
tively I. This is derived from a maximum permissible total vector error TVE of 1% which 
is defined for a phasor of time stamp n by (A.14) [118]: 
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 (A.14) 

This is also illustrated in Fig. 7.2 while the TVE is normalized to the length of the real 
vector in order to specify the TVE in percentage. 
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Fig. 7.2: Total vector error of a synchrophasor. 

A WAMS collects all PMU data (see Fig. 7.3) and calculates angle differences between the 
measured synchrophasors (phasors with the same time stamp) (see Fig. 4.5). The latency 
between PMU measurement, data transmission to WAMS and back to an application device 
takes approximately 50-200 ms while a WAMS updates every 0.05 - 0.1 s [120]. With 
phasor data availability within this time frame several applications are possible and can be 
divided in three categories [116], [119]: 

 Wide area monitoring –  monitoring complex voltage v and frequency f within a grid 
    and also improving state estimation 

 Wide area protection –  special power system protections e.g. backup protection  
    (due to latency of remote measurements) 

 Wide area control –  e.g. electromechanical oscillations, certain overload  
    phenomena 

Phasor
Measurem.

Phasor
Measurem.

PMU

V VI I

WAMS
Measurement processing

Phasor
Measurem.

V I

...

PMU PMU

 
Fig. 7.3: Architecture of a wide area measurement system and its integration into data 

acquisition and application context. According to [120] and [121]. 
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Appendix G AGM – Scenario power plant trip 
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Fig. 7.4: Power generation of all power plants after trip of power plant 6 including pri-
mary and secondary load frequency control (a) and power plant 12 (as an ex-
ample of an undisturbed control area) (b). 
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Fig. 7.5: HVDC converter power after trip of power plant 6. 
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Appendix H AGM – AC line trip 
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Fig. 7.6: a) HVDC converter power during and after an AC line 26 trip and b) corre-

sponding power plant power generation. 
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Fig. 7.7: a) AC power flows around tripped AC line 26 and b) reallocation of AC 
power flows around AC node 1 before and during AC line 26 trip. 
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Appendix I Overlay grid as remaining connection to an islanded 
area 
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Fig. 7.8: a) Power generation of power plants during islanding of AC nodes 8 and 9 

with simultaneously partial trip of power plant 8 and b) Converter power val-
ues during islanding of AC nodes 8 and 9 with simultaneously partial trip of 
power plant 8. 
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Fig. 7.9: Converter power of VSC 2 and 3during islanding of AC nodes 8 and 9 with 

simultaneously partial trip of power plant 8. 
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Fig. 7.10: Angle differences over AC lines during and after islanding of AC nodes 8 and 

9 with simultaneously partial trip of power plant 8. 
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Appendix J Impedance influence on AGM simplification – line 
length distribution using random numbers 

Tab.  7-12:  Line length distribution using random numbers between -250 and +250. 

AC line Random 
number 

Resulting AC 
line length [km] 

Line 1 -9 491 

Line 2 163 663 

Line 3 -72 418 

Line 4 60 560 

Line 5 120 620 

Line 6 75 575 

Line 7 172 672 

Line 8 -66 434 

Line 9 53 553 

Line 10 46 546 

Line 11 -87 413 

Line 12 125 625 

Line 13 -8 492 

Line 14 -238 262 

Line 15 -102 398 

Line 16 124 624 

Line 17 97 597 

Line 18 -52 448 

Line 19 64 564 

Line 20 -138 362 

Line 21 -184 316 

Line 22 11 511 

Line 23 100 600 

Line 24 -128 372 

Line 25 51 551 

Line 26 -172 328 

 



xxx   List of Abbreviations 

List of Abbreviations 

AGM Angle Gradient Method 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

CA Control Area 

CORESO Coordination of Electricity System Operators 

DE Differential Evolution 

EKC Electricity Coordination Center 

ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity 

FACTS Flexible AC Transmission System 

FT Fourier Transformation 

GA Generic Algorithm 

GIL Gas Insulated Line 

GPS Global Positioning System 

HVDC High Voltage Direct Current 

HTC High Temperature super conducting Cable 

IP Interior Point 

ISO Independent System Operator 

LCC Line Commutated Converter 

LP Linear Programming 

MMC Modular Multilevel Converter 

NLP Non Linear Programming 

OF Objective Function 

OPF Optimal Power Flow 

P2P Point-to-point (HVDC scheme – primarily considered as VSC technology) 

PCC Point of Common Coupling 

PMU Phasor Measurement Unit 

PSO Particle Swarm Optimization 

PSS Power System Stabilizer 

PWM Pulse Width Modulation 
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QP Quadratic Programming 

RMS Root Mean Square 

RSCI Regional Security Cooperation Initiatives 

SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

TSC Transmission System Operator Security Cooperation 

TSO Transmission System Operator 

TVE Total vector error 

TYNDP Ten Year Network Development Plan 

VSC Voltage Source Converter 

WAMS Wide Area Monitoring System 
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List of Symbols 

DCvk  Converter’s DC voltage control droop constant 

Ix̂ , Rx̂  Measured value by PMU (imaginary and real part) 

|vAC| AC voltage magnitude 

|vSlack,AC| AC voltage magnitude of Slack bus 

a Weighting factor for a part of a multi objective function 

b Constant factor of objective function 

c Linear factor of objective function 

C Matrix of HVDC converter observability area center nodes of di-
rectly adjacent responsibility areas to the considered one 

CC Converter capacitance at the DC grid side 

CDC Overall DC grid capacitance 

CL DC Line capacitance 

Cm, Ck DC node capacitance at node m and k 

CR Crossover constant (Differential Evolution optimization algorithm) 

D Generators damping constant 

d Quadratic factor of objective function 

eDC Energy of the DC grid 

e+
DC_balance / 

e-
DC_balance 

Maximum available energy for positive / negative balancing power 
provision for the DC grid by storages at or nearby considered AC 
node 

ein / pin Energy / power input in a system 

eout / pout Energy / power output out of a system 

estorage Energy available for balancing power from storage at or nearby a 
considered AC node 

f frequency 

F(u,x) Objective function 

feig Eigenfrequency 

Ffitness(x,u) Fitness function containing weighted objective function and penalty 
function (Differential Evolution optimization algorithm) 



List of Symbols xxxiii 

fM Mutation constant (Differential Evolution optimization algorithm) 

G Generation (Differential Evolution optimization algorithm) 

g(u,x) Inequality constraints 

h(u,x) Equality constraints 

hleft / hl Parameter for slope definition of left part of continuous p-v-charac-
teristic (left sigmoid function) 

hright / hr Parameter for slope definition of right part of continuous p-v-char-
acteristic (left sigmoid function) 

I, i Current 

iconv Converter current 

iconv,max Maximal converter current 

iconv,nominal Nominal converter current 

k Number of equality constraints 

kAC-DC Division factor between AC and DC power flows at a specific node 

kBalance_DC_gen+ /  
kBalance_DC_gen- 

Capability of generating units (except storages) connected to or 
nearby a considered AC node for positive / negative balancing 
power provision for the DC grid 

kBalance_DC_storage+ / 
kBalance_DC_storage- 

Capability of storages connected to or nearby a considered AC node 
for positive / negative balancing power provision for the DC grid 

kBalance_DC+ / 
kBalance_DC- 

Overall positive / negative DC balancing capability of a considered 
AC node  

ke+ / ke- Capability of storages connected to or nearby a considered AC node 
for positive / negative balancing power provision by means of avail-
able energy 

kp+ / kp- Capability of storages connected to or nearby a considered AC node 
for positive / negative balancing power provision by means of in-
stalled storage power 

kpenalty Penalty weighting factor (Differential Evolution optimization algo-
rithm) 

kΔf Converter’s frequency control droop constant 

l Number of Inequality constraints 

Lkm DC line inductance 

M Amplitude of a sinusoidal function / signal 



xxxiv   List of Symbols 

nconv Number of converters in the grid 

nDC_line Number of lines in the HVDC grid 

ngen Number of generating units (except storages) at or nearby a consid-
ered AC node 

nOF Number of objective functions 

NP Number of populations (Differential Evolution optimization algo-
rithm) 

nstorage Number of storages at or nearby a considered AC node 

P(G) Population vector of generation G (Differential Evolution optimiza-
tion algorithm) 

p+
AC_balance Available positive AC balancing power from generating units (ex-

cept storages) 

p+
DC_balance Maximum positive DC balancing power requested by a considered 

converter 

pAC,loss AC transmission losses 

p-
AC_balance Available negative AC balancing power from generating units (ex-

cept storages) 

pconv,AC Converter active power on the AC grid side 

pconv,AC,exchange Part of converter reference value for a special exchange with an-
other converter 

pconv,AC,max Maximum converter active power on the AC grid side 

pconv,AC,min Minimum converter active power on the AC grid side 

pconv,nominal Nominal converter active power 

pconv,schedule Scheduled converter reference value from tertiary control 

pDC,loss DC transmission losses 

p-
DC_balance Maximum negative DC balancing power requested by a considered 

converter 

pel Generated electrical power 

pexchange Market based power exchange between transmission system opera-
tors 

pgen Generated active power 

pij Power flow on a DC line 
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pload Vertical system load (active power) 

ploss Losses 

ploss_conv Converter losses 

ploss_DC_line DC Line losses 

pm Mechanical power from generators turbine 

pschedule,ij Scheduled power flow between node i and j 

pstorage:installed Installed storage power at or nearby a considered AC node 

pWAMS,ij WAMS measured power flow between node i and j  

qconv,AC Converter reactive power (AC grid side) 

qload Vertical system load (reactive power) 

rij Line resistance between node i and j 

Rkm DC line resistance 

sij Apparent power flow on an AC transmission line 

sVSC,max Converter’s maximum allowed apparent power 

sVSC,min Converter’s minimum allowed apparent power 

t Time 

T1 Delay time 

TA Generator time constant 

Td Dead time 

TVE Total vector error (accuracy of PMU measurement) 

u Optimization vector 

u’ Optimization vector (containing redundant information) 

urs
(G) Trial vector elements of generation G (Differential Evolution opti-

mization algorithm) 

us
(G) Trial vector of generation G (Differential Evolution optimization 

algorithm) 

V, v Voltage  

v’DC,max Right inflection point of continuous p-v-characteristic (right sig-
moid function) 

v’DC,min Left inflection point of continuous p-v-characteristic (left sigmoid 
function) 



xxxvi   List of Symbols 

vAC AC voltage 

vAC,max Maximum allowed AC voltage magnitude 

vAC,min Minimum allowed AC voltage magnitude 

vconv,AC AC voltage on converter’s AC side 

vDC DC voltage 

vDC,max Maximum allowed DC voltage magnitude 

vDC,min Minimum allowed DC voltage magnitude 

vDC,ref Reference DC node voltage 

vrs
(G) Elements of mutation vector of generation G (Differential Evolution 

optimization algorithm) 

vs
(G) Mutations vector of generation G (Differential Evolution optimiza-

tion algorithm) 

x State vector 

xbest Best known population (Differential Evolution optimization algo-
rithm) 

xI, xR Physical / real value (imaginary and real part) 

xij Line inductance between node i and j 

xr,best
(G) Vector elements of best known population until generation G (Dif-

ferential Evolution optimization algorithm) 

xrs
(G) Vector elements of population xs

(G) (Differential Evolution optimi-
zation algorithm) 

xrs,max Vector of maximum limits for optimization variables (Differential 
Evolution optimization algorithm) 

xrs,min Vector of minimum limits for optimization variables (Differential 
Evolution optimization algorithm) 

xs
(G) Population of generation G (Differential Evolution optimization al-

gorithm) 

Z AC grid impedance 

α Converter losses (voltage dependent) 

β Converter losses (linear dependent on converter current) 

γ Converter losses (quadratic dependent on converter current) 

δAC AC voltage angle 



List of Symbols xxxvii 

Δf Frequency deviation 

Δpbound Converter reference value boundary violation 

Δpneg,margin Margin between converter reference value and most restrictive 
boundary for minimum converter reference value 

Δppos,margin Margin between converter reference value and most restrictive 
boundary for maximum converter reference value 

Δpref,n,f Change in converter power reference due to frequency droop con-
trol of converter n 

Δpref,n,v Change in converter power reference due to DC node voltage droop 
control of converter n 

Δpschedule,ij Difference between measured and scheduled power flow between 
node i and j 

δSlack,AC AC voltage angle of slack bus 

Δδ Voltage angle difference between AC nodes 

ε Radius of convergence (Differential Evolution optimization algo-
rithm) 

λi Eigenvalue i 

λij Share between active power measured by WAMS and apparent 
power measured at AC line outlet parallel to DC line between con-
verter connected AC node i and j 

φ Phase angle of sinusoidal function / signal 

ω Angular velocity 

ω0, f0 Reference angular velocity / reference frequency 

ploss_TSO Total losses (AC and DC) within a TSO HVDC converter observa-
bility area caused by an power exchange with another TSO pexport 

ploss_global Total losses (AC and DC) caused by an power exchange between 
TSOs pexport 

ploss_transit_TSO AC losses within a TSO HVDC converter observability area caused 
by an power exchange between two other TSOs pexport 

ntransit_TSO Number of considered transit TSO for a decentralized coordination 
of converter power references 

 


